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CHAPTER 1

Overview

This chapter provides a brief look at the 
technology used at the BBC Radiophonic 
Workshop from its inception in 1958 to 
its closure in 1996. For more about the 
early period or artistic considerations, 
see The BBC Radiophonic Workshop, 
The First 25 Years by Desmond Briscoe 
and Roy Curtis Bramwell, ©BBC, Lon-
don, United Kingdom, 1983, 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CHAPTER 1

Overview
1. Introduction

The Radiophonic Workshop began by providing musique 
concrète material for radio, initially in the field of drama. 
Using a wide range of equipment, often obtained from other 
departments, it soon acquired an enviable reputation for the 
sounds and music that it created for radio and television.

In its early work, under the direction of Desmond Briscoe, the 
only available materials were real sounds that were recorded 
and manipulated using tape machines and other devices. The 
process was similar to modern sampling, using reverse 
playback, speed or pitch change, equalisation and 
reverberation, accompanied by endless skilful editing. Many 
sources of sound were familiar to drama studios, such as 
pebbles in boxes, mutilated musical instruments or even an 
old copper water tank!

The voltage controlled synthesiser of the late sixties caused 
significant change. Sound and music could now be created 
immediately, although often only one note could be played at 
a time! The arrival of multitrack tape recorders in the 
following decade enabled composers to build up complex 
layers of material that could be modified as work progressed. 
During this period the Workshop enjoyed a short period of 
fame, mainly because of the Doctor Who science fiction series, 
although it soon retreated into relative obscurity. In the mid-
seventies, the department began to expand and took up new 
initiatives, working on alternative material that wasn’t always 
strictly ‘radiophonic’.
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By the eighties, computer control of digital musical 
instruments via the Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
(MIDI), using Macintosh computers, was a reality. This was 
complemented in the last decade by recording systems based 
on more advanced computers. The all-digital studio had 
arrived. However, by the nineties this technology was 
available to all and the Workshop was forced to close.

2. The Sixties

Rooms 13 and 14 at the Maida Vale studios were the 
birthplace of the Workshop. The original tape recorders 
included small Ferrograph models and the monstrous 
Motosacoche machines. The latter were particularly difficult 
to use since these took fifteen seconds for the tape to get up to 
speed. In later years, Room 13 was devoted to working with 
film, although some older tape machines remained. These 
included an early Ampex recorder and an EMI BTR/2, the 
latter having an extra motorised spool on one side for editing. 
In addition, there was a Prevost 35 mm film viewing machine 
and a film editing machine. Much of early work for television 
was recorded onto ‘sepmag’ film (35 mm wide magnetic tape 
with sprockets) so that it could be synchronised with a 
matching picture film.

For many years Room 12 provided Doctor Who sound effects. 
It had a specially-built mixing console fitted with ‘continuous’ 
carbon faders, an innovation for the time, and miniature valve 
amplifiers. Three Philips tape machines, with inter-linked 

remote control, provided a comprehensive tape manipulation 
facility, whilst a Leevers-Rich tape recorder had both 
‘continuous’ and ‘chromatic’ tape speed controllers. In 
addition, an EMI TR/90 tape machine was equipped with the 
Tempophon, whose spinning head allowed the pitch of a 
recording to be changed without changing the tempo.

Room 11 contained an early transistorised mixing desk. This 
incorporated ‘Glowpot’ faders, designed by Dave Young, the 
Workshop’s highly inventive engineer. Traditional BBC ‘stud 
faders’ (which were switched attenuators) suffered from ‘stud 
noise’, an effect particularly noticeable on tonal sounds. The 
Glowpot fader overcame this problem by using a modified 
stud fader to control the intensity of light-bulbs that in turn, 
illuminated a pair of light dependent resistors (LDRs) within 
an attenuator network. The thermal inertia of the light-bulbs 
effectively eliminated any stud noise.

The sixties saw the first voltage-controlled synthesisers, the 
biggest of which appeared in Room 10. The Delaware was 
manufactured by Electronic Music Studios (London) Ltd, 
more usually known as EMS. This machine was a modified 
Synthi 100, incorporating a two-level keyboard and numerous 
elements connected by two ‘virtual earth’ patching matrixes. It 
also included a real-time sequencer that took analogue control 
and gate signals from the keyboard, digitised them and stored 
the data in RAM. This machine’s greatest problem, common 
to most voltage-controlled synthesisers, was that of VCO 
frequency drift, usually caused by changes in temperature as 
the equipment warmed up. A later attempt to replace the 
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Delaware by a new machine, consisting of Ken Gale’s 
Wavemaker modules, came to an end as new technology, 
much of it from Japan, began to arrive in the late seventies.

Few other synthesisers were used at this time, apart from the 
VCS3, also produced by EMS. This highly adaptable and 
portable machine first appeared in 1968 and was particularly 
useful for sound effects. It also incorporated a versatile 
‘virtual earth’ patching matrix for interconnecting parts of the 
synthesiser. The later ARP Odyssey, which had front-panel 
switches for patching, was also popular.

The Workshop’s main source of reverberation or ‘echo’ came 
from two EMT 140 echo plates. Each consisted of a large box 
containing a steel plate suspended on springs. Two 
transducers, one for transmitting sounds to the device and the 
other for receiving reverberant sounds, were attached to the 
plate. A remote-controlled servo system adjusted the 
mounting springs, modifying the reverberation time (or ‘room 
size’) of the plate: typically, this was set to between two and 
three seconds.

Alternative reverberation was provided by an echo room, a 
small area of oblong dimensions with a sloping ceiling. A 
loudspeaker was positioned at the ‘short’ end whilst a 
microphone, located at the opposite end, picked up the 
reverberant sound. In later years a pair of microphones were 
fitted to give stereo sound. Unlike the plate, the room’s reverb 
time was fixed at four seconds.

The least successful form of reverberation was provided by the 
humble echo spring. This incorporated a coiled spring, usually 
over 200 mm in length, with audio transducers at each end. 
The results weren’t too impressive, although interesting 
sounds could be produced by hitting such a device!

3. The Seventies

By the mid-seventies the Workshop was in the doldrums, little 
having changed since the late sixties. The department had 
developed piecemeal, acquiring rooms along the corridor of 
the Maida Vale Studios as it went. Apart from Rooms 12, 13 
and 14, most studio were converted offices.

By 1974, Rooms 13 and 14 contained a Glensound DK/1 stereo 
mixing console. Unusually, this mixer had pan-pots (for 
positioning the stereo image) on each channel fader, allowing 
the user to ‘pan’ and ‘fade’ a sound simultaneously. This 
studio also had the first multitrack tape machine, a Studer 
A80 8-track. A push-button matrix allowed the user to send 
any sources to any of the multitrack’s inputs. Later, as the 
Workshop expanded, this installation moved into a new area, 
Room 36.

The Workshop’s first ‘off the shelf’ mixing desk arrived in 
1979. The Neve 8066 was a conventional twenty-channel 
music console, coupled to a Studer A80 16-track recorder. It 
was installed in Studio E, part of the original room 13, in time 
for Rockcoco, a rock musical produced by Paddy Kingsland.
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This installation was soon followed by others containing 
Soundcraft Series 2 mixers that provided eight group outputs, 
allowing any source to be directed to an 8-track recorder’s 
inputs. These consoles were installed in Studio C (originally 
Dave Young’s office) and in Studio F (the original room 10). 
But these installations were only stop-gap measures, an 
attempt to catch up on lost time.

Several highly versatile electronic effects devices appeared at 
this time. These included Roland flangers and phasers that 
used quasi-digital bucket-brigade devices to introduce delays 
into audio signals.

4. The Eighties

During this decade the consumer music industry expanded, 
giving access to a tremendous range of ‘off the shelf’ products. 
With a little imagination, sometimes even stretching 
equipment beyond what the manufacturer envisaged, these 
devices offered the Workshop unseen new opportunities.

By this time the department was showing signs of serious 
financial deprivation. Under the hand of Brian Hodgson it at 
last received the funding it deserved, with one of the six 
studios being upgraded each year. Once again, Soundcraft 
consoles seemed the obvious choice.

By 1982, Studio B (the original room 36) and Studio D (Maida 
Vale’s wartime control room) had Soundcraft Series 1624 

mixers, designed for 16-track operation, whilst Studio A 
incorporated a Series 800 console, providing for 8-track work. 
Next came Studios C, E and H (the latter converted from a 
small film theatre) with Soundcraft 2400 consoles, this time 
with 24-track capacity.

These new studios had 8-track, 16-track or, later, 24-track 
tape recorders. Unfortunately the 8-track machines were 
totally inadequate for stereo work, since they only really 
provided four stereo tracks. Sadly, the introduction of 16-track 
and 24-track machines also caused problems when material 
had to be interchanged between studios. The greatest 
difficulty was caused by the 8-track format, which used one 
inch wide tape, unlike the other systems that used two inch 
tape.

The new mixers completely justified the advantages of low-
cost equipment. By using unbalanced audio circuits, instead 
of ‘broadcast’ transformer-balanced circuits, a very high 
sound quality was maintained. Consequently transformers 
were removed from virtually all other equipment.

In 1981, computer technology arrived in the form of the 
Fairlight Computer Musical Instrument (CMI). This was an 
adapted minicomputer that incorporated a graphical display 
and light pen. The CMI outlasted many later ‘top end’ 
machines, some of which disappeared without trace.
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5. Sequencing

During the early eighties, the music industry launched the 
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), a system for 
connecting musical devices and computers. MIDI sockets 
soon appeared on the back of many keyboards and 
synthesisers. The initial reaction was: ‘what could it be used 
for?’

The answer was sequencing. This process took a performance 
from a musical keyboard and recorded it as digital data in a 
MIDI sequencer. The data could be edited as necessary and 
subsequently used to play any MIDI instrument. The beauty 
of the system was that no sounds were recorded on tape: the 
information was simply held as a computer file that could be 
updated at any time. Even the choice as to which sound or 
‘voice’ was triggered by keyboard actions could be left to the 
very last moment.

One early sequencer, the Yamaha QX1, provided eight MIDI 
outputs but required the composer to stare for hours at a 
small liquid crystal display (LCD). A more important arrival 
was the Apple Macintosh and associated MIDI interface, first 
used at the Workshop during 1986. The earliest machine was 
a Mac Plus, later superseded by the Mac II, IIx and finally the 
Quadra 900. The Mac’s WIMP (Window Icon Mouse Pointer) 
environment was ideal for a non-technical musician. In 
addition, plenty of software for housekeeping and programme 
documentation was available.

The new range of digital MIDI synthesisers also used 
completely new techniques, such as frequency modulation 
(FM), featured in Yamaha’s DX7. Its dramatic and highly 
musical sounds accelerated the demise of older analogue 
machines. Many more all-digital synthesisers were soon to 
follow.

6. Synchronisation

The Workshop regularly produced material for television, 
involving the business of synchronising sound to picture. 
Working with film was fairly easy: the passing picture frames 
were counted (at a rate of 24 or 25 frames per second) and the 
time for each ‘cue’ was calculated. Later, the completed sound 
track could be transferred onto sepmag tape and then played 
in ‘synch’ with the original picture film. If the two weren’t in 
step, the sepmag tape and picture film could be ‘slipped’ 
against each other or edited with a razor blade. However, it 
was usual to edit the sepmag tape rather than the picture film!

The arrival of video recording made things more difficult, 
since video tape didn’t have sprockets! The Workshop was 
originally provided with Shibaden half-inch helical-scan video 
machines that allowed the composer to see the original 
picture material. In some instances the ‘time of day’ or ’time 
of recording’ would be ‘burnt in’ to one corner of the picture, 
showing the elapsed hours, minutes and frames. The 
composer would then make calculations to fit the new sounds 
to the pictures provided. Finally the new material would be 
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checked against a stopwatch. The completed tape would 
normally be ‘played in’ during the process of ‘dubbing’ the 
final transmission tape. For this to work, the ‘play’ button on 
the playback machine had to be pressed at exactly the right 
time!

With a new generation of video machines, timecode also could 
be provided as useful data. In a Video Home System (VHS) 
machine, one of the stereo ‘hi-fi’ sound tracks carried SMPTE 
longitudinal timecode, whilst on the later U-matic machines it 
was conveyed via one of the ‘linear’ sound tracks.

Later, Vertical Interval Timecode (VITC) was introduced, 
consisting of timecode carried within the video signal itself. 
Unfortunately, this system wasn’t reliable on European VHS 
machines and the Workshop therefore had to standardise on 
the semi-professional Sony U-matic format.

When a video tape arrived, the composer copied the timecode 
(and sometimes the original sound track) from the VCR to an 
appropriate track (or tracks) on a multitrack tape recorder. 
The signal played back from the ‘timecode track’ could then be 
used to drive a timecode reader that displayed the elapsed 
time. This helped the composer to create new sounds that 
were ‘on cue’. Unfortunately although a cue could be 
anticipated, there was no guarantee that the composer would 
actually hit it!

7. Syncwriter

Ray Riley’s Timecode Memory Unit (TMU) was the first 
device that put Radiophonic studios under the control of 
timecode. It worked by accepting Binary Coded Decimal 
(BCD) signals from a standard SMPTE timecode reader. 
These were then used to generate a trigger, gate, switch-
closure or bleep signal at a specified timecode. Hence any 
sequencer or tape machine could be ‘fired off’ when required. 
It also generated a regular metronome click at a rate locked to 
the speed of the timecode.

The TMU was eventually replaced by Syncwriter, as developed 
by Jonathan Gibbs (software) and Ray White (hardware). This 
also used the signals from a standard timecode reader, but 
was connected to the 1 MHz ‘bus’ of a BBC microcomputer 
and its video display. Syncwriter therefore gave a visual 
presentation of time progressing towards the fixed cue points. 
It also generated a range of different clock outputs, all locked 
to timecode, that could drive pre-MIDI sequencers, as well as 
duplicating the features of the original TMU. MIDI inputs and 
outputs were also provided, enabling it to generate MIDI 
timecode (MTC) or MIDI ‘clocks’ that could be merged with 
the MIDI output of a keyboard. Syncwriter was later updated 
by Ray Riley to accept SMPTE longitudinal timecode directly.

The final piece of the timecode jigsaw came much later. 
Although the composer could now create material 
synchronised to picture, the timecode had to be ‘stamped’ 
onto the final tape to prevent timing drift due to speed 
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variation in the playback machine. The only way to do this 
(apart from using one audio track for SMPTE longitudinal 
timecode) was to use a quarter-inch tape machine with a 
‘centre’ track designated for timecode. Two Studer A810 
machines finally appeared in 1991, but by this time the speed 
stability and timecode options of Digital Audio Tape (DAT) 
had almost made them obsolete.

8. A Kit of Parts

By 1987, the explosive growth in technology had made the 
conventional studio with its large mixing console almost 
unworkable. The composers found themselves surrounded in 
a veritable sea of keyboards and ‘effects racks’ bulging with 
equipment. Clearly a new approach was necessary and this 
would involve MIDI. One composer, Peter Howell, recognised 
that the central focus of an ideal studio ought to be a 
Macintosh computer that controlled all aspects of studio 
operation. By now, the task of mixing had almost become 
subservient to the creation and sequencing of sound. Three 
products appeared that offered a solution to the problem. 
These were the Yamaha DMP7 mixer, the Akai DP3200 audio 
matrix and an Apple Macintosh application known as 
HyperCard.

To all appearances, the DMP7 was just another compact eight-
channel audio mixer, but internally the audio path was 
entirely digital, employing 32-bit processing for all functions, 
including special effects such as delay and reverberation. It 

was even fitted with motorised faders so that settings could be 
recalled in an instant. Furthermore, every switch and control 
setting could be adjusted via MIDI messages, albeit in a non-
standard fashion. The user could use a look-up table within 
the DMP7 to convert any incoming MIDI message into an 
appropriate instruction for the mixer.

The Akai DP3200 matrix had 32 audio inputs and outputs, 
and was controlled by a serial interface. On investigation this 
was found to be MIDI, although it used non-standard codes. 
These later caused problems with ‘intelligent’ MIDI interfaces, 
since they broke the rules of MIDI. Dummy data bytes were 
then added to persuade the interface to accept the data but 
these didn’t upset the matrix.

HyperCard seemed at first a rather curious Mac program, 
perhaps more suited to domestic chores such as accounting. 
But on closer inspection it was found to have a unique ability 
for creating screen displays or ‘cards’ with pre-programmed 
buttons and boxes. These cards could then be bolted together 
and used with other proprietary software. HyperCard also 
included its own language and could handle MIDI data, 
offering a real opportunity to reach the goal of a computer-
controlled studio.

Putting these elements together resulted in a trial studio 
assembled in March of 1988. This required 200 audio cables 
and considerable effort from Peter Howell, Mark Wilson 
(Development Coordinator), Ray Riley (Engineer) and Ray 
White (Senior Engineer). This exciting new studio system was 
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soon in operation, the mixers and matrixes proving their 
worth. The software, based on HyperCard, was refined as the 
studio was used and later became known as Cue Card.

9. Sound in the Round

By January of 1989, Elizabeth Parker was hard at work in the 
finalised version of the circular console. The new studio, 
Studio F, was on the site of the old Film Unit projection room 
and studio. And its console was self-contained, making it 
totally independent of the building infrastructure. It was 
provided with removable panels and cable covers, allowing 
wiring to be modified in minutes.

Five ‘input’ mixers were used, each positioned beneath a mini-
rack containing the appropriate sound generators, and 
connected to two ‘output’ mixers. Three DP3200 matrixes 
completed the audio system. The ‘input’ mixers were assigned, 
in order, to synthesisers, samplers, the eight outputs of a 
TX816 synthesiser, drum machines and the outputs of the 
multitrack tape recorder.

The equipment was controlled from a Mac II with MIDI 
interface, a MIDI matrix and MIDI ‘distribution’ box. To 
record the fader movements of any mixer, a MIDI circuit was 
also connected from the mixers to the Mac. Data from all the 
mixers was combined using a chain of MIDI ‘mergers’. With 
everything under MIDI control, there was no need for a 
musical keyboard in each instrument. In fact, many 

synthesisers came in convenient rack-mounting boxes. Hence, 
the Yamaha KX88 was chosen as the ‘master’ keyboard. This 
included a ‘pitch bend’ wheel and sockets for foot pedals.

The installation included a Roland S-550, a multiple-output 
sampler that kept sounds on floppy disk. Later additions 
included an EMU Proteus that gave excellent ‘playback only’ 
samples, and the similar Procussion for percussive sounds. 
Both were multi-timbral machines that could employ all 16 
MIDI channels. Other synths in the final line-up included 
Roland’s D550, and from Yamaha, the TX802, TG55 and 
TX816. The latter was really eight DX7 synths combined in 
one rack-mounted box.

The wide range of effects devices included Yamaha’s DEQ7 
equaliser and SPX1000 effects unit, Roland’s SRV2000 
reverb, Gatex noise gates, and Drawmer’s excellent 
compressor-expander. The first three were from a new 
generation of machines that used digital signal processing 
(DSP).

10. Digital Audio

Following the success of Studio F, a second installation was 
completed in September 1989, this time for Peter Howell. In 
this studio, the sound quality was enhanced by replacing the 
audio links between ‘input’ and the ‘output’ mixers by digital 
circuits. To do this, one ‘output’ mixer was replaced by a 
DMP7D, which was similar to a DMP7, but had digital audio 
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connections. Yamaha provided a Custom Interface Unit (CIU) 
to convert the stereo data from four mixers into eight mono 
signals.

This studio also saw the appearance of the innovative Akai 
DD1000, a four-track audio recorder that recorded digital 
audio onto erasable magneto-optical disks. Its digital audio 
outputs were fed, via an interface, into another DMP7D that, 
in turn, was fed into the ‘output’ mixers. In this way, the 
DD1000 was used as the master timing clock for digital 
signals throughout the studio.

Slowly but inexorably, the Macintosh computer itself was 
becoming a device for sampling and recording sounds. The 
Mac IIfx featured six slots that accommodated NuBus cards, 
each of which could provide special features. For example, 
Digidesign’s SoundTools card, with an interface box and 
software, provided stereo recording, editing and sound 
manipulation. The Workshop also used the low cost 
AudioMedia cards: although less powerful these didn’t need 
an interface box.

Useful though these systems were, the real breakthrough 
came with a new version of Opcode’s Vision sequencer 
programme, known as StudioVision. This allowed previously-
recorded soundfiles to be triggered from within a MIDI 
sequence. Surprisingly, soundfiles created using Digidesign’s 
system could be interchanged with those created using 
StudioVision and an AudioMedia card.

Next came Digidesign’s ProTools, a four-track system, again 
consisting of a single NuBus card and interface, but capable of 
providing more tracks whenever extra cards were added. By 
the end of 1992, this new hardware was being used to 
incorporate four-track material into MIDI sequences.

11. Sonic Solutions

In October 1991, the Workshop opened an entirely new studio 
whose job was to remove sound rather than create it. The 
Sonic Solutions NoNoise system could dispose of interference 
or other unwanted sounds from any recording and allowed 
the restored material to be transferred onto CD-R.

A Mac IIfx computer (later replaced by a Quadra 900) was 
eventually equipped with three powerful Digital Signal 
Processing (DSP) NuBus cards. The first two cards provided a 
four-channel on-screen mixing desk, complete with faders, 
pan-pots and extensive equalisation. These cards also had a 
Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) port that was 
connected to 2.8 GB of hard disk storage and a Sony CD 
Encoder. From this encoder audio data passed via optical 
fibres to five Sony CD Writers.

The third card was entirely for de-noising, providing two 
stereo digital audio inputs and outputs via optical fibre 
circuits. These were connected to an interface box that 
accepted inputs and outputs over standard AES/EBU or 
SDIF2 digital interfaces. The AES/EBU interface was now the 
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‘industry standard’ for digital audio devices whilst the SDIF2 
(Sony) interface was used on older devices.

Source material would be loaded into the system, usually from 
Digital Audio Tape (DAT), creating a soundfile on hard disk. 
The effect of various settings would then be checked using the 
on-screen mixer. Having chosen the best setting, the system 
would process the material in the background. This was often 
achieved in real-time, using three separate ‘passes’ to remove 
crackles, noise and hiss.

The new soundfile could be then edited on the Mac’s screen as 
a foreground task. Sound waveforms appeared graphically, 
allowing the user to zoom in to see more detail or to move out 
for a general view. Sections of sound could be removed and 
replaced with ‘black’ silence, or the original material could 
join up around the gap. Material also could be repeated or 
swapped between the stereo tracks.

The final soundfile could be ‘dumped’ onto tape, DAT or CD-
R. To create a CD, the operator had to create a Table of 
Contents (TOC). This could be done manually, using flags that 
were shown on the graphical display, or automatically by 
setting a silence threshold and a duration.

The studio was built into an elongated version of the earlier 
circular console and was equipped with four Akai DP3200 
matrixes. Three DMP7D mixers were used, each with an 
AD8X 20-bit A-to-D converter and SPX1000 effects 
processor. Other equipment included a Roland SN550 Digital 
Noise Eliminator, a Precision Power Phase Chaser and 

Audioscope spectrum analyser. Sony PCM2500 and 
PCM7030 DAT machines were also installed. The latter 
worked with SMPTE timecode and could be controlled 
directly from the Sonic system for automated loading and 
dumping of sounds.

A new matrix control application called Max was developed by 
Anthony Morson. This replaced one vital role of Cue Card in 
the move to a new generation of computers and MIDI 
interfaces.

12. Conclusion

New digital samplers and other devices allowed the Workshop 
to finally return to its tradition of making sounds from those 
of the real world, so reopening a vital repertoire for musical 
composition. During a period of electrifying developments, 
the Workshop had remained at the ‘sharp end’ of the industry. 
But in the final analysis, whatever technology had to offer, an 
artistically creative production could only come from the 
imagination, skill and endless patience of the composer.
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CHAPTER 2

Early Days
1. Beginnings

In 1957, a small group of BBC producers and studio managers 
began using ‘radiophonic’ techniques to create pioneering 
music and drama programmes. The process consisted of 
recording real sounds, such as those created by the human 
voice, bottles, bells, musical instruments, percussion devices 
or even boxes of gravel or pebbles. These were then 
manipulated to produce entirely new material. Tape machines 
provided reverse playback, speed and pitch changes, or were 
used to create sound loops, whilst reverberation and 
equalisation could modify the sound quality. Various elements 
of the work were edited together using tape-splicing 
techniques, often note-by-note. This was a time-consuming 
business, requiring endless skill and patience, but the results 
were often very impressive. These processes, similar to 
musique concrète, created or enhanced the atmosphere in a 
programme, but weren’t considered an ‘art in itself’. The 
leading light of the group was Daphne Oram, a studio 
manager who was also trained in music, together with 
Desmond Briscoe and Norman Bain.

The BBC, having seen the potential of this new aspect of 
broadcasting, established a Radiophonic Effects Committee. 
This decided to set up a Radiophonic Workshop, using 
outdated equipment from the BBC’s Redundant Plant, as well 
as £2,000 that was to be spent on additional requirements.

The Workshop was initially established in a large area created 
within Rooms 13 and 14 of the BBC’s studio complex at Maida 
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Vale. This building, acquired by the Corporation in the 
thirties, was originally constructed in 1909 as the Maida Vale 
Roller Skating Palace and Club, complete with ornamental 
stucco arches at each entrance. The structure itself was low-
lying and built of a steel framework in the manner of a 
Victorian railway station, making it an ideal housing for 
stand-alone studio structures. The area allocated to the 
Workshop was originally part of the skating rink’s viewing 
gallery that had been previously converted into a long corridor 
and a series of recording rooms.

In 1958, Desmond Briscoe was appointed as the Senior Studio 
Manager (SSM) of the emerging department, but in the 
following year, Daphne Oram left the Workshop to 
concentrate on ‘Oramics’ music at her own studio.

Between 1960 and 1965, the Radiophonic Workshop was a 
household name, mainly because of the Doctor Who television 
series. In 1962, Delia Derbyshire and Brian Hodgson joined 
the department and contributed to the fame of this 
programme and the Workshop. Delia produced the original 
theme tune using twelve oscillators whilst Brian created the 
basis of the Tardis sound by running his keys along the strings 
of an old gutted piano. In 1963 John Baker also joined the 
Workshop.

2. Workshop Operations

Much of the new Workshop’s equipment came as rejects from 
other departments. Tape recorders included small semi-
professional Ferrograph models and the monstrous 
Motosacoche machines. The latter were particularly difficult 
to use since these took fifteen seconds for the tape to get up to 
speed.

Sound mixing was provided by an outside broadcast mixer, 
originally used during the war at the Albert Hall. Jeff Bottom 
of Radio Projects once recited a tale concerning a later BBC 
OBA/8 mixer that had been installed in the dome of St Paul’s 
Cathedral for Winston Churchill’s funeral. For some 
inexplicable reason, it managed to fall down from the BBC’s 
commentary position onto the aisle of the church, but was 
almost unscathed, apart from the glass in its meters and the 
valves. However, to the credit of BBC engineering, but not to 
those in the vicinity, it left an embarrassing dent in the floor!

Early on, the Workshop acquired a wobbulator, originally 
designed for engineering tests but also very useful as a source 
of raw material. This created a tone whose pitch was 
continuously varied by a second oscillator, thus providing 
sweeping waves of sound.

Reverberation was provided by a small echo room located in 
the basement of the building. This had bare painted walls, was 
cold and damp, but had a loudspeaker with an amplifier at 
one end and a microphone at the other. It featured a sloping 
ceiling, although the author never really found out whether 
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this was for acoustic reasons or simply a structural necessity. 
Despite having a reverberation time fixed by the dimensions 
of the room, the actual sound quality was quite good.

Initially, because of the technical challenges and established 
BBC traditions, the staff worked in pairs. A studio manager 
dealt with the artistic aspects of the work whilst a technical 
assistant (TA), such as Dick Mills, who joined at this time, 
would handle with the more mundane aspects of the 
hardware.

3. The Second Room

In 1961, the Workshop gained Room 12, in which the Projects 
department installed a custom-made mixing desk. To avoid 
the ‘stud noise’ introduced into tonal material by BBC rotary 
faders (which were switched attenuators working in 2 dB 
steps) it was fitted with linear carbon-track faders. These 
controls were also convenient for complex mixes and could 
easily be ‘paired’ using mechanical links.

The mixer also included several Programme Effects Units 
(PEUs), each of which provided adjustable treble and bass cut 
using simple networks of coils and capacitors. Although 
entirely passive, these devices provided really drastic 
equalisation effects.

Unlike later mixing desks, where amplification was built into 
the console, this mixer came with two 19-inch external racks 

of amplifiers plus a wider rack containing ancillary 
equipment. Each BBC Type B amplifier, containing at least 
one ‘miniature’ valve, was plugged into a matching socket on a 
rack panel, allowing easy replacement. Connections between 
various parts of the studio and mixer could be tailored using a 
frightening jackfield that was spread across the two bays.

In the early seventies, the author was astonished by the 
amount of background hiss that this desk produced. The 
problem was solved by simply replacing several amplifiers by 
dummy ‘linking plugs’ and by shorting out the associated 
attenuators, also known as ‘pads’.

4. Tape for Professionals

In 1962, the Workshop received six Philips tape machines, 
many more of which appeared in other parts of the BBC. 
These were the first high-quality machines to be used in the 
Workshop. Although only considered ‘semi-professional’, they 
were absolutely perfect for fast editing.

Each machine came in a custom-made BBC trolley that had 
only two wheels: to move it you had to lift one end in the 
manner of a wheelbarrow! These trolleys also had a ‘script 
rack’ above the deck, accommodating paperwork and spools 
of coloured ‘leader’ tape.

A standard BBC editing block and a splicing tape dispenser 
was also fitted to each machine. The latter was made from 
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large diameter aluminium rod, machined on a lathe to create 
a recess for the splicing tape and provided with a slot for the 
tape to be extracted. A circular perspex top was then 
manufactured with a central hole to match the one in the 
machined rod. A single bolt then fixed the whole thing to the 
side of the machine. Single-sided razor blades were used for 
editing: this was a safety nightmare, requiring ‘razor-blade’ 
boxes that would ensure their safe disposal.

In front of the tape deck was a BBC-designed panel containing 
switches that could prime the ‘remote start’ facility provided 
on the mixing desk. This allowed the machine to be started in 
playback or record, with green and red indicators on the desk 
showing the setting. The remote signalling operated with the 
BBC’s standard minus 50 volt ‘battery’ system, also used for 
red light relays, other studio signalling devices and internal 
studio telephone systems.

Each machine also had a rotary fader for controlling the 
output level. This was fitted with a microswitch that allowed it 
to be used for ‘fader start’: this meant that whenever the fader 
was ‘opened’ the machine would start playing. Inevitably, 
because of the usual ‘stud noise’ problems, the standard BBC 
rotary controls on Radiophonic machines were replaced by 
carbon-track devices.

In Room 12, as in the later Room 10, three of these machines 
were arranged in a line, allowing a tape to pass through the 
heads of every machine. A special remote control box allowed 

one or more machines to be started by means of a single 
switch.

This was an incredibly flexible arrangement, since any of the 
machines could be in recording mode. The tape could be 
drawn out as a loop between any pair of machines, or a tape 
loop could be created that returned from the third machine 
back to the first. Such a loop was conveniently held at tension 
by a special spring-loaded ‘loop stand’. This was a modified 
microphone stand with a sprung arm, the end of which 
contained a tape guide. Such stands were usually known as a 
DO NOT FIDDLE WITH, having once been labelled this way 
by Howard Tombs, then Dave Young’s engineering assistant.

At one time, Room 12 had a Leevers-Rich multitrack machine, 
although it could only record one track at a time. Later on, it 
had a quarter-inch machine from the same maker, equipped 
with an aircraft servo motor for the capstan. This provided 
both continuous and stepped ‘chromatic’ varispeed control.

5. Dave Young

In 1963, Richard (‘Dickie’) Bird, the Workshop’s first engineer 
died. He was replaced by Dave Young, who had apparently 
made several Hammond organs and thus impressed the 
interview board.

The skills that Dave brought to the Workshop were 
undoubtedly gained from his wartime experiences. Having 
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been shot down during hostilities, he became a prisoner of 
war for the duration, where he applied his technical skills to 
creating radio receivers that could be used for listening to the 
BBC News Service. Apparently, he made several different 
types in disguises such as a gramophone or accordion. 
Probably, the best specimen was the metal aircraft that hung 
from the ceiling, every part of which was a component of a 
receiver: the engines, for example, were capacitors.

All the parts, apart from an electronic valve obtained from a 
friendly German, had to be manufactured from what was to 
hand: pieces of wire, paper, pencil lead and the foil of 
cigarette wrappings. And remember, Dave would have to 
calculate the dimensions for making these parts from the first 
principles of electronics. How many engineers could do that 
today?

When he returned to civilian life, he continued to use and 
make things from rejected materials. Ray Riley, who later 
worked at the Workshop, recalled several visits to his home in 
Havant, where the breakfast room table was covered with a 
pyramid of junk. Since Dave never actually disposed of his 
cars, he simply collected them in his back garden. If a car 
started, he would drive visitors such as Ray around the 
garden, but if a car failed completely he would simply use it as 
a garden storeroom!

Ray also recounted the tale of when they visited Dave for tea, 
during which time Ray and his wife Pat happily accepted a 
portion of ginger cake. Having allowed them to get some way 

into it he then announced that he’d found the ginger on 
Havant rubbish tip that morning! Ray bravely finished his bit 
of cake whilst Pat was courageous enough to consume a 
second piece.

Whilst working at the Workshop, Dave would regularly visit 
the Portobello Road market on Friday mornings, returning 
with all sorts of strange objects. Presumably, the joystick of a 
real aircraft that the author discovered in an engineering 
workshop cupboard came from this source. The author also 
seems to remember another character called ‘Sticks’ whose 
main interest at the market seemed to be electric motors. In 
later years, Ray Riley continued going to the market, 
expanding his collection of metalworking tools: unfortunately, 
this eventually caused his garden shed to sink into the 
ground!

6. The Glowpot

Dave Young was responsible for some highly innovative 
engineering. When the Workshop acquired Room 11, an 
adapted mobile ‘outside broadcast’ console was employed, 
complete with a trolley of BBC Type C transistorised plug-in 
amplifiers. Normally, a desk of this type would have quadrant 
faders, similar to the old BBC rotary faders, and once again a 
source of ‘stud noise’.

Dave’s solution was both simple and elegant: the faders were 
adapted so that the attenuator actually controlled the 
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intensity of a pair of lamps. These in turn illuminated a pair of 
light-dependent resistors (LDRs) that were connected in a 
‘bridge’ circuit with two fixed resistors that was inserted into 
the audio path. The stud noise was therefore eliminated by the 
thermal inertia of the light bulbs. This modified fader was 
known as the ‘Glowpot’; therefore the console was known as 
the Glowpot Desk.

As with all the best ideas, the Glowpot did suffer from some 
problems, mainly because Dave’s invention was ahead of 
available technology. For example, sometimes it was 
necessary to ‘match’ the pairs of lamps, so that the fader 
would mute the sound properly when fully ‘closed’.

As constructed, the Glowpot Desk had twelve input channels, 
each with a miniature plug-in PEU and controls for ‘pre’ or 
‘post’ foldback, and three output groups.

7. Key Players

The Workshop actively explored the possibility of employing 
‘engineering’ oscillators to create a musical instrument. Bob 
Windsor, from the nearby Film Unit, and Dave Young each 
created a device known as a Keying Unit. This consisted of a 
rack of oscillators and a small musical keyboard containing 
the special electronics, the latter containing keys removed 
from a cannibalised piano. One of these units contained nine 
Jason oscillators whilst the second, with an extended range 

provided by twelve Advance oscillators, was used by Delia in 
the creation of the Doctor Who theme tune.

When a note was pressed on the keyboard, a voltage was 
applied to a variable-mu pentode valve that fed the output of 
the appropriate oscillator to the final output. Since 
instantaneous switching would have been unacceptable, 
adjustable timing circuits for ‘attack’ and ‘decay’ were 
provided.

Unlike any other electronic instrument, this device allowed 
each note to be tuned to a unique pitch, allowing 
unconventional musical scales to be adopted. And, as a 
precursor to the future, the variable-mu pentode acted as a 
form of voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA).

8. Palaces of Perspex

Around the time of the Glowpot fader, Dave also 
experimented with a quadrant capacitive fader. This 
contained two wedge-shaped sections of copper-coated 
paxolin, one of which moved on a pivot as the fader was 
operated. Since the two sheets were in close proximity, the 
capacitance between the sheets would vary as the control was 
moved. Dave now connected one plate to an audio signal and 
the other to the high-impedance input of a field-effect 
transistor (FET) amplifier. The result was an exceptionally 
effective device with smooth operation and few moving parts. 
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Sadly, this never saw real service, although the author once 
discovered it in a cupboard and was impressed by the results.

Yet the principles of the capacitive fader were applied in 
another well-known device. At this time, the Workshop was 
experimenting with various sources of sound, including 
electronic oscillators, and needed a way of creating audio 
montages from sounds that faded into other sounds.

Dave’s device was constructed inside a handmade Perspex 
box, which gave it the name ‘Crystal Palace’. At the base it 
contained a variable-speed dictation machine motor that 
rotated a ‘capacitive’ vane, connected to the input of a FET 
amplifier via the gold nib of a Conway-Stewart fountain pen. 
The output of this amplifier was connected in turn to a set of 
four output jacks.

A total of sixteen input jacks were connected to the non-
rotating input vanes. These jacks were linked cleverly by 
connecting the ‘inner’ contact of each socket to the ‘outer’ of a 
previous input. As the author remembers it, the outer of input 
1 was connected to the inner of input 2, and so on. If you 
plugged a source into jack ‘1’ the same signal arrived at all 
inputs, but if you plugged another source into jack ‘8’ the 
original signal only fed inputs 1 to 7, whilst inputs 8 to 16 
received the new material.

Dave was enthusiastic about constructing the first of these 
machines. But when Desmond asked him to build three more, 
his eagerness definitely began to wane! Even so, this 
exceptional device inspired Brian Hodgson to use it for the 

creation of Music of the Brisbane School, part of his score for 
Philip Saville’s production of The Machine Stops, an eery 
precursor of other minimalist works. To everyone’s credit, this 
was the first television play ever to win at a Film Festival.

9. Dalek Modulations

The robotic voices of the Daleks in Doctor Who were created 
using a simple device known as a ring modulator. This was 
originally made in a small metal box, containing two audio 
transformers and a quartet of semiconductor diodes. Speech 
was applied to its input whilst a second signal, usually fixed at 
30 Hz or lower and provided by an external oscillator, was 
connected to its ‘carrier’ input. The more sophisticated ring 
modulators available in later years didn’t sound as good as 
these early devices, simply because they couldn’t produce 
such useful levels of distortion!
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CHAPTER 3

Voltage Control
1. Moog Music

In 1958, Robert Moog presented his paper to the Audio 
Engineering Society (AES) on the subject of voltage control. 
At first, voltage-controlled synthesisers weren’t always 
received very well, and were often rejected by those who 
espoused musique concrète. Undoubtedly, the sound was 
harsh, probably because all the tonal sounds were created 
from sine waves (without any harmonics), square waves (odd 
harmonics) and sawtooth waveforms (even harmonics). The 
results therefore lacked the amazingly complex and changing 
harmonics, also known as upper partials, that exist in real 
sounds.

These instruments were also locked into an even-tempered 
scale and were often monophonic, meaning that only one note 
could be played at a time, although some keyboards did 
incorporate the necessary trickery for duophonic operation. 
With such limitations, it was hardly surprising to find that the 
proponents of these machines often preferred Bach! Yet with 
a little bit of practice, it was possible to create sound and 
music very rapidly. And it could be a lot easier than musique 
concrète.

By the late sixties, the position of Desmond Briscoe was 
elevated to that of Organiser, whilst those who slaved over the 
hot machines were promoted to Assistants, both clearly in 
recognition of their achievements.

Malcolm Clarke joined the Workshop in 1969. Although 
contrary to the original Workshop ethos, he believed that 
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‘radiophonic’ music should be ‘fine art’, a view that sometimes 
received a rough ride! But he experienced an even nastier 
journey when his Bond Bug (a tiny vehicle of times past) slid 
into a ditch. In the 1990’s he constructed a Bugatti car from 
the chassis of another vehicle and a kit of parts. By all 
accounts the result was very smart: in twenty years he had 
progressed from Bug to Bugatti!

Between 1970 and 1975, the Workshop was unsettled and 
there were few technical improvements. In 1970, Richard 
Yeoman-Clark joined the department. He initially dealt with 
technical facilities, providing a link between composers and 
the engineer, and also made a small mixer for the Studer A80 
8-track tape machine used with the Delaware. Later, he was to 
do more composing work, particularly for the Blake’s Seven 
television series. In the same year, Paddy Kingsland joined the 
Workshop. Paddy was an accomplished guitarist, highly 
skilled in producing a commercial musical sound. Unlike 
anyone else, he could record music at incredibly high levels 
without any audible tape distortion.

In 1972, Brian Hodgson left the Workshop to set his 
Electrophon studio, whilst Desmond was promoted to Head of 
the department. Meanwhile, Dick Mills began working on 
effects for Doctor Who. Dick, who was technically 
knowledgeable and very down-to-earth, devised some 
innovative methods for making impressive effects at an 
amazing speed. Roger Limb also joined the department at this 
time. In later years he developed a knack of creating suitable 
music at a breakneck speed. Clearly, he didn’t consider his 

work to be art, but his many clients thought none the less of 
him for that!

Two years later, it was the turn of John Baker to leave and for 
Peter Howell to arrive. Despite lacking any formal ‘training’ 
Peter’s work was highly musical and always very well 
constructed.

2. EMS VCS3

It wasn’t until 1965 that the Workshop bought its first 
synthesiser from Electronic Musical Instruments (London) 
Limited, more commonly known as EMS. This was the VCS3, 
an unassuming little machine consisting of a box with two 
sloping panels and a plug-in keyboard. Another version, the 
Synthi A or Suitcase, was similar to the VCS3, but as its name 
implies, it was built into a suitcase, making it very convenient 
for Radiophonic talks and demonstrations.

Although compact, the VCS3 contained three voltage-
controlled oscillators (VCOs), a ring modulator, a voltage-
controlled filter (VCF) that could be made to oscillate, an 
envelope shaper, reverberation from an an inbuilt spring, a 
white noise generator and a joystick controller. External 
devices were accommodated by two controllable audio inputs 
and outputs, with filters. In addition, a 16 by 16 pin-actuated 
matrix provided for connections between all of the audio and 
voltage-control elements.
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These machines weren’t always used for music. In fact, for 
many years Dick Mills used his VCS3 to produce some very 
speedy and impressive sound effects for Doctor Who. Also, 
these synths could be used with more traditional ‘radiophonic’ 
techniques, giving a more balanced sound quality.

3. Delaware Dinosaur

In 1970, the Workshop received into Room 10 the largest 
voltage-controlled synthesiser ever built, a modified version of 
the EMS Synthi 100. This was renamed the Delaware by 
virtue of the name of the street on which the Maida Vale 
studios were located.

This was a massive machine, four racks wide, with a sloped 
lower surface containing two huge pin-matrix panels, one for 
audio signals, the other for voltage-control circuits, as well as 
an integral eight-channel mixer. In the vertical surface above, 
there were twelve oscillators with an appropriate number of 
other voltage-controlled elements, as well as an oscilloscope 
and frequency counter. A free-standing two-level musical 
keyboard enabled the composer to play two lines of music at a 
time.

Finally, at the right-hand end of the vertical section, there was 
a 256-event sequencer. This incorporated its own analogue to 
digital converters (for receiving control voltages) and digital 
to analogue converters (for sending control voltages to other 
devices). As the author remembers it, this device accepted 

continuous control voltages on three layers, designated A, C 
and E, whilst any associated ‘trigger’ signals (usually from the 
keyboard) were recorded on layers B, D and F.

However, the most useful feature was the Option-4 control. 
This was really an extra control that wasn’t wired to anything 
but on several occasions it was adjusted, and the customer 
was thoroughly convinced that changing its setting had made 
an impact on the sound!

Elizabeth Parker recalled her first encounter with a Synthi 
100, in which she found the machine totally alien to creating 
music. It was certainly a daunting machine, and the user had 
to approach it a mechanistic and non-artistic way. After all, 
what real musician knows the sound of a square wave?

4. Stereophonic Radiophonic

To allow the Workshop to work in stereo, a Glensound DK/1 
mixer was installed in Room 14. This was unique in that it had 
a pan-pot built into each fader knob. This innovation, 
attributed to Desmond, allowed the operator to change the 
level and position of a sound with a single action, although 
this was an acquired skill. The wires to the pan-pots also had a 
habit of falling off at the most awkward times!

This studio was also equipped with a Studer A80 8-track, with 
a ten by five push-button matrix connected to its inputs. An 
old BBC DRD/5 gramophone deck was in use, as well as 
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Studer B62 and Ferrograph Series 7 quarter-inch stereo tape 
machines.

This studio retained the original echo room but also had 
access to an EMT echo plate that resided in Room 16. 
Originally, this was a mono 140 version, although in later 
years it was converted to the stereo 240 model. It was 
essentially a long wooden box, within which was suspended a 
large steel plate. At one end there was a transmitting 
transducer whilst the other end was fitted with a 
corresponding receiver (or receivers in a stereo plate).

The reverberation time of the echo plate was adjusted by a 
motorised mechanism controlled remotely from the studio. 
Both the ‘send’ and ‘return’ audio wiring incorporated a 
‘phantom circuit’, created by making a connection to the 
centre tap of an audio transformer. Whenever the ‘increase’ or 
‘decrease’ button on the remote control unit was held down, 
an appropriate voltage was applied to the send circuit and the 
motor would rotate in the correct direction. A special meter 
was also provided on the remote control, showing the 
reverberation time and fed via the phantom connection on the 
return circuit.

5. Captain and Crew

The relationship between Desmond and his staff wasn’t 
always easy, although working in the department seemed 
more like being a member of an exclusive club, in which your 

progress would be carefully followed by Desmond’s kind but 
schoolmasterly eye. Val Gaffney, the long-term secretary, 
would sometimes whisper ‘Black Tulips’ to warn of any 
impending call he might make.

Desmond was also involved in the Inland Waterways 
Association (IWA), an excellent organisation promoting 
Britain’s rivers and canals, and had a boat on the Thames at 
Wraysbury. One day he bought a loud hailer for the boat and 
asked Dick to try it in the long corridor. Dick pressed the lever 
and there was an ominous tinkling noise, followed by 
Desmond exclaiming ‘Sometimes, Dick, you could make me 
scream!’, to which Dick calmly replied ‘With one these, 
Desmond, you don’t need to.’

The author also constructed an intercom for Desmond’s boat, 
using a high-impedance headphone insert as a microphone 
and a ‘741’ amplifier. A couple of years after Desmond had 
retired a cardboard box duly arrived, containing the intercom 
that now needed a repair! Cheeky, perhaps, but it was this 
kind of determination that ensured that he always got his way.

At one time he required a set of blue lamps in the corridor to 
show if the power had been left on in a group of studios. The 
author protested that this would involve a tremendous 
amount of work, including cutting through a concrete slab, 
but he remained adamant. Yet there was a solution: a single 
lamp, controlled by a solid-state relay (SSR) fed with low-
voltage signals via a diode network.
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Those who move in elevated circles often think themselves to 
be isolated from other people. Desmond fell into this trap 
when accompanying Dick Mills to BBC Television Centre 
(TC). On the way, Dick claimed that he already knew the Head 
of Television but Desmond simply wouldn’t believe him. On 
arriving at the bar in TC, the first words uttered by the Head 
were ‘Hello, Dick!’

Inevitably, there was a dividing line between those of an 
artistic disposition and the engineers. Towards the end of 
each mid-monthly meeting Desmond would often ‘dismiss’ 
the engineers whilst he and the composers would go on to talk 
about higher things. Indeed, the BBC management was still 
split along functional, rather than operational lines. 
Therefore, although the department only contained around a 
dozen people, the engineers worked to a remote manager at 
Broadcasting House.
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CHAPTER 4

Changes
1. Endings

Dave Young retired in 1976, although in his later years at the 
Workshop he had a leisurely existence, continuing to 
commute up from Havant, but sleeping in his office each 
afternoon to the sound of Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour. Yet his 
mind was bright: one day at the canteen table he did an 
impression of a BBC manager going through a list of 
departments and exclaiming ‘Radiophonic Workshop? Don’t 
need that!’, and crossing it off. Perhaps he was right, as 
history eventually endorsed his view.

Without doubt, the Workshop had to change or it would die. 
And things did change when Brian Hodgson returned to the 
Workshop as its Organiser in 1977. Brian had enthusiasm, and 
it was this that enabled Desmond to retire, knowing that the 
Workshop was in safe hands.

In 1978, Richard Yeoman-Clark left the Workshop and, 
surprisingly, decided to pursue a career in the field of 
engineering, eventually working for FWO Bauch, the 
broadcast supplier. Elizabeth Parker then joined and took his 
place working on Blake’s Seven. Dick Mills once said of 
Elizabeth: ‘In that slim girl there’s a fat girl trying to get in’. 
Since Dick was of a ‘rounded’ appearance, the author can only 
assume that this was a complimentary remark. Elizabeth’s 
work was of always of the highest standard, even though in 
1986 she was seen throwing tape spools into the gutted piano 
for effects!
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2. Awards

In 1977, Desmond was assisted by Peter Howell in the making 
of an award-winning programme called A Wall Walks Slowly, 
which evoked the landscape and atmosphere of Cumbria. The 
production process was accelerated by using a keyboard-
controlled ‘panning unit’ that instantly positioned a mono 
sound in stereo whenever an appropriately-positioned key on 
a VCS3 keyboard was pressed.

Whilst creating this programme, Desmond seemed oblivious 
to an horrific background hum that came from this device: the 
author assumes that he was so engrossed in artistic 
considerations that he couldn’t hear it! In desperation, a 
‘bench’ power supply was hurriedly connected to it and all was 
well. Some months later the author found that the Philips tape 
machine used to master this programme had a low-frequency 
recording fault. So it probably wouldn’t have recorded much 
of the hum anyway!

In the same year, Malcolm Clarke’s August 2026 also received 
an award. The most exciting part was produced using the 
Workshop’s EMS Vocoder, in which Malcolm successfully 
made a slow transition between a human voice and robotic 
speech. The Vocoder was a very difficult machine to operate, 
although it was also used by Peter Howell for his Greenwich 
Chorus. The machine divided the spectrum of an incoming 
sound into its elemental parts and then created a set of 
control voltages that could synthesise a new sound or could 
filter the spectrum of another sound. Unfortunately, the 

result, according to Peter, often sounded rather too much like 
Sparky’s Magic Piano!

3. The Workshop in 1976

In 1976, when the author first appeared at the department, 
the technical conditions of the Workshop were dreadful, most 
areas having been last updated during the 1960’s.

On entering the long corridor, the main office was to the left, 
containing a large ten-station intercom that Dave Young had 
constructed inside the case of an old radio. The workings of 
the communications system were Byzantine: each studio was 
equipped with a telephone for outgoing calls, two telephones 
for incoming calls (marked red and green respectively) and an 
intercom station. If a phone call was received in the office, the 
secretary would push a key on her intercom that allowed her 
to listen-in to the studio, to decide if a was a convenient time. 
She would then press her ‘speak’ button and say ‘Call for you 
on the Red!’. The composer would press a button on the 
studio’s intercom box, acknowledge the message, and then 
take the call. When the office wasn’t manned, all the red and 
green phones rang, except when recording was in progress, 
when the bells would be switched off manually.

Desmond’s office, to the right of the secretary’s office, was 
fitted out with a full audio system. As well as the standard 
BBC audio ‘ringmain’ selector, allowing him to hear all the 
BBC Radio networks and the main Maida Vale studios, he also 
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could listen to any of the Radiophonic studios. Many 
composers weren’t too keen on this feature (hopefully for 
legitimate reasons) and it was removed soon after Desmond 
retired: this was one less worry for the engineers!

Further along the corridor, Room 10 was occupied by the 
Delaware, Room 11 contained the Glowpot Desk and Room 12 
remained as installed. The latter had an EMI TR90 tape 
machine, onto which was bolted the Tempophon, a device 
with rotating heads that could change the pitch of a sound 
without modifying its tempo. Another useful gadget was the 
Binson Echorec Baby, consisting of a spinning metal drum 
surrounded by several tape heads. One head recorded 
material onto the drum whilst the others played it back with 
varying amounts of delay, depending on the speed of rotation 
of the drum.

Room 13 contained a 4-plate Prevost 16 mm film viewing 
machine and an Acmade Picture Synchroniser. The latter 
device was for working with sepmag, a special magnetically-
coated film used in sound recording. The Synchroniser 
allowed a sepmag recording to be adjusted in time to the 
associated picture film: the sprockets in the media then kept 
sound and picture together.

Room 14 was almost disused and still contained its original 
bays, the ‘Albert Hall’ mixer and an elderly Ampex tape 
machine. The huge EMI BTR/2 tape recorder, fitted with an 
extra feed spool on its side for easier editing, was a 
descendent of the BTR/1. The British Tape Recorder 1 was the 

first tape machine developed in Britain and was based on 
German recorders used for Hitler’s World War II propaganda. 
The BBC once attempted to convert the BTR/2 machines into 
a modern transistorised stereo model known as the RD4/4: 
this was a total and unmitigated disaster.

Room 15, with a 1930’s viewing window through to Room 14, 
was an acoustic recording area. The adjacent Room 16 was a 
store for many noise-generating devices, including Desmond’s 
drum kit! It also contained the Workshop’s EMT echo plates, 
although these were relocated in later years.

Opposite Room 15, on the other side of the corridor, was 
Room 35, the original engineer’s workshop. This acted as the 
BBC’s Maida Vale control room during World War II: it’s 
original ceiling, complete with glazed skylight, had been 
covered by a concrete slab containing a steel plate. This 
wouldn’t have prevented bomb damage but would at least 
keep the shrapnel at bay! The room contained innumerable 
benches, a pillar drill, a lathe and several wartime equipment 
bays, some containing hardboard blanking panels, since in 
wartime the metal was required for munitions. Some of these 
bays were of the wider 22-inch variety and therefore couldn’t 
accept modern 19-inch rack-mounting equipment. One 
particularly interesting device was the BBC Standard Level 
Panel (SLP): this contained a specially ‘aged’ light bulb that 
could be used to calibrate audio devices to exactly 0 dB (775 
mV).
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When Dave Young extended the intercom into this area he ran 
out of circuits and had to install a relay. He decided to take 
advantage of this by fitting a box on the wall containing a 
light-emitting diode (LED) that glowed menacingly whenever 
anyone tried to listen-in to his conversations!

At the other end of Room 35 was Dave Young’s office, 
containing several large cupboards, mainly full of ancient 
electronic valves. High up in one corner there was an ‘infinite 
baffle’ loudspeaker that provided the background material for 
his afternoon relaxation.

Also at the end of Room 35, a doorway (for many years 
blocked by accumulated old equipment) led to a short 
corridor and two further rooms. Room 38, reached via the 
left-hand of two doors, had only recently been equipped with 
the Glensound ‘pan-pot’ mixing desk. The nearby Piano 
Room, unsurprisingly, contained a piano, although it was also 
used as an acoustic recording area.

4. Engineers, Engineers…

Following Dave Young’s departure, the engineering situation 
became unsettled. For a short time, Richard (‘Corny’) 
Cornwall took the post in an acting capacity, also Mike Dixon, 
who later moved to the Modifications Group in Technical 
Services. Mike and the author began clearing up the 
accumulated mess. For example, Room 13 contained a 
cupboard full of ‘tree’ connection blocks, mainly disused, 

apart from a few circuits for the Film Unit Studio (V8) and 
Projection Room (V7), and others carrying 50 volts or 0 dB 
tone. These blocks, presumably part of the original 1930’s 
installation, were connected by lead-covered cable, the lead 
giving protection and an electrical screen for the pair of 
cotton-covered wires. Most of the blocks and a huge amount 
of wiring in the roof were removed by the author and Mike. 
Simultaneously, the back suspension on Mike’s car developed 
a curious sag!

The old bays in Room 14 were also removed and replaced by a 
small wall-mounted jackfield that gave access to tieline 
circuits between the Workshop areas and the main Maida 
Vale studios. The jack panels of new jackfield were fitted 
together and hinged at the bottom for easy access to the 
wiring.

During this period, the author came and went, spending some 
time at Radio Brighton, which seemed as chaotic as the 
Workshop. One day, at the very moment his hammer struck 
the shelves he was demolishing, all the lights went out and the 
fire alarm went off. He ran down the stairs to the main studio 
to find the presenter working in semidarkness, with the mixer 
powered by a PP9 battery. Facing him was Bob Gunnell, the 
Station Manager, who demanded that he abandon the studio, 
since the fire alarm had gone off. But as the presenter said, it 
was a power cut that had started it!

There seemed to be some sort a tug-of-war between Ken Tink, 
then Engineer in Charge of Technical Services, and Desmond. 
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In any event, it was implied that the author didn’t want to 
return to the Workshop, so a subsequent interview board 
appointed Ian Jolley as the Workshop’s engineer. During this 
period a mixing console was made from two Glensound 
MX6/2 outside broadcast mixers and a DK2/21 monitoring 
unit. These were built into an enclosure, complete with hinged 
a jackfield. Sadly, the result didn’t meet Radiophonic 
requirements and soon found its way back to Broadcasting 
House.

The author then returned once more on attachment, after 
which Ian soon departed, and in 1979 the author was 
interviewed and got the job. This, however, was almost a 
foregone conclusion, as the interview had already been 
‘rehearsed’ in front of both Desmond and Alan Stokes, then 
Senior Engineer at Maida Vale. As Dick Mills once remarked: 
‘everyone who works here is here for two reasons: they 
wanted to come, and Desmond Briscoe chose them to stay’.

Around this time, Ray Riley, a former maintenance engineer 
for the main Maida Vale studios, joined the Workshop. This 
was undoubtedly convenient for the management of Technical 
Services, since they had recently set up a new shift system of 
working that conflicted with Ray’s established position. Ray 
was also in a difficult situation, as the management refused to 
give him an appropriate engineering grade without him 
attending a residential course at the BBC’s Training Centre at 
Wood Norton. This he had declined for perfectly reasonable 
family reasons.

5. Studio E

Ray’s expertise was vital in the installation of Studio E, 
constructed for Paddy Kingsland’s production of a pop/rock 
blockbuster musical called Rockoco. The new installation was 
to be created in Room 14, part of the original Workshop, now 
divided-off from Room 13.

The installation was supervised by Alan Stokes, who, although 
easy to work with, would occasionally get extremely annoyed, 
a state of affairs that Ray denoted as a ‘pink fit’. One day, for 
some forgettable reason, he came through the door of Studio 
E with a long piece of wood about which he was seriously 
upset. As he went to leave he waved this huge object in all 
directions, nearly toppling a loudspeaker in the process!

Harry Hill of Radio Projects was involved in the provision of 
the Neve 8066 mixing console. Unfortunately, he didn’t 
consider the size of the studio door. Now Jeff Bottom, also 
from Radio Projects, had often cut desks in half to extract 
them from a studio, but Harry didn’t do this to install the 
console. Instead, the desk was manoeuvred onto its back, an 
unfortunate action that slightly distorted its frame, 
introducing module ‘seating’ problems that continued 
throughout its life.

Studio E was a ‘classic’ BBC installation, based on the 
engineering methods used in Maida Vale’s main music 
studios. This meant that it had its own complications. For 
example, two sets of trunking ran around the periphery of the 
room, separated by a wooden insulator. The metalwork of the 
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upper trunking, containing the mains wiring, was joined to 
the ‘general services earth’, whilst the lower trunking, 
containing audio wiring, was connected to a ‘clean earth’, also 
known as ‘technical earth’.

The general services earth, which was also joined to conduits 
containing lighting and other general-purpose mains wiring, 
wasn’t considered clean enough for audio purposes. To 
provide the audio equipment with a clean earth, the 13-amp 
sockets were wired to the technical earth, with the straps 
between the mounting screws and the socket cut to prevent a 
short between the two earthing systems.

Balanced audio wiring and XLR connectors were used 
throughout, with the desk wiring skilfully adapted to the 
Workshop’s needs by Ray Riley. The desk had 20 input 
channels and 16 output groups: it also featured a mini-jack 
panel that minimised the need for wiring to the main jackfield 
on the wall.

A Studer A80 16-track (two-inch) tape recorder was provided, 
with audio connections via four XLR pattresses, each 
containing eight record or replay circuits. Unfortunately, the 
BBC adopted its own ‘outputs are on sockets’ arrangement for 
these XLRs, flying in the face of the ‘pins point in the 
direction of signal’ convention used by commercial 
organisations. The BBC even went to the lengths of reversing 
the connectors on the A80 to conform to the BBC standard: in 
later years the Workshop adopted commercial practice but 
then needed reversing cables to use the modified A80s! 

Connections for a ‘full-function’ remote control and ‘time 
elapsed’ clock were provided via a 35-way Amphenol 
connector: the machine’s varispeed control was wired via a 15-
way Amphenol connector.

Two A80 RC stereo machines were also installed. Unlike 
earlier Workshop recorders, these didn’t have output faders or 
a BBC remote-start facility, but were provided with Studer’s 
full-function remote control. This employed separate wires for 
functions such as ‘play’ and ‘rewind’, as well as a set of wires 
for the matching indicators. Each machine was connected at 
the wall via a 50-way Hypertac connector, which carried 
audio, remote control and varispeed control circuits. At the 
console end, Ray Riley installed illuminated push-buttons and 
multi-turn varispeed controls for the three machines, 
although the third machine was originally an incompatible 
Revox A700.

Connections for external devices were provided via XLR 
connection boxes, this time conforming to commercial 
conventions. In addition, provision was made for up to four 
stereo effects devices that were located on shelving to the right 
of the console. In reality, at this time, the studio had very little 
in the way of synthesisers or treatment devices.
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CHAPTER 5

Reawakening
1.Faces and Finance

In 1981, Paddy Kingsland departed, eventually moving to 
Barnes and setting up his own studio in Hammersmith. This 
was unfortunate, since the Workshop now began to reinvent 
itself at a rapid pace. This was largely due to Brian’s skills of 
persuasion, which eventually secured £60,000 of capital per 
annum from Radio, with similar intermittent funding from 
Television. The reluctance of Television to pay towards the 
Workshop wasn’t entirely reasonable, since most of the 
Workshop’s output was used in television programmes. Oddly 
enough, the Workshop remained under the management of 
Radio.

2. No Glow

The author and Ray Riley were unfortunate enough to inherit 
a ghastly project to update the Glowpot Desk to modern 
standards. The result, looking very smart, duly arrived from 
Technical Services, but turned out to be a total and 
unmitigated disaster. Basically, many components, old and 
new, had been plumbed together without any consideration of 
earthing or system design. And these problems were 
exacerbated by the existence of the separate amplifier trolley. 
After an untold amount of time with thick bits of cable and 
100 nanofarad capacitors, it was persuaded to work. In 
practice, it was unsatisfactory, and, like the ‘Glensound’ 
attempt, found itself on the truck to Broadcasting House.
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3. Sound-crafting

Having disposed of the attractive heap of ironmongery that 
had been the Glowpot Desk, it was necessary to consider an 
alternative. This was the Soundcraft Series 2 console, a low-
cost product from a newly-emerging company, which made it 
unpopular with Technical Services. This was rather odd, 
especially since they couldn’t make a working desk of their 
own. At the Workshop’s Technical Sub-committee meeting, 
Rex Belgrove, then in charge of Technical Services, declared 
that Soundcraft desks would be installed at the Radiophonic 
Workshop ‘over my dead body’, to which Brian Hodgson’s 
reply of ‘That can be arranged’ earned a well-deserved ticking-
off from Desmond, as well as from George Crowe of Radio 
Projects.

The proposed mixer featured 16 input channels and 8 groups, 
making it ideal for 8-track operation. In common with other 
Radiophonic desks, it had faders that worked in the opposite 
way to BBC broadcasting consoles. Traditionally, BBC faders 
were ‘open’ in the downward position and ‘closed’ when 
pushed away from the operator: presumably this ensured that 
any faders weren’t accidentally opened by a studio manager 
collapsing onto the console in a drunken stupor!

The desk also had low-cost busbars, comprising of strips of 
printed circuit board (PCB) that were plugged into the 
appropriate modules via Molex connectors. Those in 
engineering authority didn’t think much of this, although it 
eliminated the problem associated with expensive desks, such 

as those produced by Neve, where the connectors on the 
module often failed to align with the matching sockets in the 
console. The Soundcraft mixers also used low-cost carbon-
track rotary controls that were much frowned upon, although 
the faders were of the conductive plastic variety.

Eventually, Rex arranged for Alan Stokes to inspect a 
Soundcraft mixer, but declared him a ‘traitor’ after Alan said 
it was quite good. So, despite all those supposedly horrific 
features, the Workshop went straight ahead and bought two 
desks. And the results, despite the doom-laden forecasts of 
the ‘experts’ , were two of the Workshop’s most highly-reliable 
installations.

4. Studios C and H

By 1981, the ‘two Rays’ had installed Soundcraft Series 2 
consoles in Studio C, formerly Dave Young’s office and in 
Studio H, previously Room 11. Following BBC engineering 
traditions, the desks were supplied with audio transformers 
on all external circuits, apart from the channel inserts. This 
added to the cost of the desks and, with the benefit of 
hindsight, was probably unnecessary.

These installations followed the basic principles established in 
Studio E, although they were designed for use with an 8-track 
(one-inch) machine. Due to the small size of the rooms, the 
studios were initially equipped with two Studer B62 quarter-
inch recorders. Although these machines were fitted with the 
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BBC remote-start feature, they also could be used with 
Studer’s full-function remote control.

A slim ‘penthouse’ was fitted above each mixer to 
accommodate the buttons for tape remotes and varispeed 
controls. Some minor modifications were also made to the 
desks: these included flashing LEDs to warn that the first two 
PPMs were monitoring groups 1 and 2 (instead of the main 
stereo output) and three extra buttons for controlling the 
studio red light and remote cue lights. The latter were wired to 
the Piano Room where portable cue lights, with green lamps, 
could be connected.

Ray Riley devised a special stand that supported the console 
at each end, allowing it to be swivelled for access to its 
underside. Since the console didn’t have an integral patchbay, 
a wall-mounted jackfield was installed. The wiring between 
the desk and the rest of the studio was in balanced form, 
connected using standard BBC cable: usually this was PIN/10 
(10 core, 5 pair) or PIN/20 (20 core, 10 pair). At the desk end, 
each pair was covered in a black sleeve to improve its 
appearance.

The installation in Studio H included a Soundcraft SCM381-1 
8-track machine that also worried the Engineering 
management. Although the prototype did have teething 
problems, later improvements made it entirely satisfactory. 
This machine had a built-in full-function control system that 
be could be removed and used separately: in Studio H it was 
fitted to the top of a microphone stand.

5. Studios B and D

Studio installations now followed thick and fast. The year 
1982 saw two further installations, both incorporating a 
Soundcraft 1624 console. This had 24 input channels and 16 
groups for use with a 16-track recorder. Unlike the Series 2, it 
had its own stand and flap-down panels for maintenance. In 
addition, the busbars consisted of ribbon cable and insulation 
displacement connectors (IDC). And, unlike the earlier desks, 
these consoles had unbalanced line-level inputs and outputs. 
No doubt, those foretellers of doom, the supposed ‘experts’, 
were waiting for it all to go horribly wrong: it didn’t!

The first installation was in the old Room 38, later known as 
Studio B. Unlike previous projects, this required considerable 
building work, mainly associated with removing an unwanted 
door and associated ‘lobby’ in one corner of the room. From 
the outset, this area was equipped with a Studer A80 16-track 
recorder, exploiting the capabilities of the desk to the full.

Studio D was created in Room 35, the site of the original 
engineering workshop. In turn, the engineers relocated into 
Room 12 (Studio G). To give access to Studio C and the short 
corridor into Studio B, an L-shaped passageway was made 
around the room, enclosing both the south and east sides. The 
new studio received a Studer A80 8-track recorder that was 
fitted with an extended ‘penthouse’ for future conversion to 
16-track, although this work was never completed. In fact, the 
area was mainly used by Dick Mills for Doctor Who sound 
effects that often didn’t require a multitrack machine.
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In both studios, minor modifications were required on the 
mixing desk. A spare ‘module’ panel was equipped with 
controls for tape remotes and varispeeds. In addition, a mono 
meter, connected to the circuits feeding the stereo PPMs, was 
fitted in a spare area on the monitoring module. And the 
console’s integral patchbay was linked to a wall-mounted 
jackfield that carried circuits to other areas.

The studio was also provided with the usual switches for the 
red light and cue lights. According to BBC standard practice, a 
50 volt switching system should have been used. This 
required a 50 volt relay box to control the power to each red 
light or cue light. Radiophonic studios soon abandoned this 
practice. Instead, a solid state relay (SSR) was installed in the 
box containing the main red light or in the box containing the 
cue light connector. This was then fed from the studio’s power 
isolator. Any voltage from the mixing desk, usually +15 volts, 
could then be used to switch the SSR.

6. Studio A

By 1983, yet another studio had been completed and was 
occupied by Elizabeth Parker. This new installation was 
created in an undeveloped room between the Piano Room and 
the main corridor: according to the author’s workings this 
should have been Room 40.

Unlike Studios B and D, this installation was for use with an 
8-track machine, the Soundcraft SCM8 formerly used in 

Studio H. Therefore, a Soundcraft Series 800, with 26 input 
channels and 8 groups was obtained at a cost of £16,000. The 
total cost of the studio, including building work, was around 
£60,000. Much of this money was spent on ventilation and 
electrical work.

7. Voltage Loses Control

Voltage-controlled synthesisers managed to hang on in the 
face of digital technology. Indeed, at this time, many old 
analogue favourites, such as the EMS VCS3 and ARP Odyssey, 
were still in demand. One neat example of a latter-day 
voltage-controlled synthesiser was the Roland 100M, a 
modular system that employed 3.5 mm jack cords for 
patching connections between the component parts.

However, some later machines employed a microprocessor to 
provide a ‘front end’ to voltage-controlled workings. One early 
machine of this type, the Yamaha CS80, looked like an 
electronic organ, but was actually processor-controlled. 
Whenever you pressed a note, that key would be assigned to a 
specific voltage-controlled oscillator, so providing true 
polyphonic operation.

Other synthesisers in this category must include the famous 
Prophet 5 from Sequential Circuits and the Oberheim OBX8. 
Yamaha provided synths such as the CS15, CS40M and SY2, 
whilst the Casio Casiotone 201, Godwin String Concert, Korg 
Rhythm 55, Roland Compurhythm CR78, Roland Jupiter 4 
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and Wasp Deluxe were also used at the Workshop. Some of 
these machines were very cheap and produced quite ghastly 
sounds: but sometimes these were really needed!

8. Phoenix and Ashes

For some time, there was a project to replace the Delaware by 
a new machine, constructed of rack-mounted Wavemaker 
modules created by Ken Gale in Poole. This scheme, dubbed 
the Phoenix by Roger Limb, suffered from many problems: 
Ken could only produce modules slowly, the Workshop’s 
engineers were busy with studio installations and, worst of all, 
voltage-controlled technology was rapidly passing its sell-by 
date. Only when the author and Ray Riley had ‘demolished’ 
the Delaware and several years had passed was it finally 
accepted that the Phoenix was dead.

As a historical object, it could be said that the Delaware 
shouldn’t have been destroyed. However, to retain it or an 
unsuitable replacement would have held back developments 
in the Workshop. The existing Wavemaker units were 
packaged into 19-inch racks by the author and provided with 
3.5 mm patch panels for interconnections. These units 
included VCOs, VCFs and Envelope Shapers.

Ken also produced a Digital Polyphonic Keyboard and Control 
Voltage Recorder: the latter allowed a composer to record a 
musical performance onto a twin-track tape machine. 
Subsequent layers could be added by ‘bouncing’ the original 

data to the other track whilst playing the new material on the 
keyboard. The author created an interface box to use this with 
a Revox A700 tape machine.

9. Analogue Sequencing

Before MIDI appeared, sequencing wasn’t greatly used, and 
for good reasons. For example, not all synthesiser 
manufacturers used the same analogue control voltages: some 
used 0.5, 1 or 2 volts per octave or even one millivolt per 
hertz. Worse still, zero volts could be the bottom note (with 
higher keys giving a positive voltage) or the centre note (keys 
each side going positive or negative). The latter made zero 
volts correspond to middle C or A and was more linear across 
the keyboard.

As well as a control voltage, a sequencer normally required a 
gate or trigger signal to tell it that a new note had been 
pressed. A gate signal, which at rest would be at zero volts, 
would usually switch to +5 volts for the duration of each note, 
thus defining both the start point and length of the note. A 
trigger signal, on the other hand, was a short pulse of positive 
voltage that only appeared at the start of a note (or at the start 
of the next note) and therefore couldn’t define the note length.

The 256-step sequencer from the Delaware was extracted and 
repackaged for use with other devices. Sadly, it contained 
analogue to digital converters and digital to analogue 
converters that weren’t linear: they had a banana-like 
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characteristic that matched the Delaware’s keyboard and 
VCOs but little else.

The only really successful sequencer at this time was the 
Roland CSQ100.

10. Fairlight Cove

The Fairlight Computer Musical Instrument (CMI) arrived at 
the Workshop in 1981. This was essentially a minicomputer 
expanded to accommodate digital sound generation and 
processing. More especially, it could sample ‘real’ sounds and 
play them at different pitches, depending on which key was 
pressed on the keyboard. In many ways this brought the 
Workshop full circle to the techniques of musique concrète. 
The machine had rather clunky software and used a typical 
green screen of the period. However, the latter had a useful 
‘touch screen’ feature that was actuated by a light pen.

The CMI, complete with its musical keyboard, QWERTY 
keyboard and monitor, was installed on a mobile trolley, 
allowing it to be used in any of the studios. Although the 
machine had electronically-balanced audio connections, these 
were considered ‘suspect’, so an audio transformer box was 
added for its two inputs and eight outputs. The transformers 
also ensured that any +48 volt ‘phantom supply’, as provided 
at the inputs of mixing desks for powering microphones, 
wouldn’t upset the outputs. This precaution was actually 
unnecessary and the box was later removed.

11. PPG Wave

The PPG Wave 2.2 was also computer-based, although its 
inner workings were a mystery to everyone, including PPG. 
One of their engineers moved his fingers over the circuit 
board until a fault stopped and then soldered a capacitor 
where his fingers had been! Despite its crude software, the 
Wave produced good sounds and is now considered a ‘classic’ 
synthesiser, along with the CMI.

12. New Effects

At this time, Roland produced a range of low-cost effects 
devices, including the 301 Chorus Echo, RV800 Spring, 
SBF325 Stereo Flanger, SDD320 Dimension D, SEQ315 
Graphic Equaliser, SPH323 Phase Shifter, SPH380 Stereo 
Phaser, SP355 Pitch to Voltage Synthesiser and SVC350 
Vocoder. These devices often used ‘bucket brigade’ 
technology, a digital-analogue hybrid process that could be 
very effective, although giving higher noise levels than 
modern devices. Each studio also had a Roland SMX880 Line 
Mixer fitted into the effects rack. This allowed the ‘return’ 
signals from up to four stereo effects devices to be blended 
before feeding the final result into the mixing console.

The Eventide H910 and H949 Harmonizor, as well as the less-
popular MXR Pitch Transposer, were digital devices that 
made small changes in pitch without upsetting the musical 
relationships between frequencies. The Deltalab DL4 Digital 
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Delay Line was a cheap device that used 8-bit delta 
modulation to reduce cost. The old PEUs remained in use, 
also the Albis Third Octave Equaliser, the Countryman Phaser 
and the Audio Design F760 Compressor/Expander/Limiter.

Several reverberation devices were used, as well as the EMT 
plates and the echo room. These included an AKG BX20 
spring, an EMT 262 Gold Foil Plate (a miniature form of the 
EMT 240) and the Great British Spring. The Workshop had 
three of the latter, all installed in Room 16 to avoid acoustic 
disturbance. These devices were constructed in a length of 
plastic drain pipe bolted to the wall!

13. Tape Lineup

The introduction of stereo brought many complications, 
mainly concerned with the compatibility of existing mono 
recordings and signal levels. Originally, the BBC used a simple 
lineup arrangement for mono signals, with 1 kHz tone at a 
level of 775 millivolts (mV) as a reference of 0 decibels (0 dB). 
The standard BBC peak-programme meter (PPM) had a scale 
calibrated from 1 to 7, with each division representing 4 dB, 
giving a total range of 24 dB. Lineup was set at 0 dB (PPM 4) 
and the maximum level for programme material was normally 
restricted to + 8 dB (PPM 6).

When stereo arrived, mono signals had to be created from 
stereo circuits. To ensure that the volume of a derived mono 
signal remained constant across the stereo ‘stage’, a 3 dB 

attenuator was inserted in each stereo channel, before 
combining the stereo signals into mono. This meant that for 
normal lineup each stereo meter would read -3 dB (PPM 31⁄4) 
but the mono meter would still read 0 dB (PPM 4).

Stereo tape introduced even more complications. To give the 
best-possible compatibility with mono tape machines, the 
BBC used recording heads that had a narrow ‘guard-
band’ (the space between the two tracks used for stereo). 
However, to minimise low-frequency crosstalk, they employed 
playback heads with a wide guard-band. In later years these 
non-standard recording heads caused considerable problems, 
particularly in BBC Television where ‘centre-track’ timecode 
was introduced.

Hence, the BBC lineup procedure was quite complicated. 
Whilst playing a stereo lineup tape, originally at 160 
nanowebers per metre (nWb/m), each stereo meter indicated 
-4 dB (PPM 3), resulting in a level of -1 dB (PPM 33⁄4) on the 
mono meter. But during recording, each stereo meter gave a 
reading of -3 dB (PPM 31⁄4), with the mono meter at 0 dB 
(PPM 4).

Worse still, to minimise the effect of background noise, the 
Workshop used a higher lineup of 250 nWb/m. Since the 
Workshop didn’t often ‘cross-edit’ its tapes with material from 
other departments, this wasn’t really a problem. In any event, 
the level of lineup tone at the start of the tape would show the 
operator that a different recording level had been employed. 
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The Workshop also had a problem with twin-track recorders: 
should these be lined up for stereo or as two mono machines?

In the end, the author swept all this nonsense away. The 3 dB 
pad for combining stereo signals became a 6 dB version and 
all PPMs, irrespective of being mono or stereo, were to read 0 
dB (PPM 4) during lineup. Of course, this meant that 
Workshop machines were now producing a level of 0 dB per 
channel instead of -4 dB from a 250 nWb/m tape. It also 
meant that the recording level would be 4 dB lower, in fact the 
same as the rest of the BBC! To get around this problem, staff 
were advised to increase the maximum recording level on 
each channel to +12 dB (PPM 7) whilst ignoring the mono 
meter. Even higher levels could be used for short ‘hits’, 
assuming no distortion occurred.

At this time the department had eight Studer A80 RC stereo 
machines, one A80 VU twin-track, two Studer B62 stereo 
machines, two B62 twin tracks and six Revox A700 twin-
tracks. The latter, although useful, were despatched as soon as 
practicably possible!

14. Clear as a Bel

During this period, the Workshop introduced Bel noise 
reduction, a 2:1 compression and expansion system that 
roughly doubled the available dynamic range: performance 
was similar to the dbx system, although it used ‘average’ 
rather than ‘RMS’ level detection. The Bel BC3 model 

contained 8 channels of noise reduction in a 3U box. These 
could be used singly for 8-track working or in pairs for a 16-
track machine, although some later studios had a 16-track 
version with narrower modules.

Later, 1U stereo units were introduced beneath the 
Workshop’s A80 RC machines. The calibration level for stereo 
and multitrack Bel noise reduction was + 4 dB (PPM 5), 
corresponding to the internationally-recognised flux level of 
320 nWb/m. This was roughly 4 dB above the level of the 
Workshop’s own 250 nWb/m lineup tape. PPM 5 also 
corresponded to the 0 dB mark on a Volume Unit (VU) meter, 
as fitted to A80 multitrack machines and later stereo 
recording machines.

As with dbx, this form of noise reduction could suffer from 
‘artifacts’ caused by the compression and expansion process. 
These were particularly pronounced on material that 
contained both low and high frequency sounds, usually 
resulting in a distinct thumping sound. Malcolm Clarke found 
the problem particularly bad in one of his programmes: after 
that, a copy of this recording was used by the engineers for 
fine-tuning the noise reduction.

By the end of 1990, tape manipulation was no longer used and 
Bel noise reduction on stereo machines was unnecessary. The 
1U modules were therefore removed from all the A80 RC tape 
machines.
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CHAPTER 6

Syncwriter
1. The Big Problem

The Syncwriter project was one of the most sophisticated 
endeavours to be met by the Workshop. Its success was 
largely down to Jonathan Gibbs who joined the department as 
a composer in 1983. Jon was one of those people who could 
apply his mind to almost any kind of problem and come up 
with a viable solution. Without doubt, his classical training at 
Cambridge had fine-tuned his faculties! To understand the 
requirement for Syncwriter, the reader needs to appreciate 
the technicalities of creating music and sound for television, 
much of which is described in the next three sections.

2. Film and Sepmag

In the early days, source material came on 16 mm film at the 
television speed of 25 frames per second (as opposed to 24 
frames per second used in the cinema). A copy of the film was 
usually provided, known as a ‘rush’ or ‘rushes’, having been 
developed rapidly and without too much concern for quality. 
There usually wasn’t an original sound track, although one 
could be recorded on a magnetic track at the edge of the film, 
positioned where the optical sound track appears on cinema 
film. In Room 13 (latterly Studio F) the ‘rush’ would be 
watched on the Prevost 4-plate film viewing machine.

The Prevost had audio heads as well as a standard film-
viewing shutter mechanism. Being a 4-plate machine, it could 
accommodate two lengths of film, one on the upper plates and 
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one on the lower, or one film on the upper plates and a 
‘sepmag’ film on the lower plates. Sepmag film looked similar 
to standard film, but was magnetically-coated in the same way 
as standard recording tape. The viewing machine could 
therefore be used for editing together two films or for playing 
a film with sepmag sound. The latter would be synchronised 
to the film itself via the sprockets in the media.

The machine’s frame counter was set to zero at the start of the 
film. Ideally, there would be a visual countdown on the film 
before the content but this wasn’t always provided. As the film 
ran, the composer noted down the number on the frame 
counter at each scene change or cue. The later Steenbeck 6-
plate machine incorporated a Roger Sharland Multi-Duty 
Counter that also gave timings in hours, minutes, seconds and 
frames, as well as in frames and other various measures.

Having created a cue list, the composer returned to the studio. 
Fitting the music to the cues was a tricky business, sometimes 
involving a mixture of instinct, luck, speed-changing and 
editing, as well as much work with a stopwatch. Indeed, 
Malcolm Clarke continued to use his stopwatch long after 
other composers had moved onto more modern methods. 
There were however some useful tricks available. For 
example, with a tape running at 71⁄2 inches per second (in/s or 
IPS), one frame was equal to 0.3 inches of tape. Dick Mills 
had a special ‘rule’, calibrated in 0.3 inch divisions, bolted to 
the front of one tape machine: with this he could edit his 
material down to an exact number of frames.

On completion of the artistic work, the composer could send a 
quarter-inch tape to the customer ‘on spec’ or the material 
could be dubbed onto sepmag tape. The first option was 
perfectly acceptable for recordings under a couple of minutes 
in length. However, for longer material there was a risk of 
speed drift, particularly with tape machines of the time. 
Unfortunately, these employed synchronous motors that were 
locked to the rather imprecise frequency of the mains supply 
provided by the National Grid.

In the early years, dubbing to sepmag wasn’t easy: the 
composer trudged up to the Film Unit, copied the material 
across and returned to Room 13 to see if it fitted the picture. If 
a viewing machine were available, the ‘rush’ was loaded onto 
the upper plates with the sepmag tape on the bottom plates. 
When the film played the sound would, hopefully, be in 
perfect synchronisation with the picture. If it wasn’t, the 
composer could use a 16 mm editing device, incorporating an 
adhesive tape feeder, to modify the sepmag tape. And it wasn’t 
unknown for the original film to be edited to fit the sound!

If a film machine wasn’t available, or there were other 
problems, the composer could use the Acmade Picture 
Synchroniser, also in Room 13. This was similar to a small 
viewing machine, but only had a tiny screen in which to see 
the picture. It allowed the composer to shift the timing of the 
sepmag tape in relation to the picture film and then edit the 
sepmag tape accordingly.
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By 1983, the Workshop acquired a Sondor Libra MO3 sepmag 
recorder, fitted into a trolley for use in any studio. This 
machine could use the centre and edge tracks (the edge track 
being on the opposite side to the sprockets) as well as a 
narrow ‘pilot’ track, located on the edge of the film beyond the 
sprockets. In addition, the Workshop obtained a Steenbeck 4-
plate machine to replace the old Prevost.

3. Helical on Earth

When video recording became commonplace in BBC 
Television, the Workshop was supplied with Shibaden half-
inch helical scan video recorders, although these were only 
used for playback. Despite being useful, this technology was a 
bit of a retrograde step. Unlike film, there weren’t any 
‘sprockets’ to lock the sound and picture together and the 
machines didn’t have good speed stability.

To give some kind of reference, video tapes were often 
provided with timecode ‘burnt’ into the actual television 
picture. This displayed the time of recording in hours, 
minutes, seconds and frames, usually in the form 
HH:MM:SS:FF. The odds were stacked against the composer 
since all tapes had to have the burnt-in timecode (they often 
didn’t), the timecode had to avoid blocking the view of ‘cues’ 
and all the cues used by the composer had to be visible on the 
monochrome screen (they often weren’t).

4. VHS and SMPTE

The Video Home System (VHS) format of video cassette 
recorder (VCR) did, at last, bring some relief to the 
department’s composers. The Workshop received its first VHS 
machines from Radio Rentals. Unfortunately, one of their 
earliest offerings had an odd feature: you could record onto a 
second linear audio track but not over the original sound 
track. But the later Ferguson 3V23, although only a domestic 
machine, performed superbly, despite being subjected to 
extremely heavy use.

Having acquired reliable VCRs, the Workshop considered 
more constructive ways of using timecode. Fortunately, the 
BBC’s Design Department came up with a timecode reader 
that accepted SMPTE (longitudinal) timecode and presented 
it on a large display with seven-segment LED characters.

Initially, the Workshop used one of the stereo VHS audio 
tracks for SMPTE timecode. Unfortunately, such analogue 
(linear) tracks weren’t entirely reliable and other options were 
considered in later years. However, if the VCR was played 
continuously you could copy timecode to a spare track on a 
multitrack machine, usually track 8 on an 8-track or track 16 
on a 16-track.

So the composer now had a form of ‘sprocket’ that locked the 
multitrack to the time of the source material. The timing of 
any new sound or music laid onto the tape was assured, even 
if the machine wasn’t running at exactly the correct speed. 
Sadly, there was no such ‘sprocket’ to ensure the timing of the 
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final work when mixed down onto quarter-inch tape. As it 
happens, most machines now utilised a tuned circuit as a 
speed reference, ensuring ‘frame accuracy’ over several 
minutes of playback.

All the Workshop’s studios were eventually equipped with 
BBC timecode readers, allowing the timecode from a VCR or 
multitrack to be easily observed by the composer. As usual, 
Murphy’s Law intervened: VHS tapes often arrived without 
SMPTE timecode, or with it on the wrong channel, with or 
without a ‘burnt-in’ display. The key problem remained: the 
VHS recordings required by the Workshop were non-standard 
and therefore weren’t always supplied.

5. Timecode Memory Unit

By the end of 1983, Ray Riley had completed two examples of 
a new device known as the Timecode Memory Unit (TMU). 
This accepted timecode data from a standard BBC timecode 
reader and used it to produce other signals, including an 
audio output as a metronome ‘click’, produced at regular 
intervals and based around a count of SMPTE frames. It also 
could produce a ‘bleep’ audio output or start a tape machine at 
a time specified by several ‘push wheels’, each of which could 
be incremented or decremented for a given digit in the 
timecode.

To make this possible, a standard BBC timecode reader was 
fitted with a multiway cable and a 35-way ‘D’ connector. This 

was wired to the binary-coded decimal (BCD) signals that 
drove the reader’s display whilst the plug engaged with the 
TMU. The ‘D’ connector was also wired to the input of the 
timecode reader and to the click, bleep and tape start signals. 
Later, studios were equipped with two 35-way connectors, one 
for the timecode reader and another for the TMU (and 
eventually Syncwriter) with the audio and tape start 
connections extended into the main studio wiring.

To put the record straight, the author must point out that his 
photograph on page 53 of the book The Radiophonic 
Workshop: The First 25 Years involves a degree of artistic 
licence. The printed circuit board layout and components on 
display are for the TMU, all worked on by Ray Riley!

6. Enter Syncwriter

Although the TMU was useful, it didn’t solve the problem of 
relating a cue list to the time displayed on the timecode 
reader. The answer came with the BBC Model B 
Microcomputer, later replaced by the B Plus and Master 128 
models. The BBC Micro was unique in many ways: firstly, it 
had a 1 MHz Bus connection for direct access to the 
processor’s data and address line. Secondly, it could be fitted 
with a customised EPROM that would override the machine’s 
startup software, replacing the appearance of the machine 
with something entirely new. Finally, in the realms of 
software, it allowed the use of *FX routines for special 
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operations and also permitted ‘illicit’ but fast operations via 
machine code

Jon’s plan was this: the composer would use the BBC Micro to 
create a cue list that would appear on the screen as a ‘timeline’ 
that could be viewed at various magnifications. When used 
with external hardware, a ‘cursor’ would move along the 
timeline in step with timecode, switching into new ‘pages’ if a 
closeup view was in use. Hence a cue could be anticipated 
before actually getting to it.

The prototype hardware was assembled using a 3U rack fitted 
out with 64 and 96-way DIN connectors and a matching series 
of off-the-shelf Cube cards. The 1 MHz Bus connection was 
vital, since this gave the programmer direct control of the 
external hardware. However, the length of associated wiring 
was best kept to 500 mm or less. Appropriate hardware was 
included for receiving the BCD data from a BBC timecode 
reader, also circuitry for producing the standard click, bleep 
and tape start signals. In addition, the hardware was 
configured to produce a range of audio ‘clock’ frequencies for 
driving an analogue sequencer and was fitted with MIDI In, 
Thru and Out circuits.

Once the prototypes had been proven, the author finalised the 
design and put the job of creating a final printed circuit board 
(PCB) to an outside company. The completed card was 
installed in a 1U case, complete with two power supplies, one 
giving +5 volts for the logic, the other +/-15 volts for the 
analogue circuitry. The rear of the unit had a 35-way ‘D’ 

connector for the timecode reader, a series of jacks for the 
audio signals and three DIN sockets for MIDI, all mounted 
directly onto the PCB.

The Syncwriter package was completed by taking the 1U case, 
with a second identical case containing two 51⁄4 inch floppy 
disk drives mounted side-by-side, and putting them into a 2U 
rack. This was then slung beneath a shelf on a Unicol stand 
containing the BBC Micro and monitor screen.

Both floppy disk drives were required for Syncwriter 
operation: one for the composer’s own data and the other for 
the workings of Syncwriter’s software. When Jon’s program 
was complete it was transferred to an EPROM that went into 
the ‘number one’ ROM slot in the BBC Micro. The machine’s 
normal startup ROM was then moved to another location. 
This meant that the computer started up as a dedicated 
Syncwriter machine, although it could be switched to 
standard operation if required.

To create the EPROMs, the engineering workshop’s BBC 
Micro was connected to an EPROM programmer via its serial 
port. This was also used for ‘backing up’ or updating EPROMs 
from other items of equipment. An ultra-violet EPROM eraser 
was used to clear the contents from EPROMs.

At the last moment, Syncwriter was made to read timecode 
independently, dispensing with the need for a separate BBC 
timecode reader. Ray Riley checked out a timecode reader 
‘chip’ and the outside PCB company then designed a special 
‘daughter card’. This plugged into integrated circuit (IC) 
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sockets on the motherboard and the original ICs were inserted 
into the new card. Wiring was then added to the 35-way ‘D’ 
connector to receive the incoming timecode signal.

Syncwriter was a great success and an indispensable aid: 
Jonathan continued to update and refine the software, even 
after he’d left the Workshop. By 1986 four extra Syncwriter 
units were built, making total of seven. At the same time, the 
two old prototypes were scrapped and the software updated to 
work on the B Plus computer. In November of 1987, Jon 
persuaded Syncwriter to produce MIDI Timecode (MTC) and 
two months later it could produce MTC and MIDI Clocks at 
the same time.

By 1990, Macintosh software had overtaken Syncwriter and 
the units went to Redundant Plant. Immediately this 
happened, one of Roger’s clients noticed the lack of a 
timecode-triggered tape start! Long after everyone had 
forgotten Syncwriter, the author received a phone call from an 
engineer in the BBC Regions who had rescued a scrapped 
unit: the author’s attempted removal of the writing on the 
front panel had failed. To keep them happy, Jonathan 
generously sent them the latest software and the author 
provide them with circuit diagrams. No more was heard: 
perhaps they’re still working on it!

7. Electronic Baton

The Electronic Baton was a separate project to Syncwriter, 
although also related to timing. It was designed to help a ‘real’ 
musician perform at a required tempo. Traditionally, a 
musician was fed a ‘click track’ via headphones, either played 
from a multitrack recorder or created by a drum machine. 
Understandably, many musicians didn’t like the headphones 
or found the clicks intrusive. Therefore the Electronic Baton 
was created in an attempt to emulate the actions of a 
conductor’s baton.

The Baton consisted of three parts: a sending unit, a receiving 
unit and a display box that could be attached to a microphone 
stand. The sending unit was conveniently connected to the 
area containing the receiving unit, along with the musician, 
via normal audio tielines. The sender had four buttons, 
arranged in the shape of the operator’s hand. These buttons 
were Hall-effect devices, similar to those used in high-quality 
computer keyboards. Within the unit were four ‘555’ oscillator 
cards: whenever the operator pressed a key, a tone of an 
appropriate frequency appeared at the sender’s output.

The receiving unit contained a tone decoder ‘chip’ that only 
recognised the distinct frequencies produced by the sender. 
The decoder produced four separate output signals, wired to 
the display box via a 7-way XLR connector. The display box 
contained four light-emitting diode (LED) arrays, arranged in 
a pattern similar to a number ‘4’, following the movement of a 
traditional baton.
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Operating the buttons on the Baton was a bit tricky on the 
fingers. To get around the problem, Peter Howell used the 
Fairlight CMI to generate a sequence of suitable tones for 
playing directly into the decoder. In fact, any source of correct 
frequency tones could be have been used.

This wasn’t the Workshop’s first use of tone signals for control 
purposes. Years earlier, Dave Webb created such a system to 
control a remote Studer A80 tape machine. It consisted of a 
sender box with buttons and a decoder unit that plugged into 
the machine’s remote control socket. Unfortunately, since the 
audio signals only went one way, no indicator lamps could be 
provided on the control box.
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CHAPTER 7

New Wave
1.Making it Modern

This period saw the wide acceptance of MIDI and a shift away 
from established BBC Engineering standards. In November, 
1986, Jonathan Gibbs left the Workshop to become Manager 
Operations Groups 2 & 3 (Radio) and it was decided that he 
would be replaced by an ‘ordinary organiser’. In 1987, Richard 
Attree, the last composer to be recruited by the Workshop, 
joined the department. Richard’s work, although not to 
everyone’s taste, was very slick, polished and well-presented. 
Unlike previous composers, he was new to the BBC and 
unfamiliar with the Corporation’s strange ways.

Dick Mills, for reasons only known to himself, now called the 
author ‘Biggles’, as confirmed by a sticker attached to the 
engineers’ door. From March until July of 1987 the author 
worked in the post of Senior Engineer, Maida Vale, whilst 
Mark Wilson took his place. At the end of this period Mark 
was given an attachment as a ‘sort of organiser’, but at a 
reduced grade.

In 1988, Brian prepared the 30th anniversary brochure for the 
Workshop and also celebrated his 50th birthday with a Mac-
shaped cake. On March 28, the Workshop held another party, 
this time to celebrate its thirtieth anniversary, the last such 
event. Meanwhile, rumours were circulating that Mark Wilson 
had been offered a two-year contract as the department’s 
Development Coordinator.

In July of the same year, an extra composer was attached to 
the Workshop. This was Steve Marshall, an ‘also-ran’ from the 
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interview board that selected Richard Attree. He was highly 
talented and didn’t hesitate to use the tape loops and loop 
stands that had been discarded by most composers. His 
attachment was extended whilst Malcolm Clarke was away 
with his back in traction. Steve’s departure in September was 
celebrated at the Frog and Firkin, located near the Portobello 
Road. The Firkin brew-pubs, sadly now extinct, were 
established by David Bruce, originally under the Bruce’s 
Brewery banner. Their strongest real-ale brew was Dogbolter, 
a name that described how two dogs reacted when their 
drunken owners had fallen into a northern beck. Steve himself 
described how he once provided music for a ‘magician’ who 
was to escape from a trunk using a key that he’d secreted on 
himself. Unfortunately, he wasn’t actually given the key, so 
Steve kept hammering away on his keyboard until they 
eventually slid the trunk off the stage. Presumably, he was 
eventually released.

By this time, Dick Mills had been offered early retirement but 
was understandably reluctant to take it. The uneven workload 
on the composers led one composer to contend that the 
department had ‘two passengers’. In reality, the kind of 
material expected of the Workshop had also changed 
significantly.

As well as a BBC salary, all of the composers received a 
‘performing rights’ payment whenever their music was used 
anywhere in the world. These extra funds supplemented their 
income, sometimes over many years. Mark Wilson, in the 

meantime, was looking at a house in Brixton, about which he 
said ‘the only good thing is the walls’.

During this period three hundred items of equipment were 
marked with security paint and labels!

2. Studios C and E

By 1986, two further studios were updated, both with 
Soundcraft 2400 consoles. These desks were similar to the 
earlier 1624 mixers but had 24 group outputs. This meant 
they were ready to accept a pair of 24-track (two-inch) 
machines that would eventually arrive from BBC Scotland.

The new Studio C was constructed on the original site, but 
expanded eastwards to include a room formerly used by 
Tommy Hardcastle. For many years Tommy had cared for the 
musical instruments used by the BBC orchestras. Although 
rarely seen, he was known to exist by virtue of the rattle of 
metal coat hangers heard through the walls each morning and 
evening!

Initially, the large size of the expanded studio shocked some 
people. However, the end nearest the main door was available 
for use as an acoustic recording area. It also could act as an 
‘escape’ area where the composer could relax or have 
discussions with clients.

Studio E (Room 14) and Studio F (Room 13) were converted 
into an office for Orchestral Management whilst the new 
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Studio E took form in the former Film Unit Viewing Theatre. 
Since this area was very wide, an elongated lobby was 
constructed between the studio and the corridor. This 
provided a much-needed storage area and gave extra sound 
insulation to the studio itself.

The new studios differed from earlier installations. For 
example, each tape machine or gramophone was connected 
via a 56-way Varicon connector: much cheaper and more 
convenient than a Hypertac. Also, the multitrack pattress had 
three Varicons, each carrying eight send and return circuits. 
To accommodate this new standard, the original 8-track Bel 
noise reduction units were modified: the original XLR 
connectors at the rear were replaced by a pair of Varicon 
connectors.

Previously, all studio wiring was in BBC PIN/10 or PIN/20 
cable, both developed from Post Office varieties. These 
contained twisted-pairs of single-stranded wire that were 
screened and insulated. Unfortunately, they were also very 
stiff to handle and the single strands had a nasty habit of 
falling off. Instead, the new studios had multi-stranded 
Belden cable throughout, with crimp connections at the 
Varicons and ‘D’ connectors. This made for rapid wiring and 
high reliability.

In January of 1986, Studio E was in service and a temporary 
Studio F was in use within the old Film Unit Projection Room 
(V7). Initially, the latter had an existing low-cost Seck mixer 

and BBC DK2/21 monitoring unit, but these were replaced in 
the same year by a Soundcraft 200B 8-channel desk.

3. Studio H

In September 1987, plans were afoot for a new Studio H, to be 
built in Room 19, further along the corridor. This was for 
Richard Attree and would replace the old Studio H (Room 11) 
with its Series 2 desk. Once again, a new Soundcraft 2400 
desk was chosen, the last to be installed in the Workshop. 
Although the room contained a structural pillar, the desk 
could be jiggled into a comfortable position. The studio was to 
have a black ceiling and a red ‘snake’ lighting system, both 
chosen by Richard.

Other innovations were introduced: for example, all MIDI 
tielines and other non-critical circuits were assembled using 
‘round and flat’ ribbon cable that was wired to insulation 
displacement connector (IDC) ‘D’ sockets. This made for very 
fast construction. Unfortunately, in 1990, some of the original 
ribbon wiring had to be replaced to prevent timecode from 
being induced onto the VCR audio outputs.

The equipment rack had ‘clip-on’ boxes for IEC mains 
distribution panels, MIDI tielines and audio connections. The 
latter were arranged in blocks of eight send and return circuits 
and were wired to Varicon connectors according to the 
Soundcraft standard, in exactly the same way as a multitrack.
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The BBC’s Director General, Michael Checkland, opened the 
new studio on April 19, 1997, with the aid of a cake shaped as 
keyboard. Brian did a little speech. The DG replied that he 
didn’t understand all his words and that he’d only come for 
the cake: ‘I declare this cake well and truly cut’. To quote 
Brian Hodgson: ‘the cake was a mess, as Guy [the chef] had 
hit the LSD the day before and it was thrown together that 
morning. To make matters worse, it was cut with a knife that 
had been used earlier for chopping onion and had not been 
washed, so its taste was as bizarre as its appearance’.

4. MIDI

As previously mentioned, Syncwriter was fitted with the 
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), a system for 
transferring musical information between synthesisers and 
computers. This revolutionary interface would eventually 
allow composers to create and edit musical performances with 
ease. By modern standards, its transfer rate of 31.25 bits per 
second (bits/s) was very slow. However, this was originally 
chosen as a sub-multiple of processor speeds of the time, 
typically 1 MHz.

In addition, MIDI inputs used an opto-isolator of limited 
speed. Each receiver included such a device to avoid electrical 
interference with audio circuits. In practice, balanced circuits 
such as RS-422 probably would have worked just as well. In 
the event, MIDI didn’t suffer from speed problems: the 

handling of data was cleverly arranged to take full advantage 
of the available bandwidth.

Opto-isolators also limited the theoretical cable length to 15 
metres. The symptoms associated with excessive cabling were 
erratic, sometimes appearing as ‘sticking’ notes. Tests 
conducted by the author in November of 1987 indicated that it 
was possible to send MIDI along 50 metres of cable, assuming 
that the cable had a capacitance of 30 picofarads per metre 
(pF/m), resulting in an overall capacitance of 1.5 nanofarads 
(nF). In practice, shorter distances were always used to ensure 
reliable operation.

To convey MIDI over intermediate distances, several MIDI to 
XLR adaptor cables were manufactured. These were wired 
with pin 4 of the DIN plug joined to pin 2 of the XLR and with 
pin 5 of the DIN plug to joined pin 3 of the XLR. As it 
happened, these adaptors were rarely used.

MIDI was initially viewed with suspicion and scepticism. 
Hence, in June of 1986, Jonathan Gibbs presented a ‘MIDI 
Seminar’ that would gently guide composers into this new 
world of music.

The first MIDI sequencer was the Yamaha QX1, which 
provided eight MIDI outputs. Its small display strained the 
eyes but it worked well and soon received updated ROMs. The 
big breakthrough, however, came in May of 1986, when the 
first Apple Macintosh computer was demonstrated, running 
Total Music software with a MIDI adaptor. This machine was 
slow, but two months later a Mac Plus model arrived on loan, 
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complete with Mark of the Unicorn’s Professional Performer 
sequencing application and Professional Composer, a 
program for creating musical scores.

The diagram below shows how a simple MIDI system could be 
connected:-

As you can see, the output of the MIDI keyboard (usually a 
MIDI synthesiser in the early days) was plugged to the input 
of the MIDI adaptor (also known as an interface), whilst 
instruments and other MIDI devices were connected to its 
output. As shown in this example, a ‘daisy-chain’ was often 
used on the output of the interface, allowing up to three 
devices to be linked via their ‘Thru’ sockets. This meant that a 
typical adaptor with three output connectors could feed a total 
of nine devices.

5. Tempting Fruit

Looking back at those early Macs, it seems impossible that 
anything could be done with one megabyte of RAM, a 
Motorola 68000 processor running at 10 MHz and a 700 K 
floppy disk drive. In fact, with their tiny screens and peculiar 
screens, these machines looked like toys. But behind the 
unprepossessing frontage there lurked some very impressive 
and efficient system software.

It wasn’t long before that ‘old serpent’ could be seen slithering 
through the Maida Vale undergrowth: once he got into the 
Radiophonic office, Brian soon indulged in an Apple or two! 
In August 1996, a Mac Plus with internal Micahdrive hard 
disk drive, large screen and screen adaptor had arrived. And 
by December, Brian was having fun experimenting with 
MacDraw, a simple drawing application.

In January 1987, Opcode’s DX/TX Librarian application 
arrived, allowing a composer to edit the sounds within a 
Yamaha synthesiser via a standard MIDI interface. The 
MacNifty SoundCap audio digitiser also appeared. 
Unfortunately, the Mac Plus had a newer serial port that 
lacked the +5 volt supply for the digitiser (this problem also 
occurred with the original Opcode MidiMac MIDI adaptor). 
For the SoundCap, the author created a 19-way ‘D’ plug from a 
cut-down 25-way plug and inserted this into the external 
floppy disk socket. A clever idea, but this didn’t work either!

In February, ten further Macs appeared in studios, offices and 
in the engineering workshop. The studio machines were to 
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have internal Micahdrive drives, but the company went into 
liquidation. Therefore each machine had a 20 MB Apple 
HD-20 external drive, connected to the Mac via SCSI.

Each studio machine was also fitted with a Pro-Plus MIDI 
interface. Although satisfactory, this only worked via one of 
the Mac’s serial ports. The Workshop therefore investigated 
Rod Argent’s MIDI Communicator interface. Unfortunately, 
this objected to the presence of AppleTalk, Apple’s networking 
system. The company’s representative, a Mister Birch, often 
visited the Workshop and became known as The Man From 
Argent, although even he couldn’t do the impossible. By 
August of 1987, the MIDI Communicators had been 
abandoned and were replaced by another Opcode model.

In August, the Mac in Studio H acquired a large Radius screen 
and adaptor card. This useful monitor could view different 
material to that shown by the built-in screen on the computer. 
It could also be rotated into ‘portrait’ or ‘landscape’ positions, 
the software automatically switching itself accordingly.

At this stage, the Mac Operating System (Mac OS), then 
known simply as the System, didn’t include the modern 
desktop environment known as MultiFinder. This meant that 
only one application could be used at a time. To improve the 
situation, Peter Howell employed Switcher, a special utility 
that neatly swapped applications by sliding the entire screen 
image sideways. In October 1987, Mark Wilson tried to use 
Apple’s new MultiFinder instead of Switcher but this failed to 
work.

In the middle of 1988, six Mac II computers were installed in 
all studios. Soon after this, the MIDI connections in most 
studios were controlled by a Sycologic M16 MIDI matrix. This 
gave 16 MIDI inputs and outputs, connections being made or 
broken by pressing buttons on the control unit.

6. DX7 and Relations

The Yamaha DX7 was one of the first synthesisers to come 
with MIDI. This instrument took the musical world by storm, 
mainly because its synthetic sounds contained intense but 
natural harmonics. It used a process known as frequency 
modulation (FM), in which two or more ‘virtual oscillators’, 
known as ‘operators’, interacted with each other. The 
technique, implemented entirely in the digital domain, 
created very pure sounds. Initially, some composers didn’t 
like the way the DX7 ‘stood out’ from other material, but it 
was simply showing up the inadequacies of older synthesisers.

More Yamaha FM synthesisers followed hot on the heels of 
the DX7. The first was the TX816, a large rack-mounted 
device with eight XLR outputs. In effect, it contained eight 
DX7 ‘boxes’, but without a musical keyboard. It had MIDI 
inputs for each module as well as a common input. In later 
years, the TX816 was sometimes connected to a studio’s main 
mixing system via a Yamaha KM802 submixer.

In August 1987, the Workshop received a TX81Z and DX7 II 
FD. The TX81Z was smaller than the TX816 and had a similar 
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polyphonic ability, but without eight discrete outputs. The 
DX7 II FD was an improved DX7 that incorporated a floppy 
disk drive. By 1988, a similar device appeared in rack-
mounted form as the TX802. This had eight outputs and 
accommodated microtonal tuning.

Other Yamaha products included the DX1 and KX88 MIDI 
keyboards, as well as the RX11 and RX5 drum machines. The 
MEP4 MIDI Processor was useful since it could modify a 
MIDI performance, often with dramatic results and could be 
employed to filtering out unwanted data from a MIDI circuit.

7. S50 and Friends

Roland products also arrived in large numbers, including the 
S50, a keyboard-based sampler that stored sounds on floppy 
disk. For ease of use, this was normally connected to a 
Rhombus Eizo or similar VDU. The Workshop also purchased 
at least one D50, a synthesiser that matched the S50. By 
February of 1988, most composers preferred using a single 
musical keyboard, putting older keyboard-based synths out of 
fashion and the newer rack-mounted S550 and D550 devices 
in favour.

The Roland TR707 and TR727 Rhythm Composers were low-
cost drum machines, the latter having Latin American sounds 
instead of standard percussion instruments. Since the MIDI 
connections to these devices were often looped to other 
devices, the MIDI Out sockets were converted into MIDI Thru 

connections. The Roland SRV2000, an excellent electronic 
reverberation device was also used.

Yamaha and Roland didn’t have it all their way. For example, 
Alesis produced the low-cost Midiverb and Midifx processors 
whilst Valley People manufactured the superb Gatex noise 
gates. Alesis was also responsible for the Dominator, a 
wonderfully effective sound-enhancing device.

Another innovative device was the Twister, an eight-channel 
MIDI-controlled amplifier, in which the gain of each channel 
was set via a single MIDI input.

8. Sad Departures

Inevitably, all this new equipment displaced many older 
devices, some of which went into storage. Victims included 
the PPG Wave 2.2, Godwin String Concert, Roland 100M, 
Synthex, Oscar and Wasp, in addition to an earlier Akai 
sampler and KR55 rhythm machine. Meanwhile, the 
Workshop donated the Yamaha CS40 and Oberheim OBX8 to 
a school, whilst the venerable CS80 was sent to London’s 
Guildhall School of Music. The once-cherished Fairlight CMI 
was apparently sold to a French customer for £7,500, 
although this deal eventually caused financial complications!

Other despatched items included the Great British Springs 
and the EMT Gold Foil reverberation unit. Although Mark 
Wilson tried to use a Wavemaker VCF with a Roland MIDI to 
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CV Converter, these units, original intended for the Phoenix, 
never became popular and were soon sent into oblivion.

9. Administrative Apples

Macs were used for administration and engineering work 
from the very start. In February 1987, Brian Hodgson even 
installed Microsoft’s Word on the engineering computer, 
although the author was hesitant to use it. By March of the 
same year, an AppleTalk (now known as LocalTalk) network 
was in use between the offices and engineering areas, 
although each machine initially needed a power transformer 
to avoid joining the ‘technical’ and ‘general service’ earthing 
systems. Brian now eagerly used TopMail to send and receive 
messages over the system. In July, another e-mail application 
known as InterMail conflicted with Performer and had to be 
removed from all studio machines.

Originally, Ray Riley had used VIEWSHEET on a BBC Micro 
for the spares and equipment lists. Jonathan Gibbs soon 
arrived with all the software necessary to transfer this data to 
Excel on the Mac. Unfortunately, the 2 MB partitions on the 
Mac’s hard drive were too small to take the Excel application. 
Despite this, transfers were eventually made at 1200 bits/s 
over the serial ports. The data was then saved onto the main 
‘network’ machine in the office and backed-up onto floppy 
disk.

The Mac didn’t entirely eclipse the BBC Micro, which 
continued to be used for special engineering work. In August 
1986, it was possible to use a modem with the BBC machine, 
running at 300 baud, and painfully slow by modern 
standards. In fact, 1200 baud couldn’t be accommodated by 
the BBC’s Monarch PBX telephone system, to which the 
Workshop’s Diavox phone system was connected.

By October 1987, the author was using MacDraw for technical 
drawings and soon progressed to the more advanced 
MacDraft application. By July of 1988, MacWrite 5 had 
replaced the clumsy Word and Works software, even though 
MacWrite 5 could only open one document at a time.

In November 1987, the author made a circuit to connect the 
Mac’s loudspeaker output jack to the speech circuits of the 
Diavox telephone system. This allowed an application such as 
MacDialler to dial-up memorised phone numbers. One month 
later, this device, consisting of a transformer, resistor and 
capacitor in a box, had been installed in all areas. In 1991, the 
phone system was again replaced, this time by a Minc system 
installed by Britannic Telecom. Unfortunately, this was 
entirely digital and didn’t accept the analogue signals 
necessary for tone-dialling, so the boxes were then removed.

In May 1988, a device known as Thunderscan arrived, 
enabling an Apple ImageWriter printer to be used as an image 
scanner. A special sensor was inserted in place of the standard 
printer head, paper containing the original image was loaded 
into the printer and special software did the rest.
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10. Multitrack Tangles

The Workshop always suffered with multitrack formats. 
Initially, the BBC used 8-track (one-inch) tapes. With the first 
Studio E, the Corporation advocated 16-track (two-inch) but 
then changed its mind and adopted 24-track (two-inch). So, 
the Workshop ended up with machines in all three formats.

Worse still, the main music studios used Dolby A noise 
reduction, whilst the Workshop used Bel, or nothing at all. As 
a consequence, multitrack machines were often moved 
around, accompanied by a host of adaptor cables and Dolby 
boxes. Inevitably, the line-up was wrong, which required all 
the tracks to be adjusted for both record and replay. Although 
a 24-track machine could play tapes created on a 16-track 
machine, the ‘wrong’ tracks had to be avoided and levels 
would always go awry.

During the summer of 1987, two 24-track machines arrived 
from Scotland and were installed in Studios C and E. In 
Studio C, the first eight channels of the wall-mounted 16-
channel Bel noise reduction unit had been used for the 8-track 
machine, with the others connected to two A80 stereo 
machines. To accommodate 24 tracks, an 8-channel unit was 
added to the rack, whilst stereo Bel noise reduction units were 
installed in the trolleys of the stereo machines, as in other 
areas.

All multitrack machines had a combined remote control and 
autolocator. This gave the composer control over the tape 
transport and incorporated a digital clock that showed the 

elapsed time in hours, minute and seconds. Most important of 
all, it allowed the composer to return to the ‘zero’ point on the 
clock. The Survival autolocator was commonly used, although 
often modified. For example, most Studer A80 multitrack 
machines could be switched to run at 71⁄2 or 15 inches per 
second (in/s or IPS). However, one particular A80 that only 
worked at 15 or 30 in/s couldn’t be easily modified. To get 
around this problem, Ray Riley had to install a divider circuit 
within the associated autolocator.

The Survival autolocator in Studio A was modified so that 
Elizabeth Parker could ‘prime’ any track on her 16-track A80 
to go into record mode, a state known as ‘record ready’. 
Without this feature, she would have to walk over to her 
machine every time she wanted to record a new track. 
Meanwhile, Studio D was without a Survival autolocator, so 
Ray Riley created his own device by boxing-up a spare A80 
‘remote’ clock. Funnily enough, this worked better than a 
Survival autolocator since it didn’t ‘hunt’ back and forth 
around the ‘zero’ point. Indeed, by the summer of 1988, all the 
Survival autolocators had been modified to use the internal 
‘zerolocator’ circuitry contained in each A80.

The Soundcraft SCM381-8 8-track didn’t use the Studer 
remote control system. However, by the autumn of 1987, the 
machine in Studio H had been modified to accept a ‘tape start’ 
from Syncwriter.

Of course, the days of conventional multitrack were 
numbered. In June of 1988, the Workshop evaluated an Akai 
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12-track recorder that used standard Video 8 cassettes. 
Although this didn’t catch on, it was a precursor to ADAT, the 
Alesis 8-track format. Further evidence of the demise of 
multitrack came from Richard Attree in Studio H. He asked 
for 20 dB gain switches to be installed in the desk’s monitor 
return circuits, allowing them to be used as extra channels for 
synthesisers.

11. Tape and DAT

By now, tape machines were mainly used for recording, not 
for sound manipulation. In the summer of 1987, two Lyrec 
TR55 stereo tape recorders were rescued from the stores at 
Broadcasting House. Nine months later the author 
despatched them to Redundant Plant: although these 
machines appeared rather smart, their speed stability left a lot 
to be desired. The three old Revox A700 quarter-inch 
recorders were also scrapped, along with the Studer A80 8-
track machine from Studio D. In addition, the reduced use of 
film in television saw the demise of the four-plate Steenbeck 
film viewing machine, although the six-plate model was 
retained in the Workshop’s library area.

The use of Rotary-head Digital Audio Tape (R-DAT or DAT) 
was considered in the spring of 1987, although the first 
machines weren’t evaluated by the department until 
December of the same year. There was some hesitation in 
adopting this system, mainly because it was based on 
traditional video tape technology. Despite such reservations, 

the format was was highly reliable and a pair of domestic Sony 
DTC1000 machines were brought into service. At least one of 
these was modified for remote control of both the pause 
function and triggering of the Automatic Music Search (AMS) 
system.

By March of 1988, discussions were underway as to whether 
to Workshop should use quarter-inch tape machines with 
timecode or DAT. The Sony PCM2500 DAT machines then 
arrived, each made up of two boxes: the transport mechanism 
itself and an extra unit that provided digital audio connections 
via an AES/EBU interface, Sony/Philips Digital Interface (S/
PDIF) and Sony Interface (SDIF2).

These machines introduced a problem. The DTC1000 used 
input and output signals at -10 dB, with the record control 
normally set at ‘3’, giving 20 dB of headroom. The PCM2500, 
on the other hand, operated at 0 dB, with the record control at 
‘8’ and 30 dB of headroom. This disparity remained until 
1991, when the DTC1000 models were fitted with an amplifier 
card, giving a standard output level. A 2.2 kohm resistor was 
wired across the input control to give a lineup at ‘4’ with 12 dB 
‘in hand’.

Late in 1988, the new ‘circular’ Studios B and F received two 
PCM2500 DAT machines with ‘wired’ remote controls whilst 
the two DTC1000 machines were made available to ‘roam’ the 
other studios.
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12. Grand Junction

The relocation of Studio E caused problems because the area 
contained all the Workshop’s audio tielines. Therefore, a new 
‘central bay’ had to be created in the corridor between Studios 
C and D. The bay’s jackfield was connected to the original 
cables, as relocated or extended within the roof space. Each 
studio had ten balanced circuits, the last three of which could 
be used for an echo plate. Twenty further circuits connected 
the bay to the main Maida Vale ‘plate room’. Even with these 
links, it wasn’t possible to connect anything more than an 8-
track machine to any other studio in the building.

Ray Riley also provided the bay with a test oscillator that 
generated 1 kHz tone at the standard level of 0 dB. In 
addition, the jackfield had access to numerous audio 
transformers (in the BBC, erroneously called ‘repeating coils’ 
or ‘rep coils’) as well as several ‘phase reversing’ pairs of jack 
sockets.

The bay also contained a new technical earth busbar (a thick 
strip of copper with holes tapped for 0 BA bolts), wired to the 
special incoming earth circuit. Each studio had a separate 
earth wire, allowing the earthing integrity of the studio to be 
checked by ‘lifting’ the wire from the bus. Although standard 
100 amp earthing wire was originally used, later installations 
employed a multi-strand ‘PSF’ cable. The latter ensured a low 
impedance earth, even for radio frequency (RF) signals.

In addition, insulation displacement connection (IDC) ‘blocks’ 
were installed for non-critical circuits. Blocks of this type 

allowed each wire from the studio to be ‘broken away’ from 
the associated bay wiring by the insertion of a special tool. A 
series of such blocks, each connected to a PSN/20 cable from 
each studio, were used for special circuits. These included the 
blue light, red light and cue light circuits, also the cue and 
studio loudspeaker (SLS) audio feeds. A 'virtual earth' buffer 
amplifier combined the audio circuits from all the studios. 
This allowed any studio to feed signals to the Piano Room, 
then an acoustic recording area fitted out with portable 
talkback boxes and headphone units.

Further blocks, connected to a PSN/40 cable from each 
studio, conveyed the stereo ringmain. This allowed composers 
to listen to the BBC’s radio networks and the outputs of the 
main Maida Vale studios. Originally, the ringmain was in 
mono, wired via PSN/20 cable, but by August 1987 it had 
been upgraded to stereo. Each office then had a stereo 
ringmain box that contained a rotary selector switch and two 
mono jack sockets, one for each channel of the stereo signal. 
In later years, a ‘Radio Frequency (RF) Ringmain’ replaced 
these connections. This innovative new system superimposed 
the BBC’s internal circuits onto ‘carriers’ via a normal VHF 
FM radio aerial feed. All the studios then had FM tuners, 
allowing composers to listen to commercial radio networks as 
well as BBC programmes.

The bay also included a radio frequency (RF) amplifier. This 
boosted the incoming UHF TV and VHF FM radio aerial feed 
and distributed it to the studios. The RF outlet in each studio 
was isolated using low-value capacitors in both the signal and 
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screen circuits, so avoiding any possible earthing problems. 
Each studio also had a video tieline that appeared on the video 
patch panel on the bay. In theory, this allowed cameras and 
monitors to be used for recording sessions but was hardly ever 
used.

Dave Young’s intercom system was long gone, but the modern 
equivalent didn’t have its ‘listen-in’ feature. Instead, it made a 
‘call’ sound, disturbing the composers and their recording 
sessions. In some areas the author replaced the three phones 
by a single instrument and a switch box. This worked, and 
although such ‘tampering’ broke the Post Office rules, no one 
seemed to notice. Despite these improvements, the line 
rentals for the phone circuits were now costing almost £4,000 
a year. In a very short time, a new £8,000 Diavox system from 
Thorn-Ericsson was installed adjacent to the bay.

13. Breaking Rules

Following BBC traditions, the Workshop fitted most devices 
with ‘professional’ XLR connectors. This usually involved 
installing audio transformers to ‘balance’ the circuits. 
Although such transformers avoided ‘hum loops’ and other 
earthing problems, they also compromised the audio quality. 
Initial experiments indicated that removing these 
transformers didn’t have any adverse effects. Following these 
tests, audio transformers were extracted from nearly all the 
devices in the Workshop.

The Workshop also suffered from complications regarding the 
wiring of XLR connectors. Britain and most European 
countries used a convention that defined pin 1 as the screen, 
pin 2 as the line (L) or ‘hot’ wire, and pin 3 as the return (R) 
or ‘cold’ wire. Unfortunately, the American standard, as used 
in department’s Soundcraft desks, swapped pins 2 and 3, 
using pin 3 for the ‘hot’ circuit.

For unbalanced circuits, reversals in the wiring of XLRs 
wasn’t important, although audible effects could be heard on 
very low-frequency or impulsive sounds. However, when it 
came to unbalanced signals the connection could be lost 
altogether. Since several mixing desks and Bel units were 
already wired with pin 3 as ‘hot’, the Workshop decided to 
adopt the American standard.

14. Let Him that Hath Ears…

Headphone connections also gave problems. Traditionally, 
BBC mono headphones came with a Post Office quarter-inch 
tip-ring-sleeve (TRS) jack plug. This PO316 plug had a smaller 
tip than the modern stereo version and mated with the 
sockets on a standard BBC jackfield. In addition, to minimise 
circuit loading, the headphone inserts were wired in series 
across the plug’s ring and tip.

Later stereo headphone sockets had the left-hand channel 
wired to the tip, a ‘phase-reversed’ right-hand connection on 
the ring and a common earth on the sleeve. Stereo 
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headphones were wired to match, allowing mono and stereo 
headphones to be used anywhere. Unfortunately, everyone 
else in the world was using standard stereo jacks with simple 
left and right-hand connections.

This meant that all BBC equipment had to be modified to 
work with this system. The author, whilst at Radio Projects 
during 1990, tried to dissuade the Corporation from spending 
thousands of pounds of licence-payers money on such 
outdated practices. Ray Riley sensibly suggested that standard 
headphone plugs be used and that an adaptor be introduced 
to connect into studio jackfields.

By June of 1986, the Workshop decided to adopt commercial 
headphone standards. Existing PO316 sockets on most tape 
machines were perfectly happy to receive a standard stereo 
plug. Fortunately, the phase reversal wasn’t audible on 
headphones and further modifications weren't required. Some 
modern plastic sockets had to be replaced, or modified with 
the aid of a quarter-inch drill!

The Workshop also standardised its loudspeakers. The old 
BBC LS5/5 units in the Piano Room and the small LS3/5A 
speakers (with BBC AM8/12 amplifiers) in the temporary 
Studio F, were replaced by Roger’s LS5/8 units. Each 
loudspeaker had a single stereo Quad amplifier that the BBC 
had fitted with an active ‘crossover’ circuit. The amplifier then 
gave two outputs, one for the ‘woofer’ and one for the 
‘tweeter’. There was also a need for alternative loudspeakers 
that would simulate a domestic hi-fi system. The Fostex 

model 6301B was used, a small unit with inbuilt amplifier and 
volume control. Some composers used these in stereo pairs, 
others singly to check mono compatibility.

By the end of 1987, the department experimented with 
removing the input transformers on the LS5/8 loudspeaker 
amplifiers. This gave a 3 dB improvement in performance at 
15 kHz, which was quite audible. Also, in Studios A, B, C and 
D, the loudspeaker amplifiers were plugged directly into the 
consoles, rather than via the original 4-pole F&E (EP) pattress 
sockets. In Studio E, however, the EP connectors were 
replaced by XLRs. All the amplifiers were then fitted with 
short ‘gender bender’ cables that converted the audio inputs 
to the commercial ‘pins point in the direction of signal’ 
standard.

15. Shocking Standards

In the early days, the Workshop didn’t have any safety 
standards: most devices were powered from unreliable 
distribution boards with 3-pin 13 amp ‘D &S’ sockets. These 
accepted a matching plug whose live pin actually contained a 
fuse. Such non-standard connectors allowed the ‘technical’ 
equipment to be segregated from those devices fed from the 
‘general service’ supply. In addition, the staff were unlikely to 
steal these peculiar plugs for use at home! At Television 
Centre they adopted an alternative form of 13 amp plug that 
had the normal square pins but all rotated by ninety degrees.
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By 1986, the Workshop was a safe place to work, with all areas 
fitted with standard 13 amp sockets and high-quality mains 
wiring. In fact, the BBC had a ‘rule’ that all equipment should 
have a three-core mains lead. This ensured that there was a 
safety earth for conducting away fault currents, preventing 
such currents from flowing through the staff! However, many 
newer devices arriving at a Workshop came with two-core 
cable, supposedly conforming to ‘double-insulation’ 
standards.

Fitting a three-core lead to every double-insulated device 
wasn’t entirely desirable. Therefore, each piece of equipment 
was assessed on its own merits. Usually the insulation 
resistance was satisfactory and the construction sufficiently 
robust to prevent the mains supply getting into contact with 
any external metalwork. Unfortunately, some devices had 
capacitors between the chassis and live or neutral wire, 
presumably in an attempt to reduce radio frequency (RF) 
interference. Removing these components didn’t cause any 
problems and eliminated this potential safety hazard.

The mains cable at each device was either captive or 
connected via a detachable ‘inlet’ connector. The BBC’s usual 
choice was the XLR LNE mains connector: although similar in 
appearance to an audio XLR connector, this had small gold-
plated pins rated at 3 amps. Perhaps because it was smaller, a 
socket was always fitted to the equipment itself. This meant 
that it was theoretically possible to make contact with the 
mains on the plug pins, although these were reasonably 
shrouded.

Ideally, the earth pin of a mains connector should be the first 
to make contact when a plug’s inserted and the last to 
disengage when it’s removed. In practice, this didn’t always 
happen. When Malcolm Clarke went to unplug a pair of 
‘inline’ XLR LNE connectors he received a slight shock! 
Following this, the LNE connector went out of favour. In 
several instances the latch button on the plug was cut away so 
that it couldn’t be removed from the device, effectively 
creating a captive mains cable.

Many commercial products used a three-pole IEC inlet, rated 
at 6 to 10 amps, although some double-insulated equipment 
had a 2-pole version. Portable devices often came with a much 
smaller connector, also in 2-pole form. All these connectors 
were electrically satisfactory, although the 2-pole versions 
weren’t ideal since they allowed reversal of the live and 
neutral wires. Unfortunately, some variations also had a nasty 
habit of falling out at the least provocation!

As equipment proliferated, it became clear that the standard 
13 amp connector was too cumbersome. Instead, the 
Workshop decided to adopt IEC outlets. These were normally 
in the form of a ‘strip’ of five connectors with an attached 
cable and 13 amp plug or a standard IEC inlet connector. Each 
strip contained a fuse, usually rated at 5 amps. The first of 
these strips appeared in Studios B and E in February 1987, 
but by the end of the year they were installed in all areas.
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16. Other Developments

In the summer of 1987 Studio B was updated to the Studio H 
‘standard’, complete with new effects rack and updated 16-
track wiring. Room 11 (Studio H) was dismantled and plans 
were afoot for updating the existing engineers area in Room 
12 whilst adopting Room 11 as an engineering office.

In the autumn, Studio B had a problem with background 
‘buzz’. In February, Technical Investigations discovered a 
neutral-earth ‘short’ in the mains wiring at the other end of 
the building. This was associated with the alternating current 
(AC) emergency lights in Maida Vale 1, the studio used by the 
BBC Symphony Orchestra. Incredibly, this fault created an 
earth current of around four amps!

Further changes were in progress: new video switches were 
fitted to the monitors used for sampling machines and the old 
‘services trolley’ for acoustic recordings in the Piano Room 
was dismantled.
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CHAPTER 8

Magic Roundabout
1.A Story of Many Parts

This period saw the installation of a circular studio based on 
the Yamaha DMP7 mixer and the Akai DP3200 audio 
switching matrix. As in many situations, the success of this 
scheme was down to a mixture of being in the right place at 
the right time and good project management.

2. The Mixing Element

The Yamaha DMP7 was first demonstrated in January of 
1987. This small and very robust eight-channel mixer had 
surprisingly few controls and was entirely digital. Each input 
signal was fed into an analogue to digital converter (ADC), 
processed and mixed with signals from the other channels. 
The final stereo output was then converted into analogue form 
by a digital to analogue converter (DAC).

Unlike most mixers, the DMP7 included numerous sound 
effects. Better still, almost every mixer parameter could be 
controlled via MIDI. Furthermore, several mixers could be 
‘chained’ together via a special Yamaha digital interface. This 
provided a feed from the main fader of one mixer that could 
be fed into the main fader of another mixer. Although, this 
meant that the operation of output faders on several linked 
mixers could be confusing, no input channels were used for 
the links.
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Subsequent tests showed that six mixers connected digitally 
gave around -60 dB of noise, which was just about acceptable. 
But if analogue links were used, this worsened to around -50 
dB. The device contained two microprocessors running at 4 
MHz, as well as proprietary 23-bit digital signal processing 
(DSP) chips. The faders were motorised, allowing them to be 
controlled by the user or by the device itself. The faders 
employed a further set of low-resolution ADCs to provide a 
servo action.

3. The Switching Element

In July, whilst visiting the British Music Fair at Olympia, 
Brian Hodgson saw the Akai DP3200 audio switching matrix. 
This device, which had 32 inputs and outputs, was certainly 
more elegant than the jackfields used in the department’s 
existing studios. When tested at the Workshop in November, 
it was found to have an appalling control unit with its own 
display screen. However, up to four matrixes could be 
operated via the controller, providing a total of 128 inputs and 
outputs. This number fell to 96 if eight ‘tieline’ circuits were 
used between them, with ‘loop’ tielines between the first and 
last matrix.

Sadly, the matrix couldn’t mix two sources to one destination. 
Also, there was a 6 dB drop in output level when feeding 
unbalanced destinations, although this could be fixed by 
changing numerous internal links: the solution was to move 
these links and use the matrix with unbalanced circuits.

Further investigation by Mark Wilson revealed that the 4-pole 
XLR control connector on each matrix was really a two-way 
MIDI circuit. This discovery was a vital key: it meant that a 
new studio could be developed in which the mixing and 
destinations of audio signals could be controlled entirely by 
MIDI.

Later, in May of 1988, Ray Riley found that simple 
modifications allowed the DP3200 to control MIDI signals. 
Unfortunately, subsequent developments didn’t see his work 
developed.

4. Cogitation and Plywood

Considerable, and sometimes heated, discussions now took 
place between the author, Mark Wilson and Peter Howell 
regarding the new Studio F. This was to be located on the site 
of the old V8 (Film Unit Studio) and V7 (Projection Room), 
but there was uncertainty as to whether a 40-channel 
Soundcraft desk or DMP7 mixers should be used. Employing 
DMP7s with a Soundcraft Series 800 looked horribly like 
‘mixed technology’ and certainly didn’t appeal to the author.

In the autumn of 1997, Peter tested a DMP7 in Studio B. He 
suggested that several DMP7s could be used to create the new 
studio, each assigned to a specific ‘area’ of operations. This 
idea then expanded into an arrangement of three DMP7s, 
each with associated equipment in the same vertical plane.
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In the meantime, Mark Wilson was experimenting with 
HyperCard, a curious Mac program often used by Apple 
enthusiasts for unusual chores. This had a unique ability to 
create screen displays or ‘cards’ with pre-programmed 
buttons and boxes. Such cards could then be bolted together 
and used with other proprietary software. HyperCard also 
included its own language and could handle MIDI data, 
offering a real opportunity to control both DMP7 mixers and 
DP3200 matrixes.

Having obtained a budget of £50,000, the scheme’s 
proponents went ahead with a ‘lash-up’ where ‘bugs’ in the 
concept could be ironed out. This temporary installation 
would be in Room 11 (Studio H), the contents of which had 
been cleared during the previous summer. Early in 1988, 
several large segmental pieces of thick plywood arrived. These 
were arranged on top of a number of filing cabinets, together 
with large blocks of wood, to create a two-level circular 
console.

The installation eventually consisted of an Akai matrix and 
original controller, six DMP7 mixers and a Mac II with an 
associated HD40 external drive. A special rack was 
constructed to hold the two main DMP7 mixers at the correct 
angle. Five MIDI mergers allowed real-time data to be 
recorded from the mixers whilst a MIDI Thru unit (effectively 
a MIDI distribution amplifier) fed MIDI from the computer to 
the mixers. The Mac II had a colour monitor, although the 
only thing that appeared in the 16 shades of colour was the 

Apple logo in the menubar. Fortunately, Peter Howell didn’t 
like colour anyway!

With everything under MIDI control, each synthesiser didn’t 
need a musical keyboard. In fact, keyboards would be difficult 
to fit in the console. Thankfully, many instruments came in 
convenient rack-mounting boxes. This meant that the Yamaha 
KX88, a full-size MIDI keyboard with a ‘pitch bend’ wheel and 
sockets for foot pedals, could be used as the master keyboard 
for the new studio.

During the tests it became clear that extra equipment, such as 
a Yamaha DEQ7 equaliser and a MLA7 microphone amplifier 
would be essential. In addition, the author had to create some 
sort of ‘monitoring system’ for switching loudspeakers and 
meters between various sound sources.

5. Consolation

As usual, the problems were in the details: in particular, the 
aesthetic considerations of the console design. In one 
brainstorming session, Mark proposed that the cables of the 
desk could be exposed. When that didn’t go down too well, he 
suggested that they could be covered by curtains!

Fortunately for all, the finer aspects were developed by a 
friend of Mark, a furniture designer from Brixton. This was 
Jeremy Quinn, who had formerly worked in antiques, and, 
coincidentally, had gone to the same furniture-makers college 
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as Steve Marshall (who was later attached to the Workshop as 
a composer). His ideas were very elegant: the console would 
be circular within but with a polygonal outer shape that 
accepted removable covers. These covers, attached by pairs of 
latches that could be released using a standard ‘carriage key’, 
gave the illusion of a circular shape and hid the cabling. 
Within the circle there were to be several cupboards (with 
doors) for various technical equipment.

The total cost would be £4,600. A top view of the design is 
shown below, as originally equipped.

The five ‘input’ mixers, working in a clockwise order around 
the desk, were assigned to synthesisers, S550 samplers, 
TX816 synthesiser, drum machines and the multitrack 

respectively. Most of these devices were located in a mini-rack 
positioned above the appropriate mixer.

6. Room with a View

By the spring of 1988, the Film Unit areas were cleared and 
the old walls on the site were demolished. The conduits for 
studio lighting were fitted to the original ceiling and then a 
new suspended ceiling was fitted. This consisted of a 600 mm 
‘grid’ of acoustic tiles, ‘clipped’ into place to avoid vibration. 
To improve the acoustics, a six-inch layer of ‘bagged’ 
fibreglass was placed above the grid.

The author was very successful with the acoustic treatment of 
Radiophonic Studios. Traditionally, the BBC covered whole 
walls with acoustic absorbers: these were boxes of plywood 
with ‘pegboard’ fronts and an internal matrix-like structure. 
They came in two depths (although the ‘shallow’ version was 
ineffective) and with ‘few holes’ or ‘many holes’ on the fronts. 
In the early days, Alan Stokes advised that boxes positioned 
above or below the level of loudspeakers or the listener’s ears 
were pointless. By empirical methods, the author also 
discovered that small groups of boxes, with a narrow area of 
exposed wall between, were often as effective as a solid mass 
of boxes. In fact, the exposed wall and sides of boxes seemed 
to randomise the acoustic reflections and thus reduce room 
resonance.
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The trick was to avoid complete symmetry. Therefore, a group 
of four boxes usually contained a pair of ‘few holes’ and a pair 
of ‘many holes’ boxes, with the same type of box on the 
diagonals. And a group of boxes on a facing wall would have 
the opposite kind of boxes on the diagonals. And, if possible, 
any gaps in the boxes on one wall faced a group of boxes on 
the opposite side of the studio. However, near the 
loudspeakers the boxes were usually arranged in symmetrical 
groups. John O’Connor of Cork Insulation (Woolwich) 
delivered seventy acoustic boxes for Studio F. This chap was a 
bit of a character: he used to play at the Prince of Orange ‘jazz’ 
pub in Rotherhithe.

Studio F was a rather irregular shape and included a 
structural column in the middle of the room, as well as beams 
in the ceiling and an iron strut in the northwest corner. 
Fortunately, there was sufficient space to fit the circular 
console between the column and the north wall. This left a 
kind of ‘relaxation’ area in the section nearest to the entrance 
door. The final layout of the room is shown on the next page.
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7. Getting Around

During the summer of 1988, Ray Riley created new panels for 
the back of each DP3200 matrix. This contained 64 two-pole 
quarter-inch jack sockets, an exceptionally tight fit for this 
number of jacks and the space within the console. He also 
constructed the mini-racks that would contain the equipment 
above each DMP7. These were designed for standard 19-inch 
devices but didn’t use standard rack fixing methods. Instead, 
each had clip-on ‘runners’ that could be positioned at 1U 
intervals, allowing devices of any size to be quickly installed or 
removed, whilst non-standard equipment could be fitted by 
inserting a special shelf. In addition, a solid melamine-
finished surface was provided at the top of each rack: this 
could be used for extra devices and prevented foreign objects 
falling into the rack itself.

The real problem with this studio was the monitoring system. 
In theory, a very simple switching system could have been 
used, but this would have needed at lot of wiring at the control 
unit. For better or worse, the author used a small control box 
connected to a much larger rack fitted in one of the 
cupboards. The latter contained various switching and VCA 
cards, mainly supplied by Canford Audio.

The VCR was to be housed in one of the racks, which meant 
that a normal infrared (IR) remote control couldn’t be 
conveniently used. Ray Riley therefore devised a clever 
solution: he modified the remote control so that the wiring to 
its buttons came out on a multi-core cable. This was then 

connected to a set of low-profile membrane switches that were 
literally glued to the console. The remote control itself was 
positioned in a rack exactly opposite the VCR, pointing at the 
VCR itself. The composer could now sit forward to watch the 
TV screen and comfortably operate the VCR controls.

During this period, Mark Wilson released an engineering 
version of his HyperCard software for controlling a matrix. 
This had expanded to include the ability to store programme 
notes and synthesiser voice listings. Mark also made his initial 
plan for the matrix connections.

A Yamaha DMP7D soon arrived for evaluation. This was 
similar to a standard DMP7 but only had digital inputs and 
outputs. This needed a ‘genlock’ approach to synchronisation 
of digital data, requiring a separate word clock cable to each 
device. The time for this machine would come later!

By the autumn of 1988, both engineers were heavily 
engrossed in cables, involving around 350 jack plugs and 
hundreds of metres of cable. Most of the wiring was created 
with 6-core and 8-core Klotz cable. This was known as 
Monocore, consisting of individually-screened single 
conductors, each with a separate insulating jacket, and 
enclosed within an overall outer cover. Apart from wiring to 
the stereo machines and multitrack, which was wired to 
phono plugs or XLRs, all connections were made to quarter-
inch jack plugs. Any devices with alternative connectors were 
accommodated by inline adaptors obtained from Canford 
Audio or the nearest Tandy store!
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The console now arrived in excellent fettle. Although created 
in medium density fibreboard (MDF) it was finished in a 
superb veneer. Jeremy had ‘limed’ this by painting it with 
emulsion, scraping off the excess and then applying a final 
wax polish. He also proceeded to make a combined housing 
and monitor stand for Syncwriter, as well as an extra desk and 
table tops.

Various minor details had to be dealt with. For example, a 
special box was required for the studio’s main fader, the 
output of which would feed the multitrack and stereo 
recording machines. A headphone box also had to be 
connected to the monitoring system, whilst a 12 volt 
distribution was required for the MIDI mergers and the VCR 
remote. As for the MIDI connections, the author remembers 
going down to the shops in the Edgeware Road in search of 
twenty 5-pole DIN couplers!

By Friday, November 4, 1988, the basic engineering was 
complete. Room 11 had been cleared, the effects devices were 
moved into the new studio and a new M16 MIDI matrix and 
control box had been installed. A few ‘last minute’ changes 
were required: for example, Mark had to insert a MEP4 MIDI 
Effects Processor into the MIDI feed to the TX802 in order to 
sort out its MIDI channels.

The grand opening by David Hatch, Managing Director Radio, 
took place at 11 am on November 29, 1988. He pushed a 
button that should have initiated a sequence of music and 
moving DMP7 faders, but nothing happened. Fortunately, 

Peter Howell quickly started a DAT machine that was on 
standby. It turned out that the Mac software had been 
‘primed’ for too long and simply ‘timed out’. Anyway, the 
curtains whizzed open and there was then champagne and 
cake. George Crowe of Radio Projects looked suitably 
impressed. Dick and Malcolm’s photos of the event were, as 
always, embarrassing.

Further refinements continued to emerge. For example, 
Mark’s HyperCard package had expanded to control many 
other aspects of the studio’s operation and was now known as 
Cue Card. As a final touch, a photograph of Studio F was 
added to the ‘front page’ of his software. By January of 1989, 
Elizabeth Parker moved into her new studio as a ‘guinea pig’ 
and was bravely enduring ‘teach-ins’ with Peter Howell. 
Meanwhile, the old ‘lash-up’ was reconstituted in the Piano 
Room.

8. Postscript One: Connections

Towards the end of 1992, several modifications were made to 
Studio F, including the removal of most of the ‘bridge’ circuits 
between matrixes, which increased the number of available 
inputs and outputs. These changes were made possible by the 
earlier introduction of digital links between the ‘input’ mixers 
and the ‘auxiliary’ and ‘main’ mixers. The final schematic is 
shown on the next page.
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For simplicity, other wiring to the main loudspeakers, 
alternative loudspeakers, headphones and audio level meter 
are omitted in this diagram, as well as the timecode circuits 
connected to the MIDI interface. Even so, the system still 
looks horribly complicated, although its inner workings were 
largely invisible to the user. The inputs and outputs of the four 
stereo recording devices (2TA: reel-to-reel, 2TB: DAT 1, 2TC: 
DAT 2 and 2TD: cassette) were connected directly to the 
monitoring unit. However, they were also wired via a 16-core 
cable (shown as two cables in the diagram) to Matrix 1.

The monitoring system allowed the audio output of the VCR 
or a ‘click track’ from a designated drum machine to be 
blended into the foldback circuit that fed a musician’s 
headphones. In addition, it provided a recording feed to the 
multitrack machine and samplers, accommodated timecode 
circuits to and from the multitrack recorder and accepted an 
overdub circuit for use during a recording session. The main 
output fader was also connected via the monitoring unit and 
was wired into Matrix 1. This matrix also gave access to the 
eight channel inputs of the Aux Mixer, as well as its ‘effects’ 
inputs.

Matrix 1 and Matrix 2 accommodated ancillary sources, the 
main studio output, effects devices, external circuits and the 
output of the MLA7 microphone amplifier. Matrix 2 was also 
concerned with percussion devices and the channel inputs 
and ‘effects’ inputs of Mixer 4. The channel and ‘effects’ inputs 
of Mixers 1, 2 and 3, as well as their associated sources, were 
accommodated by Matrix 3. For convenience, the auxiliary 
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outputs of the ‘input’ mixers were combined into a single 
circuit,whilst the separate auxiliary inputs of these mixers 
were made available at the appropriate matrixes.

9. Postscript Two: Circular Resurrection

Following the demise of the Workshop in 1996, Elizabeth 
Parker, having spent 18 years gaining experience in the 
business, was determined to set up a private electronic music 
studio. This was a perfectly viable proposition, since in 1993 
she had brought £50,000 of income to the Workshop. As a 
basis for this new studio, she purchased the original Studio F 
console for the princely sum of one pound, although being too 
large to fit in her existing home, it had to bide its time in the 
garage.

Her initial installation was created by Peter Howell, using 
those very convenient jackfields that have phono sockets at 
the back and corresponding jacks at the front. Almost 
inevitably, it suffered from hum loops and earth-related 
problems that took Rupert Brun three days to sort out.

In 1999, Elizabeth moved to her purpose-built studio in her 
new home at Long Ditton, where the old console was fitted-
out by Rupert. The main mixer was a Yamaha Promix 01V, 
with faders assigned to the output of a Yamaha Promix 01 that 
was used as a submixer. These mixers were linked via a SP/
DIF connection, similar in some ways to the paired DMP7s 
used in the original Studio F.

An Akai DP3200 matrix, controlled by a Peavey PC1600 MIDI 
Command Station, was retained for monitoring, connected to 
a Spirit Folio mixer for adjusting levels and equalisation. 
Timecode was directed to and from various devices using a 
simple push-button matrix, also designed by Rupert. Sound 
sources included Proteus 2, Proteus 3 and XL1 (all from 
Emu), a Roland XV5080, and two Roland S760 samplers. 
Additional audio processing was provided by a TC Electronic 
M2000 multi-effects device. The computer was an Apple 
Macintosh G4 running Mark of the Unicorn’s Performer.

Material generated on the system was usually mastered 
directly onto DAT, with timecode as necessary, and then 
transferred to CD-R if required by the customer. Alternatively, 
material could be created in multitrack form by laying down 
tracks onto an ADAT recorder with timecode. The resultant 
tape and machine could then be taken to the post-production 
studio for a final mix-down.

Unlike the over-engineered Radiophonic circular console, this 
installation reflected the commercial reality of creating 
electronic music in a competitive world. It was used by 
Elizabeth to compose material for all the major television 
channels, as well as for music used in movie soundtrack of a 
new version of Monty Python and the Holy Grail.
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CHAPTER 9

Vertical Interval
The problems with timecode and synchronisation wouldn’t go 
away. As early as 1984, the engineers at Television Centre 
(TC) had confirmed that the ‘linear’ audio tracks of a normal 
VHS machine weren’t sufficiently reliable for conveying 
timecode. They had proposed the use of Vertical Interval 
Timecode (VITC), a mechanism whereby timecode was 
embedded in unused ‘lines’ of information outside the normal 
area of the television picture. This required a special device 
known as a ‘VITC reader’ which provided normal SMPTE 
timecode that could be fed to a standard timecode reader.

1. Stop Gap

By the summer of 1986, these VITC readers still hadn’t 
materialised. As an interim solution, it was suggested that 
timecode could be recorded on a hi-fi ‘track’, as provided on 
high-quality VHS recorders. Such ‘tracks’ used frequency 
modulation (FM) to combine stereo audio material with the 
video information recorded by the machine’s rotating head. 
The left-hand FM channel could be retained for a mono audio 
signal whilst the right-hand FM channel would be used for 
timecode.

At the end of the year, the first Philips VHS machines arrived. 
These had been modified so that any recording made onto the 
machine’s mono ‘linear’ track would only be fed from the left-
hand input. Unfortunately, it seems that no-one had actually 
noticed that these machines could only be ‘advanced’ in four-
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frame increments, making them totally useless for 
Radiophonic operations.

Early in 1987, three Ferguson 3V53 VCRs replaced the 
Workshop’s original 3V23 machines. These new recorders, 
which could be ‘inched’ frame by frame in both directions, 
were initially provided by Radio Rentals, although by August 
the Workshop had purchased a total of six machines. 
Meanwhile, two of the unsuccessful Philips VCRs were 
connected together to create a video dubbing facility.

The new 3V53 machines didn’t provide a complete answer to 
the timecode problem. To some extent, the use of hi-fi tracks 
was a retrograde step. Timecode was now only available when 
the tape was running at normal speed: when the tape was 
‘inched’ forwards or backwards nothing was produced.

2. VITC Muddle

In 1987, the Workshop received its first VITC readers, 
although it took another year to get the next pair. And so, 
having persuaded everyone at TC that the Workshop needed 
hi-fi VHS tapes, it now had to ask for VITC tapes instead. And 
the technical problems didn’t go away. For example, VITC 
disturbed Syncwriter whenever the VCR was in ‘pause’. This 
was due to the VITC reader producing timecode at one-tenth 
of normal speed when the tape was stopped. Jonathan Gibbs 
eventually fixed this problem and persuaded Syncwriter to 
generate MIDI timecode (MTC) from incoming timecode. 

Even so, the author never understood why it was necessary to 
create this superfluous timecode in the first place. After all, a 
normal tape machine didn’t produce timecode when the tape 
was stationary!

The BBC VITC readers also had another ‘feature’ known as 
‘flywheeling’. This was designed to ‘smooth over’ missing 
VITC frames but had dreadful side-effects. For example, if a 
frame of 02:20:21:22 was followed by an erroneous frame of 
03:20:21:23 (advanced by one hour) the VITC reader 
generated all the timecode values for the entire hour. And 
when the next correct frame of 02:20:21:24 appeared it would 
‘flywheel’ the timecode all the way back! In terms of normal 
timecode, this was similar to spooling a conventional tape 
against a machine’s heads at high speed. This vast amount of 
data would have horrific effects on Syncwriter. Eventually, all 
the Workshop’s BBC VITC readers were fitted with alternative 
ROMs that fixed the problem. By the autumn of 1988, an 
Audio Kinetics VITC reader was also being investigated, in the 
hope that it might be more satisfactory.

There were also problems with the quality of VITC, as well as 
a lack of understanding at TC concerning the kind of tapes 
that were required by the Workshop. To work properly, every 
tape had to contain ‘continuously ascending’ or ‘programme 
time’ timecode. In other words, the timecode had to progress 
steadily upwards throughout the entire recording. 
Unfortunately, some tapes contained the ‘time of day’ of the 
original recordings. This introduced discontinuities in the 
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timecode, causing Syncwriter to hop around all over the place, 
depending on the material that had been edited together.

Another complication appeared in the winter of 1988. A VHS 
tape arrived, but the VITC didn’t work, though TC insisted 
that it had VITC. Apparently, the tape came from a new type 
of video editing suite and contained two sets of VITC 
information. Lines 8 to 10 of the video signal contained 
normal ‘programme time’ whilst lines 18 to 20 gave the ‘time 
of day’ of the original recordings. This threw everyone 
completely, since the VITC ‘test tape’ only had data on lines 18 
to 20. Apparently, the BBC VITC reader took data from all the 
lines, got confused and didn’t display anything. Fortunately, 
the Audio Kinetics VITC reader allowed selection of VITC 
lines, although it was more expensive.

In the spring of 1989 another BBC VITC reader arrived, 
supposedly modified for line selection. It turned out that this 
only provided timecode via its serial port, the normal 
longitudinal SMPTE output having been removed to improve 
the speed of operation! Although attempts were made to 
connect it to the serial port of a Macintosh computer, this 
wasn’t considered a sensible option.

3. U-matic Games

Early in 1989, much to everyone’s horror, the mandarins at 
TC declared that the VHS tape format wasn’t reliable enough 
for use with VITC! Initially, the Workshop considered buying 
equipment that would allow the department to ‘regenerate’ 
the VITC on VHS tapes via a dubbing process. However, this 
required a ‘capstan lock’ VHS player, time base corrector 
(TBC) and VITC inserter (which also provided ‘character 
insertion’ for making ‘burnt-in’ timecode), all costing a mere 
£7000!

In August of 1990 a playback-only Sony U-matic video 
machine was demonstrated. Although it didn’t have ‘frame-
advance’ it worked well with VITC. Machines suitable for the 
Workshop would cost £4,000 each, expensive compared with 
VHS. In the same month, an Avitel timecode generator and 
reader was ordered: this could produce and decode both 
longitudinal SMPTE timecode and VITC data. By the end of 
the year, all the studios had U-matic machines, although not 
all composers were keen on this ‘non-standard’ format. Some 
studios were fitted with a switch that allowed the composer to 
choose between timecode from the multitrack machine and 
timecode produced by the VITC reader.

Inevitably, things went wrong. For example, in 1990, 
Elizabeth Parker received a tape without VITC and with 
timecode on the wrong audio channel. And Richard Attree got 
a U-matic tape that had been transferred from a VHS ‘pre-
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edit’ tape. Sadly, they hadn’t regenerated the VITC, so it was 
unreliable!

In the autumn of 1991, it was discovered that the U-matic 
machines ‘muted’ the data on lines 19 to 21 whilst in ‘search’ 
mode. But then (after originally rejecting Ray Riley’s good 
advice) the author moved a mysterious TBC (Time Base 
Corrector) switch at the rear of the machine. This quickly 
fixed the problem, although VITC data was still lost when 
searching at very high speed.

4. Lock to the Future

The later generation of MIDI interfaces accepted longitudinal 
SMPTE timecode, although they didn’t always like working 
with some types of VITC reader. For example, the Opcode 
Studio 3 interface automatically advanced timecode beyond 
any interruptions, but this made the timecode ‘dither’ 
whenever the VCR was in ‘pause’ or ‘stop-frame’ mode. This 
problem could be minimised by using the Avitel unit as a 
VITC reader, which always generated timecode at the 
standard rate. A BBC VITC reader, on the other hand, only 
produced timecode at one-tenth speed during ‘pause’ or ‘stop-
frame’.

Sadly, the Avitel unit’s latter feature also made it ‘crash’ the 
computer in Studio B, partly because HyperCard couldn’t 
cope with the data arriving at the computer’s serial port. 
Hence the Avitel unit was replaced by a standard BBC VITC 

reader. In addition, the composer was advised to disable 
timecode when not in use (by pressing a button on the Studio 
3) and to avoid using HyperCard.

There were various ways of sending timecode through a MIDI 
interface and computer, depending on the sequencing 
software and the interface itself. For example, Vision accepted 
standard MIDI Timecode (MTC) messages whilst Mark of the 
Unicorn’s Performer preferred proprietary MIDI codes known 
as Direct Time Lock (DTL) or Direct Time Lock enhanced 
(DTLe), although it could also use MTC. Unfortunately, DTL 
behaved strangely with VITC, although this wasn’t actually a 
fault. Whenever a video tape was stopped the timecode on the 
Mac still counted upwards, simply because the VITC reader 
continued to generate timecode, intimating that that the tape 
was actually moving!

Early in 1991, a new MIDI interface known as the Video Time 
Piece (VTP) was produced by Mark of the Unicorn. This could 
read VITC directly and convert it to ‘burnt-in’ video, 
longitudinal SMPTE timecode, MIDI Timecode (MTC) or 
almost anything else. In addition, it could generate its own 
SMPTE timecode. Although perfect for American NTSC tapes, 
it didn’t work as well as the Avitel reader on European PAL 
tapes and was sensitive to the level of VITC signal. 
Furthermore, the VTP provided SMPTE timecode at 0 dB, too 
low for feeding any quarter-inch tape machine that used 
centre-track timecode. The Workshop’s VTP was therefore 
modified to give an output of +3 dB. And, even with a new 
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ROM, the VTP didn’t retain its default settings on power-
down.

A VTP was originally installed in Studio C, but this refused to 
work with the StudioVision sequencing application, although 
it operated normally with Performer. In desperation, the 
author connected the regenerated timecode output of the VTP 
to the timecode input of the Opcode Studio 3 interface and it 
worked. The problem was caused by differences in the way the 
two applications worked. Whilst Performer asked the VTP to 
provide ‘full timecode’ MIDI messages, StudioVision relied on 
an automatic feed of such messages, as provided by the later 
Opcode Studio 5 interface.

In 1992, Studio C suffered from the usual problem of the 
Avitel reader generating timecode whilst at rest. The 
composer was advised to move the ‘VITC’ switch on the Avitel 
to ‘off’ when not in use.

In the autumn of 1992, the outputs of the BBC VITC readers 
were increased by 6 dB, making them suitable for driving 
unbalanced destinations. They were also fitted with standard 
jack sockets on their outputs and IEC mains connectors.

5. Wisdom of Hindsight

Looking back, it can be seen that VITC was a waste of time 
and money. Instead of facing commercial reality, the 
Workshop was led along a road of engineering idealism that 
was far from ideal. The author, instead of investigating the 
matter for himself, took half-informed advice from others. 
And yes, today’s composers often use hi-fi VHS cassettes, 
usually with timecode on one audio track!
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CHAPTER 10

Second Round
Following the success of the new Studio F, the Workshop was 
destined to build a second circular console, this time for Peter 
Howell, one of the main proponents of the original idea.

During 1989, the BBC was in a state of turmoil, suffering 
several one-day strikes. The secretary, the late Maxine Blythe-
Tinker, was surprised at the deductions made to her pay for 
these strike days. Brian commented ‘that’s the price of 
solidarity’, which has an element of truth. At this time there 
was also a threat to remove House Services, the staff that 
maintained electrical and other equipment.

Even the best of us do silly things at times, and composers are 
no exception. In the same year, Peter Howell experimented 
with the Pitchrider, a sound to MIDI converter, but couldn’t 
make it work. He was acutely embarrassed to discover that it 
didn’t have an inbuilt microphone and that he’d spent a 
considerable amount of time singing into its front panel!

Mark Wilson also got into an impossible situation: he tried to 
tell a joke, but made such a mess of it, the result was funnier 
than the joke!
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1. Location, Location…

During the latter part of 1988, Brian Hodgson had measured 
Studio B in anticipation of installing a second circular console. 
To his horror, he found that the room wasn’t big enough and 
soon retreated to his office to ‘stew’ over the problem. 
Consideration was then given to expanding the area into an 
adjacent corridor, but this wasn’t permitted on the grounds of 
fire safety.

At the beginning of 1989, Ray Riley fitted a switching card in 
the central bay that muted the studio loudspeaker (SLS) in the 
Piano Room whenever the red light was activated. As soon as 
he’d finished his work, it was agreed that this area, already 
occupied by the ‘lash-up’, would be used for the second 
circular studio. Understandably, the composers weren’t too 
happy at losing their main ‘acoustic’ area, along with its grand 
piano. And during construction, the ‘lash-up’ would occupy 
Studio B.

The old Studio B was dismantled in the spring of 1989. 
Meanwhile, the Soundcraft Series 200B mixer was 
incorporated into the ‘lash-up’. This provided twin-track tape 
monitoring, a source of test tone, talkback and all the other 
‘standard’ studio facilities. In addition, the cables for the new 
studio arrived. These had been created ‘off-site’, saving the 
engineers a tremendous amount of work.

The new area wasn’t cheap: the total cost was £35,000, 
building work came to £10,000 and the electrical installation 
consumed £8,500. By the summer of 1989, a huge-looking 

new electrical switching system had been fitted on the wall in 
the corridor between the Piano Room and Studio D. 
Apparently, this provided a revamped source of power for the 
old Studio B, the new Studio B (formerly the Piano Room), 
Studio C and Studio D. Meanwhile, the temporary installation 
in the Piano Room was dismantled, the not-so-old connection 
pattress removed and building work began.

Although acoustically an ideal size, the new area was rather 
narrow for the new circular console. This meant that shallow 
acoustic boxes, which were less effective at sound absorption 
than the deeper variety, had to be fitted in its vicinity. The 
final layout is shown on the next page.
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All the technical equipment was powered via the four 13 amp 
sockets located to the right of the console. The twin-track 
(2TA) and multitrack (MT) machines were powered via cables 
running out of the console. The other two 13 amp sockets, 
although on the technical supply, weren’t intended for 
technical devices. Instead, they were used for table lamps, but 
controlled by the technical isolator.

The building work, contracted out to Harts, went very well. 
However, during the very last stages of construction, Ray 
Riley was working on various cables that had to enter the 
studio via the roof space. To gain access, he had to work via a 
tile lifted out of the suspended ceiling. Without any warning, 
and without any wrongdoing on his part, the ceiling collapsed, 
leaving a man from Harts bravely holding it up as it turned 
into a sagging wedge shape. The room was soon abandoned 
and Brent Ceilings, the sub-contractor responsible, were 
called back. Apparently, some wood screws, driven directly 
upwards into the ceiling, had torn through their holes whilst 
others, fitted with rawplugs, had simply fallen out. The ceiling 
was refitted in three days but the author’s accident report 
indicated that the BBC should never use the company again. 
The Corporation’s final report quoted him word for word.

As in Studio F, ‘eyeball’ lamps were used in the suspended 
ceiling. Unfortunately, an extra halogen lamp, located above 
the main working area, caused some aggravation. Firstly, 
Brian didn’t like its location because it lit the top of the 
equipment instead of the front panels, resulting in a heated 
conversation with the author, who, at cross-purposes, thought 
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the problem was due to shadows. Secondly, the high-
frequency ‘switching’ transformer had been placed inside the 
studio (against the author’s original inclinations) and 
produced an excessive amount of noise. Much to the 
electrician’s annoyance, the transformer had to be moved to 
the outside wall of the studio and connected to the relocated 
lamp via a very thick cable.

In this area, the author’s strategy of using spaced groups of 
acoustic boxes was fully developed. Its effectiveness led 
Jonathan Gibbs to comment that this studio had the ‘best 
stereo image yet’.

2. Monitoring the Situation

Although the monitoring unit in Studio F worked well, the 
author had reservations about long-term reliability and the 
amount of hardware. To streamline the system, timecode, 
VCR audio and ‘click’ circuits (the last two of which could be 
added to a musician’s ‘cue signal’ via headphones) would be 
separated from the main monitoring. Peter Howell devised a 
method whereby an ‘overdub’ signal (consisting of previously 
recorded material but not the sound of a musician being 
recorded) could be sent to the cue circuit. This could be 
accomplished by using an ‘Addset’ command in Cue Card.

The new monitoring unit itself contained a microprocessor-
based controller card that operated an extra DP3200 matrix 
and a Twister MIDI-controlled amplifier. The card was the 

Cavendish Automation 8051 Microbeeb, programmed using 
Multi-BASIC and incorporating an EPROM burner. Its 
RS-232 serial ports were wired to a RS Universal Keyboard 
Encoder (UKE), a fluorescent display unit and a home-grown 
MIDI interface card. In addition, Ray Riley constructed a 
computer-controlled tone generator. The analogue to digital 
converter (ADC) in the Microbeeb card was used to convert 
the settings of rotary controls on the monitoring unit into 
digital data that could be sent to the Twister.

3. Digital Doughnut

Whilst Studio B was under construction, the ‘lash-up’ 
maintained its role as a test bed for further developments, 
especially in the area of digital recording. In the spring of 
1989, a DAR Soundstation arrived, a digital multitrack 
recording device with four AES/EBU digital audio inputs and 
outputs.

The Soundstation was accompanied by two Yamaha DMP7D 
mixers, the digital form of the DMP7. Each DMP7D had a 
stereo AES/EBU digital output, as well as an AES/EBU input 
for channels 7 and 8. In addition, all the channels accepted 
signals via Yamaha’s own proprietary mono digital interface. 
The ‘lash-up’ was updated by replacing the ‘main’ and 
‘multitrack’ mixers by the DMP7Ds. The multitrack mixer was 
then provided with a ‘format converter’ that took the four 
AES/EBU outputs of the Soundstation. The input to the 
Soundstation, which could be assigned to any ‘track’, was fed 
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from the main DMP7D. This mixer also fed a Yamaha DA202 
digital to analogue converter.

The various ad hoc digital connections weren’t always 
successful, mainly because digital audio normally required a 
‘genlock’ synchronisation system. Connecting two digital 
devices was easy: the ‘slave’ device accepted the ‘clock’ within 
the incoming signal. But when digital audio signals travelled 
in two directions, or where more than two devices were 
involved, problems were inevitable. In this studio, the 
multitrack mixer received a Yamaha clock from the main 
mixer. The output of the multitrack mixer then fed the 
‘auxiliary’ DMP7 mixer which then ‘cascaded’ into the main 
mixer.

Eventually, Ray Riley provided a switch box that allowed 
channels 7 and 8 of the main mixer to be switched between 
the AES/EBU output of a DAT recorder and the output of the 
multitrack mixer. Unfortunately, this also caused 
complications: whenever the switch was operated the main 
mixer would shut down as it tried to lock to the selected 
source. Worse still, although the DAT recorder happily 
synchronised with its incoming signal whilst in ‘record’ mode, 
it created its own clock in all other modes. As a result, one 
PCM2500 DAT machine had to be sent away in the autumn of 
1989 to be modified so that it would properly accept an 
external clock signal via its AES/EBU input.

Other experiments met with similarly varying degrees of 
success. For example, Ray Riley persuaded an Akai video 

matrix (a companion product to the DP3200) to work with S/
PDIF or AES/EBU digital audio signals, although this facility 
was never used in practice. His attempt to connect the ‘Y 
format’ stereo output of a DMP7D to the input of another 
DMP7D was less successful. Although the data structure was 
suitable, the recipient mixer only accepted signals from the 
left-hand channel.

Complications were also introduced by ‘pre-emphasis’ or 
‘emphasis’, a process that boosted high frequencies before 
conversion to digital. Although this reduced the level of 
background noise, not all devices or digital interfaces were 
aware of the ‘flag’ that indicated it was in operation. For 
example, the DMP7 mixers always used emphasis, but it was 
switchable on the DMP7Ds. Since the installation contained 
DMP7s the entire studio had to use emphasis. However, the 
DAR Soundstation wasn’t aware of the emphasis flag on its 
AES/EBU inputs, which meant its output sounded ‘hissy’.

In September 1989, the author attended a conference that 
addressed many issues concerning AES/EBU digital 
interfacing. This succeeded in proving that digital audio was 
still in its infancy.
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4. Completion

By August 1989, Jeremy Quinn had installed his second 
console at the Workshop. He also warned the engineers that 
the dust caused by cutting medium-density fibreboard (MDF) 
was dangerous!

Most equipment was in place, although some minor work 
remained. For example, a switching box was needed to divert 
specific tracks on the 16-track machine for use with VCR 
sound and click signals. Also, the 8-way DIN cables used for 
cascading DMP7 mixers weren’t long enough, so Ray Riley 
created several 8-way couplers using pairs of sockets. And, 
although the MTI MIDI to Mac interface worked on 12 volts, it 
had a 3.5 mm jack socket with ‘reverse polarity’ wiring. This 
meant that a special adaptor cable was required to run it from 
the console’s own 12 volt distribution system (as used for 
MIDI mergers, the MIDI Thru unit and other devices). Ray 
Riley also manufactured a three-way video switcher that 
allowed two S550s and a Syncwriter to be used with a single 
monitor.

The inline XLR adaptors used for audio devices were wired to 
the British and European convention. Hence pin 2 was used 
for the ‘hot’ wire. In effect, this meant that the Workshop, 
having previously adopted the American ‘pin 3 hot’ standard, 
had to reverse its policy. Most of the time this didn’t matter 
but in this studio an Audio & Design compressor was 
installed, and this had to be modified.

Studio B was opened at 5 pm on Wednesday, January 3, 1990. 
There was a excellent display of ‘flying faders’ to impress the 
BBC management and a fine time was had by all.

5. Further Advances

Although essentially complete, Studio B remained a test bed 
for new technology. Meanwhile, in the autumn of 1990, a 
range of devices were tested in the old Studio B. These 
included a Studer A800 multitrack machine, a Fostex D20 
DAT recorder and an Akai DD1000 digital recorder. Around 
this time, a Sony digital 48-track machine was demonstrated 
in Maida Vale Studio 5, but the cost of such technology was 
way beyond the Workshop’s budget and was based on old-
fashioned tape.

The DD1000 was much more interesting in that it used 
erasable optical disks. It had two audio input channels and 
four outputs. When fitted with ‘add-on’ drives it occupied 7U 
of rack space. Initially there were problems in driving it from 
an external source of timecode, although Peter Howell got it 
to work by feeding it with timecode from one track of a Studer 
A80 stereo tape machine. It turned out that the DD1000 
simply didn’t like the timecode provided by the Opcode Studio 
3 MIDI interface.

This new machine was soon installed in place of the 
temporary DAR Soundstation in Studio B. A Yamaha DA202 
digital to analogue converter that had been used with the 
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Soundstation was also removed at this time. The AES/EBU 
digital outputs of the DD1000 had to be converted into eight 
separate circuits in ‘mono’ Yamaha digital format, as 
connected via a 25-way D connector on the DMP7D. This 
conversion was provided by a special interface box known as 
an IFUD2. Unfortunately, this would only allow stereo 
material to be connected to channels 1 and 2 or channels 5 
and 6 on the DMP7D. This meant that channels 3, 4, 7 and 8 
of the mixer couldn’t be used at all.

Yamaha also provided a CIU (Custom Interface Unit) that 
digitally combined signals from the four DMP7 input mixers. 
This reduced the background noise and simplified the wiring 
of the console.

The system shown on the next page was developed following a 
series of painful hit-and-miss experiments. The final 
arrangement accommodated digital transfers of material from 
outputs 1 and 2 of the DD1000 to the DAT recorder (via the 
first AES/EBU output of the DD1000 and a buffer in the 
IFUD2). It also allowed digital transfers in the opposite 
direction. However, other recordings into the DD1000 were 
made via its analogue inputs to avoid complications with the 
synchronisation of digital audio.

Initially, the DAT machine was used as a ‘master clock’ for the 
entire digital system. Although the DMP7D mixers could work 
at sampling rates of 44.1 or 48 kHz, the DMP7 version could 
only be used at the lower rate. This effectively set the studio 
rate to 44.1 kHz. Unfortunately, the DAT machine always 
reverted to running at 48 kHz whenever there wasn’t a tape 
inserted in its slot!

Further updates were made later in the same year, including 
relocating the ARP Odyssey and associated MIDI to CV 
converter, the provision of separate record feeds to all tape 
machines, the installation of a KM802 eight-channel mixer 
for the TX816 and the addition of an Emu Proteus.
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Around this time, the monitoring unit started giving 
problems. For inexplicable reasons, the battery-backed RAM 
that held the program would lose its contents. Funnily 
enough, this fault also turned on the studio’s red light! The 
problem was held at bay for a couple of years but in 1993 the 
unit was replaced by a Peavey PC1600 MIDI Command 
Station, although this was far less flexible.

The diagram on the next page shows how the equipment was 
positioned on, in and below each mini-rack. As you can see, 
the ‘interface’ unit for each PCM2500 DAT machine was 
separated from the ‘transport’ section.The former was then 
positioned out of the way beneath the console surface, 
releasing space in the mini-rack that could be used for 
additional devices such as the Proteus.
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6. On Spec

Based on the knowledge gained in Studio B, the author 
devised a standard specification for future Radiophonic 
studios, although it was never fully applied to the last 
Radiophonic area, Studio X. This chapter ends with a 
summary of this information, shown below in slightly 
modified form.

General

Drawings should show all details, including exact positions 
of acoustic boxes.

Total time for work will normally exceed six weeks.

To minimise loudspeaker crosstalk, pairs of studios must not 
have adjacent ‘front’ ends.

Minimum dimensions of completed studio to be: length 8000 
mm, width 5500 mm, height 2500 mm.

Brick or block construction walls are essential, with inner 
Camden partition skin of 50 mm thickness. Latter should 
accommodate conduits or technical circuits, allowing flush-
mounting of sockets and panels. However, partitions can be 
omitted where wall structure projects outwards excessively. 
Two layers of plasterboard should normally be used, with 
overlapping joints to ensure maximum sound insulation.

Suspended ceiling to be at least 500 mm below original 
ceiling, installed using rigid 50 mm square battens screwed 
to ceiling joists. Hangers are to be secured to sides of battens 
using round-headed screws and washers. Acoustic tiles must 
be clipped in position and a 6 mm plywood backing provided 
for any tiles containing eyeball lamps. Void above the grid is 
to be filled by sealed fireproof bags containing a minimum of 
150 mm of Rockwool. The grid colour must be specified, 
although this is usually anodised aluminium.

Studio-specification entrance door is to have acoustic seals, a 
small observation window and must be inward opening. 
Door accessories will be specified. Bottom of door threshold 
is to be varnished.

Studio-specification emergency exit door is to be fitted with 
acoustic seals. It must be outward opening and fitted with 
glass-tube bolt. The studio side of this door should be fitted 
with deep acoustic boxes.

Ventilation with ‘comfort cooling’ is to be provided, complete 
with humidification and an independent temperature 
controller. Grills must be at far ends of the ceiling, so as to 
minimise noise, and lined trunking should be used 
throughout the system. Noise levels must meet BBC criteria 
for broadcast ‘cubicles’.

75% of the wall space must be covered by deep acoustic boxes 
with spray-painted fronts. The fixing battens must form a 
complete frame, with the size of battens specified to allow for 
any cables or conduits.
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Notice board is to be centred with top two rows of acoustic 
boxes.

Six 500 mm wide spur shelves are to be provided.

Curtain rail and curtain are to be fitted at front of studio. 
Acoustic properties must be considered.

Carpet is to be anti-static type of a specified colour.

Electrical

Although the multi-studio complex is powered across all 
three phases, only one phase must enter each studio.

Live and neutral wiring for each circuit must follow an 
identical path to minimise electrical interference.

Consumer unit with circuit breakers should be located 
outside the studio near entrance door.

NiCd emergency light must be located above the consumer 
unit for emergency access.

60 amp switch for technical sockets and signal lights must be 
within studio, next to entrance door.

Blue ‘rehearsal’ lights above doors must be fed via a spur 
from the technical mains supply.

Red ‘recording’ lights above doors are to be controlled by 
switch in studio, fed via spur from technical supply. If 

operated by SSR, this should be fitted in the light box and a 
low-voltage cable route provided.

Unswitched 13 amp sockets on a radial circuit are to be 
provided at console connection area. Sockets must be 
isolated from GS earth by using a plastic coupler and then 
wired to incoming technical earth.

Single switched 13 amp GS socket should be fitted near 
entrance door, but not controlled by isolator.

Lighting switch panel should be provided next to the 
entrance door, containing four ‘preset’ dimmers with 
associated switches and a red light switch.

Twenty one 60 watt eyeball lamps should be fitted in the 
ceiling tiles and controlled by three dimmers. Long leads and 
‘Greg’ connectors should be used to ease maintenance and to 
allow for damage to the ceiling.

Low-voltage lighting track with two halogen lamps should 
be fitted over operating position and controlled by the fourth 
dimmer. The transformer for the track must be outside the 
studio.

Two NiCd emergency lights are to be fitted, one over 
entrance door and one on ceiling near to exit door.

Mains clock point to be provided at suitable position in 
studio.
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Fire alarm bell to be provided central to studio, but red-light 
muting interlock not required.

Any conduits not covered by Camden partition are to be 
positioned behind acoustic boxes.

Technical

All technical connections must be at console connection area. 
To incorporate: 
1) Four technical 13 amp sockets (see Electrical) 
2) 10-pair screened tieline cable terminated at apparatus 
room with all screen circuits connected. 
3) Separate aerial sockets for UHF television and VHF radio, 
diplexed from main RF distribution system. DC isolation 
must be provided at both outlets to avoid disturbing the 
noise-free earth system. 
4) Ethernet socket terminating at apparatus room. DC 
isolation must be provided. 
5) AES/EBU word clock XLR wired to single pair screened 
cable terminating at apparatus room. 
6) Optical fibre socket terminating at apparatus room. 
7) Telephone socket.

Technical trunking, with draw wire, should run from void 
above structural ceiling down to floor or skirting duct. This 
should be at least 75 mm wide and 25 mm deep, although the 
lid need not be detachable.
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CHAPTER 11

Intermission
From November 1989 to April 1990, the author was attached 
to Radio Projects, whilst his post was filled by Rupert Brun. 
During this time, Pete Thomas, then in charge of Outside 
Studios (which included Radiophonic engineering), tried to 
persuade him to move to Projects, even though the pay and 
status were lower. Brian Hodgson was said to be ‘unhappy’ 
and thought that the author would ‘vegetate’ at the Workshop. 
No doubt he thought the author was disloyal in going to 
Projects and he probably thought even worse of him when he 
returned after Rupert’s successful attachment.

Whilst away, the author’s badge for the APRS (Association of 
Professional Recording Studios) conference was misdirected 
to the Workshop but finally arrived marked ‘AKA Biggles’.

During this period Malcolm Clarke wanted to play a ‘78’ 
record that the Workshop ‘grams’ couldn’t accommodate. So 
he played it with a ‘33’ stylus at 45 rev/min, but with the 
speed turned down by around 10%. He then recorded it onto 
tape and played back the tape at twice normal speed!

By this time, the Workshop had moved entirely to commercial 
audio connectors, usually standard quarter-inch jack plugs 
and sockets. To allow for these, some devices were fitted with 
new sockets, although newer jacks conforming to the PO316 
standard were modified with a quarter-inch drill!
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1. Computer Developments

Up until now, computers had only been used to process slow-
speed data such as MIDI. But a new generation of hardware 
and software soon emerged that allowed direct manipulation 
of audio material. One early package, known as SoundTools, 
was obtained in the summer of 1990. This consisted of a 
NuBus accelerator card in the Mac and matching software, as 
well as a magneto-optical (MO) drive connected to the 
computer via its SCSI port. A ‘dedicated’ machine was fitted in 
a trolley and later received a SoundTools Pro input/output 
box. By the autumn of the same year, a sampling system 
known as SampleCell was tested: this provided four stereo 
outputs via a special NuBus card. The Speedframe trolley used 
for the SoundTools computer didn’t last very long. One day in 
the summer of 1991, Roger Limb, clearly in a state of rapid 
acceleration, caused it to collapse. The trolley was 
subsequently replaced by a more robust construction based on 
Unicol components.

The Mac II machines used in the studios were eventually 
upgraded to the IIx models, complete with 1.4 MB floppy 
drives instead of the original 800 KB version. During 1990, 
AF Computing investigated the use of external floppy disk 
drives with the Mac IIx computers, mainly because the drives 
in the machines themselves were often inaccessible. But by 
the autumn of the next year, the company finally admitted 
defeat and the five ‘boxed’ floppy disk drives came back to the 
Workshop. Fortunately, two of these found a use with the SE/
30 machines in the engineering workshop.

Access to the computers in Studio B and Studio F was 
especially difficult, making it impossible to reach the power 
switch for resetting the machine. This problem was solved by 
making a ‘reset’ box, containing a button that interrupted the 
computer’s power feed. Fortunately, these early machines had 
a mains outlet for peripheral devices, ensuring that all 
equipment was switched on or off at once.

In the spring of 1989, the engineers became the proud 
guardians of a pair of Mac SE/30 computers, whilst the 
Thunderscan scanner had been abandoned in favour of the 
office scanner. Applications such as SuperPaint, MIDIScope 
and QuicKeys were in use, as well as Dreams for engineering 
drawings and Works for word-processing. Things didn’t 
always work smoothly. For example, when the author used 
SnapJot with MacDraft, he inadvertently corrupted the 
machine’s hard disk drive, a result of the infamous 
‘hierarchical menus’ under the Apple menu. And the 
introduction of System 7 in the autumn of 1990 caused more 
headaches. Around this time, Brian received a new Mac IIsi 
and was shocked to find that Works wouldn’t run on it. This 
model was always 'picky' with its software. A 1 MB ‘electronic 
disk’ also arrived for the office. Today, one megabyte is 
thought insignificant, but in those days all the engineering 
information could be kept on a single floppy disk!

The era of the BBC Micro in the engineering workshop was 
now drawing to a close and by the summer of 1989 these 
machines almost went for good. Ray Riley, after experiments 
with Red Ryder and the ‘Communications Package’ in Works, 
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almost persuaded the Workshop’s EPROM programmer to 
operate via a serial port of a Macintosh computer. As is usual 
with ‘standard’ ports, this involved lots of messing around 
with connections and discussions about X-ON and X-OFF 
control codes. Despite his partial success, a BBC Master 128 
machine was still being used with the programmer in 1991. 
However, by early 1992 he got it to work extremely well with 
ClarisWorks on the Mac.

Meanwhile, Mark Wilson was experimenting with using the 
‘C’ language to program a CMS/PSI single-board computer 
(SBC) that contained a 68000 processor. This, of course, was 
the same processor as used in the first generation of 
Macintosh computers.

2. Despatches

The Workshop was, for better or worse, shaking off its history. 
Early in 1989, Studio A was rationalised, but by the summer it 
had been entirely dismantled, the desk removed and the 
technical earth installed along a new route. By the summer of 
1990, its Soundcraft SCM381-8 8-track was also sent away. 
However, the Soundcraft Series 800 desk didn’t get to 
Redundant Plant until the spring of 1991. This area now acted 
as a storage space, although it also could be used as an 
acoustic area.

The old gutted piano, once used to create the Tardis sound, 
was also despatched. And the grand piano, perhaps a much 

sadder loss, went in September of 1991. Less attractive was 
the Steenbeck 6-plate viewing machine, which went on to see 
further service in Bristol. The Sondor Libra sepmag recorder 
was also happily sent on its way to Redundant Plant.

3. Tape Technology

The Workshop was now moving away from analogue 
recording tape. In the spring of 1989, three more DAT 
machines arrived and the quarter-inch machines were moved 
around. The B62 recorders soon returned to Broadcasting 
House, leaving most studios with at least one Studer A80. 
This increased the space in each area, although the ability to 
dub quarter-inch tapes was sometimes lost.

A new £5,000 Sony DAT machine was demonstrated. This 
had four heads and provided off-tape monitoring, allowing 
operation in ‘normal’ mode (record before playback) or ‘edit’ 
mode (playback before record). Also, regenerated timecode 
could be recorded or played back via a selected head and a 
parallel connector was fitted for a ‘standard’ synchroniser. 
The machine also had a serial control port, a ‘composite video’ 
sync input, a word sync input and output, and standard digital 
audio connections.
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4. Fun in F

In the autumn of 1989, the DMP7 mixers in Elizabeth Parker’s 
Studio F managed to ‘lose’ their ‘parameter lists’, the 
information that defined how the mixers should behave with 
MIDI. The easiest way to reload these lists was by copying 
them from a DMP7 in another studio via a removable RAM 
cartridge. Unfortunately, Peter Howell used the Vision 
sequencing application whilst Elizabeth was using Performer, 
so the required lists were actually different. Eventually, a new 
list was created.

Studio F was also used for recording sessions with ‘real’ 
musicians. Unfortunately, the DMP7 mixers weren’t designed 
for this kind of operation. Therefore, a very confusing system 
was employed: the actual recording was made from the 
combined auxiliary outputs of the ‘main’ and ‘auxiliary’ 
mixers whilst the musician’s headphones were fed with the 
studio’s main output.

5. Detachment

The author’s attachment to Radio Projects coincided with an 
upgrade to Radio One’s Programme Presentation Suite One 
(PPS1), a tiny area inside Egton House. The incongruous 
‘Egton’ office block was behind Broadcasting House (BH), but 
linked to it via a curious subway that passed beneath the 
street at basement level. The studio itself was located 
alongside the continuity suites that contained the Radio One 

disc jockeys. It was mainly used for making jingles, those 
horrid bursts of musak so popular in modern radio, and 
trailers that promoted forthcoming programmes. In effect, 
PPS1 was a specialised ‘radiophonic’ area. The improvement 
scheme, costed at £120,000, was planned to provide it with a 
Atari computer, two Akai DP3200 matrixes and a Yamaha 
DMR8 combined multitrack recorder and mixer. The existing 
Audiofile digital recording system would be retained.

Towards the end of 1989, the author actually spent most of his 
time on other schemes. For example, he concluded that the 
£44,000 spent annually on renting television receivers for 
offices would be better spent on buying them, even if some 
went wrong and they had to be thrown away. Other projects 
included a huge number of CD players for studios costing 
£116,000, office televisions and hi-fis totalling £100,000 and 
numerous similar schemes. He was also involved in trying to 
work out the logistics of a complex intercom system that was 
to link Studios 3G and 3F with the Newsroom.

The beginning of 1990 saw the Philips Report that began a 
programme of cutbacks in the BBC’s ‘non-core’ activities. 
Meanwhile, Jonathan Gibbs, having been ‘groomed for 
stardom’, moved into his new job as Head of Television Post 
Production. And at Maida Vale, works were in progress on 
removing asbestos, large amounts of which had been 
incorporated into the building.

By the spring, it was decided that the Atari computer and Akai 
samplers for PPS1 should be packaged into flight cases. 
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Meanwhile, the Yamaha DMR8 was abandoned in favour of a 
conventional Saber console from Allen & Heath . Later, the 
author heard that Brian Hodgson had been surprised by the 
choice of computer. No doubt he’d have preferred a 
Macintosh, but the customer really did want an Atari 
machine. Pete Graham of Radio Projects also wanted the 
author to stay, but this was impossible in the stifling 
atmosphere of a department that managed to suppress most 
forms of original thought.

By the summer of 1990, Harris Grant offered a tender of 
£98,000 to do the work on PPS1, an offer that was duly 
accepted. At this time, the BBC was in talks with English 
Heritage regarding Studio L1, located in the basement of 
Broadcasting House. Apparently, this studio hadn’t been 
touched since BH was built in the 1930’s. It had the 
appearance of a domestic room and was reputed to have had a 
tunnel linking it to the Bakerloo line, a feature supposedly 
used by Churchill during World War II.

At this stage, Ray Riley attended an interview board to get his 
full engineering grade. Although told that this was a formality, 
he was grilled for three-quarters of an hour. At the end of this 
marathon, the board, seriously ‘charred’ itself, decided to 
modify the questions for later candidates!

Jeff Bottom, manager of the author’s section, often regaled his 
staff with amusing tales. One concerned the installation of an 
£80,000 BBC General Purpose desk at Bangor. This had to be 
lifted through a window using a crane, the desk itself being 

supported by webbing. Then there was the outside broadcast 
of a quiz at Newbury where they forgot to bring the 
microphone cables. In desperation, they visited the local 
Woolworth’s and bought all the twisted bell-wire they could 
find! And during the last BBC strike the management was 
forced to do the broadcasting itself. Simon Shute, then Head 
of Engineering Operations, messed up a tape ‘changeover’ by 
switching off the wrong machine, although he quickly 
corrected his mistake. Finally, as an example of how BBC 
engineering could go really wrong, there was the story of the 
RP2/1 gramophone. Originally, it was decided that the 
impressive wooden cases of these machines could be used as 
the basis for a new stereo version, the RP2/9. However, it all 
went horribly wrong and they had to make new cases anyway!

The process of planning PPS1 had taken so long that the 
author was about move back to the Workshop, long before 
construction had even started. Meanwhile, he wrote a 
scathing report on the organisation of Radio Projects, 
describing the excessively vertical form of its management, 
the oppressive style and the total lack of delegation of 
responsibilities. It was later painfully reorganised.
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6. The Monolith

The new circular consoles had made the older Workshop 
studios appear dated, although the Soundcraft desks were in 
fact still very modern. Ray Riley therefore investigated ways of 
fitting a pair of DMP7 mixers and a DP3200 matrix into these 
earlier installations. During the author’s attachment, he busily 
modified the ‘effects’ circuits in Studio E to match those of 
Studio H, making them more suitable for the extra 
equipment. This involved replacing the two original 120-way 
Varicon connectors by three 56-way sockets. In addition, he 
had to create new effects racks for both studios.

Ray then designed a ‘mini-studio’ to accommodate the DMP7s 
and DP3200, as well as a KX88 musical keyboard, Mac 
computer, QWERTY keyboard and computer monitor. This 
innovative creation, known to the author as the ‘monolith’, 
was constructed from three Unicol stands bolted together. By 
the autumn of 1990, Ray’s excellent planning was complete. 
The original effects rack in Studio E, which was over-
engineered with its own mini-jackfield, was then dismantled. 
Parts of its Speedframe structure were recycled to house the 
noise reduction and desk power supply unit (PSU).

The rear panels on the DP3200 matrixes used for these 
projects didn’t have jack sockets. Instead they had a set of 56-
way Varicon connectors, all wired to the Soundcraft 
‘standard’. These were then plugged to ‘umbilical’ cables fitted 
with jack plugs for connecting to the various devices. Any 

‘odd’ connections were accommodated by inline jack couplers 
and standard double-ended jack leads.

In addition, each studio now had a Philips CM8833 colour 
monitor for use with samplers or other video sources. The 
author made a video switch box that allowed the composer to 
watch the picture fed from the U-matic recorder or the 
displays provided by two S50 or S550 samplers. The monitor 
was fitted with a standard SCART connector. Under normal 
circumstances this took a ‘composite’ video signal, as provided 
by the U-matic recorder. However, the monitor could be 
persuaded to accept independent red, green and blue (RGB) 
signals by applying +5 volts to an appropriate pin on the 
SCART connector. Fortunately, the 8-way DIN sockets on the 
S50 and S550 samplers provided a suitable +5 volt feed that 
could be directed through the switch box. But Murphy’s law 
intervened in Studio F: one S550 was found to lack the 
fuseable link necessary for the feed to the socket.

The monitor also contained useful stereo loudspeakers. The 
video switch box also allowed the input to these speakers to be 
connected to either the ‘monitor’ audio output of the U-matic 
video machine or the studio loudspeaker (SLS) outputs of the 
console. The U-matic’s ‘monitor’ output was usually switched 
to the ‘non-timecode’ sound track and gave a buffered mono 
signal. The desk’s SLS output level could be adjusted by a 
control on the console itself, whilst an alternative source of 
sound could be connected via the desk’s mini-jackfield. This 
feature was often used for listening to a ‘click’ track.
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By the autumn of 1990, both Studio E and Studio H were 
equipped with the ‘mini-studios’. The role of Syncwriter had 
been overtaken by the facilities in recent sequencing 
applications and it was therefore removed from these areas. 
Its departure caused little hardship, although one of Roger 
Limb’s customers missed the ability to trigger the start of a 
tape machine from incoming timecode.

By the spring of 1991, Studio C was also fitted out with a 
‘monolith’. This installation contained 128 DIN plugs for 
MIDI, and every one had to be labelled! All the studios that 
contained a Soundcraft 2400 console were now in a form that 
remained unchanged until the last days of the Workshop.
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CHAPTER 12

Sonic Solution
As early as August 1988, Brian Hodgson had commented on 
how digital signal processing (DSP) could usefully enhance 
existing audio material, especially in the area of noise 
removal. By the summer of 1990, such processing was 
contemplated as an extension to the main Radiophonic 
operation. The two main systems were NoNoise, from Sonic 
Solutions, and CEDAR. Unfortunately, both products were 
expensive and presented in a nebulous way, giving the 
impression that they were a bit of a ‘con’.

Another system, known as DAWN (Digital Audio Workstation 
Nucleus) was tested early in 1991, but didn’t impress and 
lacked digital inputs or outputs. In comparison, the NoNoise 
demonstration was faultless. As well as disposing of 
interference or other unwanted sounds from existing 
recordings, it could be used to transfer the processed material 
onto CD-R. Hence, this system was chosen for the new Studio 
X, which was to be on the site of the original Studio B, 
formerly known as Room 38.
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1. The Sonic Hardware

Initially, the Sonic Solutions system consisted of two NuBus 
cards installed in a Mac IIfx computer, each of which 
contained special 27 MHz processors. At first, it didn’t work in 
‘real time’, which meant processing took at least twice the 
duration of the material. Later versions of the software and 
hardware did run in real time, but required three separate 
‘passes’ to remove crackles, noise and hiss. Fortunately, 
processing could be done in the ‘background’, freeing the 
computer for other tasks.

The original Mac IIfx was eventually replaced by a Quadra 
900, and the system expanded to consist of three updated 
cards. The first two of these cards provided a ‘virtual’ four-
channel mixing desk, complete with faders, pan pots and 
equalisation. As the system developed, these cards were 
linked via a Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) to 2.8 
GB of hard disk storage and a Sony CD Encoder. From this 
encoder, audio data passed via optical fibre connections to 
five Sony CD Writer units. This allowed processed material to 
be recorded on up to five audio CD-R discs at once.

The third card of the updated system was devoted entirely to 
noise removal and had a pair of stereo digital audio inputs 
and outputs. These fibre-optic connections were plugged to an 
interface box that provided digital access via AES/EBU and 
SDIF2. Although the AES/EBU interface was the ‘industry 
standard’, the older Sony Digital Interface 2 (SDIF2) format 
was still useful for older devices.

2. Operation

Source material was loaded into the Sonic system, usually 
from DAT, to create a ‘soundfile’ on the hard disk. The effect 
of different kinds of processing was initially checked using the 
on-screen mixer. Having chosen the best setting, the system 
could then process the material in the background.

The final soundfile could be edited on the Mac screen as a 
‘foreground’ task, with sound waveforms shown graphically 
on the screen. The user could ‘zoom in’ for more detail or 
move out for a general view. Sections of sound could be 
replaced with ‘black’ silence or the original material could be 
joined up around the ‘gap’. Also, portions of sound could be 
repeated or swapped between the stereo tracks.

A Table of Contents (TOC) for recording a CD-R could be 
created, either manually, using ‘flags’ on the graphical display, 
or automatically by setting a ‘silence’ threshold and duration. 
The final soundfile could then be ‘dumped’ onto tape, DAT, 
CD-R or any combination of these formats.
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3. The Basic System

By the end of 1990, the design of an elongated version of the 
‘circular’ console had been finalised. As shown in the diagram 
below, this included circular elements similar to those in the 
original console design, but with additional straight sections 
that contained extra cupboard space.

Early in 1991, the engineers had moved out the old 
equipment, relocated the RF feed from the original Studio A 
and installed a new technical earth. Meanwhile, Jeremy 
Quinn measured up the area for the console whilst the BBC’s 
Equipment Department began work on nine mini-racks.

As well as the Sonic system, the installation contained three 
Yamaha DMP7D mixers in a digital ‘cascade’ and assigned 
respectively to general sound sources, synthesisers and effects 
devices. Each DMP7D was fed via an AD8X 20-bit 8-channel 
analogue to digital converter, whilst extra effects were 
supplied by a Yamaha SPX1000 effects processor digitally 
connected to each mixer. Connections were controlled by four 
Akai DP3200 matrixes, accommodating up to sixteen effects 
devices. The digital output of the last DMP7D was connected 
to a Yamaha DA202 digital to analogue converter.

Initially, a single computer was considered for both NoNoise 
and MIDI effects work. However, the spectre of a ‘MIDI crash’ 
bringing down the NoNoise system led to the use of two 
computers. Unfortunately, a separate keyboard and mouse 
had to be used for each machine, since the Apple Desktop Bus 
(ADB) would fail if switched or disrupted, and the keyboard 
lead of the NoNoise machine had to be extended. The ‘MIDI’ 
computer was provided with a Mark of the Unicorn MIDI 
Time Piece, connected to a Digisound MIDI to CV Interface 
for the Roland 100M synthesiser.

Although the installation also included a Roland S50 sampler, 
its buttons weren’t accessible, since they were beneath the 
upper level of the console. This problem was solved by 
locating the ‘MIDI’ computer and its keyboard above to the 
S50 and installing software that could directly control the 
device.
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The initial NoNoise system arrived in the Spring of 1991, as 
did the pre-wired studio cables. The console also arrived, 
complete with a spray-on melamine finish that looked very 
tough. A set of mini-racks was provided by Equipment 
Department (ED) but, due to inaccurate construction, none of 
the constituent parts actually fitted together. ED later 
supplied new tops for the racks but these were then too big! 
Pete Scott, then attached to the engineering team, was 
responsible for creating special ‘combiner boxes’ for the mixer 
auxiliary outputs, as well as a special power supply unit 
(PSU).

A new matrix control application called QuickPatch was 
developed by Tony Morson. This replaced one vital role of Cue 
Card in the move to a new generation of computers and MIDI 
interfaces.

4. Other Elements

This studio had an ‘off the shelf’ monitoring system, the 
AMU-8S from Media Products. As Murphy’s Law dictates, this 
failed several times and had to be returned each time to the 
manufacturer. Eventually, it worked perfectly well, although 
when, in October 1992, Ray Riley suggested that such a unit 
be used in Studio B, Peter Howell claimed it was a‘Chad 
Valley’ device. To be on the safe side, Pete Scott made a simple 
control box that could replace the unit in case of failure. In 
Studio X, the AMU-8S was wired via a multiway connector to 
a large plastic box. This had jack sockets, as well as cables 
wired to Amphenol connectors that plugged into a DP3200 
matrix. Unlike earlier installations, all the other cables 
connected to the matrixes were fitted with an Amphenol 
connector at one end and jack plugs at the other. This 
obviated the need for an adaptor panel at the back of each 
DP3200.

For sound effects work, several of the older generation of 
Roland effects units, including the SDD320 Dimension D, 
were retained, as well as the Roland 100M analogue 
synthesiser and other devices. New equipment included a 
Roland SN550 Digital Noise Eliminator, a Precision Power 
Phase Chaser, an Audioscope spectrum analyser and a Koch 
CD Tester.

The Roland SN550 processed material in ‘real time’, releasing 
the Sonic system for more arduous tasks. The Phase Chaser 
eliminated phase errors that shifted over a period of time, as 
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often created whilst copying material from a tape machine 
that had an azimuth error. The Philips Compact Cassette 
format, with its slow tape and relatively crude mechanism, 
was particularly prone to this problem.

The Audioscope could be used to find any frequencies in a 
recording that were attenuated or emphasised, either before 
or after processing with the Sonic system. This device 
provided an RGB output suitable for a Philips CM8833 colour 
monitor. Unfortunately, the 9-way D connector on the 
Audioscope lacked the necessary +5 volt feed to switch the 
monitor into RGB mode and therefore had to be modified. 
The author also had to extend the monitor connections to the 
Audioscope and to the Roland S50 sampler by using 8-way 
inline couplers. As with the DMP7 ‘cascade’ cables, these had 
to be created from the shells of a pair of sockets that were 
joined and encased in heat-shrinkable sleeving.

The Koch CD Tester allowed a recorded CD to be checked for 
errors and other information. This device was connected to a 
standard Centronics printer, allowing the results to be kept on 
file.

Stereo recording was accommodated by Sony PCM2500 and 
PCM7030 DAT machines. Sadly, the PCM2500 allocated to 
this area had been modified to accept an external clock signal. 
The presence of this clock, usually running at 44.1 kHz, 
unfortunately prevented recording at 48 kHz. So this machine 
had to be replaced with a ‘normal’ machine that extracted its 
clock from the incoming AES/EBU audio data. The PCM7030 

was useful in that it worked with SMPTE timecode and could 
be directly controlled by the Sonic system, thus 
accommodating automated loading and dumping of sounds.

Two Studer A812 quarter-inch tape machines, complete with 
‘centre-track’ timecode facility, were included in the 
installation. For operational convenience, the decks of these 
recorders could be tilted at an angle. One composer said he 
was ‘fuming inside’ about the allocation of these machines to 
this area, finally referring to the author and the assembled 
company as ‘po-faced gits’.

In June of 1991, the studio received a special ‘78’ player, as 
developed by Technical Services. This machine could be used 
to play old records without causing them any damage. It 
consisted of a modified EMT turntable, complete with a Revox 
‘linear tracking’ arm and a Shure V15 pickup cartridge. The 
total development cost of this machine had come to around 
£100,000. Unfortunately, it couldn’t play modern ‘33’ or ‘45’ 
disks, so a ‘standard’ gramophone had to be provided as well, 
complete with a switch box to select between the two 
turntables. The extra styli and cartridges for the ‘78’ player 
cost almost £1,000 and were eventually installed in a special 
rack for safekeeping.
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5. Fine Tuning

As in previous ‘circular’ studios, a considerable amount of 
experimentation was inevitable. For example, in May of 1991, 
Ray Riley investigated the control of an Akai DP3200 matrix 
via a MOTU MIDI Time Piece. This worked, although 
‘dummy’ data bytes were required to convince the MTP that 
the instructions were valid MIDI data. In addition, only three 
matrixes could be controlled over a MIDI circuit. Hence two 
circuits had to be used, each connected to a pair of matrixes.

In June, the digital links to the NoNoise system were tested. 
Meanwhile, both the MTP and Video Time Piece were 
connected to the ‘MIDI’ Macintosh. However, Apple’s MIDI 
Manager software didn’t like AppleTalk, since the latter 
required the Mac’s printer port. To get round this, the printer 
was connected directly to the printer port whilst the MTP was 
only plugged into the modem port. But this didn’t work either, 
so the MTP was reconnected to both ports. The printer port 
was then used purely for controlling the matrixes whilst the 
modem port was used for other MIDI data. To prevent 
AppleTalk from monopolising the printer port, an older 
version of MIDI Manager was installed. Everything then 
worked, apart from the printer itself. Finally, Tony Morson 
tested his application for controlling the matrixes, the links 
between the four matrixes giving him a considerable 
headache.

Complications with timecode revolved around the recording 
machines. For example, timecode fed into a Studer A812 

would appear at its output if its ‘input’ button was pressed, 
whilst the PCM7030 DAT always copied incoming timecode to 
its output. Both peculiarities could send the studio’s timecode 
system into a ‘loop’. Worse still, if the timecode selector at the 
rear of the PCM7030 was set to ‘Int’ it would ignore any 
incoming timecode and generate its own from the ‘absolute 
time’ on the tape!

By the summer of 1991, the five CD Writers and the Encoder 
had arrived. Unfortunately, the first version of the software 
only allowed you to ‘burn’ five CDs or none at all! By now, 
Dick was working with NoNoise in earnest, although 
inevitable problems were encountered. For example, the Sonic 
system would sometimes fail late in the day, apparently due to 
overheating of the cards.

It was also discovered that the NoNoise equipment didn’t like 
long SCSI leads, although these were well within the limits set 
by the SCSI standard. This meant that all the disk drives then 
had to be relocated. Dick also had to remember to reformat 
disks every eight weeks to prevent any fragmentation of data. 
And the rather inconsistent behaviour of the ‘flags’ sent over 
different types of digital interfaces made it necessary to switch 
off pre-emphasis throughout the studio.

And in the autumn, the studio was still being updated. For 
example, the MIDI Time Piece, a very silly device that still 
wouldn’t remember its settings, had to be relocated. And an 
extra 1.2 GB hard disk drive had to be added to the Sonic 
system. Dick, having created yet another dud CD, decided to 
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attach to it a battery-powered clock mechanism. In cahoots 
with Malcolm Clarke, he developed the idea into a ‘back room’ 
industry, although his products weren’t to everyone’s taste!

Despite all the changes, the new Studio X was opened on 
Friday, 18 October 1991, accompanied by pink champagne 
and a yellow cake made to look like a CD. A good time was 
had by all.

6. After the Event

Even after its official opening, Studio X continued to evolve. 
In the spring of 1992, extra memory was fitted in the 
computer for the updated NoNoise software. Unfortunately, 
32-bit addressing hadn’t been enabled, causing NoNoise to 
run out of memory and to wreck five more CDs. And a later 
version of the Sonic software was so bad that Dick reverted to 
an earlier version, which wasn’t easy, since the original 
registration code hadn’t been written down. Dick also once 
recorded a set of CDs at a sampling rate of 48 kHz, instead of 
the standard 44.1 kHz. They played, but sounded rather slow!

The ‘Sonic’ Mac IIfx computer was soon replaced by a Quadra 
900. Unfortunately, this had five NuBus slots, unlike the six in 
the IIfx. This meant that the three Sonic cards would have 
been closer, increasing the risk of overheating. To avoid this, 
the NuBus video card for the Calcomp monitor was removed 
and the display was persuaded to work from the built-in video 
output of the Quadra 900.

The digital interconnections to the Sonic system were also 
changed. For example, the Audio & Design ProBox, a device 
that converted digital audio between AES and SDIF2 
standards, had to be relocated to avoid the usual timing 
problems associated with digital audio.

By the autumn of 1992, a new version of the Sonic Solutions 
hardware had arrived. Sadly, fitting the cards caused the 
computer to fail, giving the dreaded ‘Death’ sounds at startup. 
Another machine was rented and was eventually purchased as 
a spare. The new system also included a Universal Clock 
Module (UCM) that allowed NoNoise to accept a ‘site’ 
reference clock, such as composite video, SMPTE ‘time of day’ 
timecode or incoming AES/EBU digital audio. Sadly, it 
couldn’t directly read or write timecode, although SMPTE 
information could be accepted via the UCM’s serial port. 
Worse still, the UCM only accepted its master clock via digital 
audio inputs 3 and 4. This wasn’t very convenient since, at 
this time, Studio X only had optical interface boxes for 
channels 1 and 2!

Simultaneously, a small LocalTalk network was created, 
allowing the resident laser printer to be used with the ‘MIDI’ 
Mac IIx or the ‘Sonic’ Quadra 900. By now, the Mac IIx was 
fitted with an Opcode Studio 5 MIDI interface. Since this had 
a dislike for AppleTalk, it could only be connected to the 
computer’s modem port whilst the LocalTalk network could 
be wired to the printer port. Unfortunately, AppleTalk still 
had to be switched off to use Apple’s MIDI Manager.
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7. Level Headed

Early in the summer of 1992, a customer complained, with 
justification, that the Sonic system was producing low-level 
CDs from normal analogue source material. Unlike BBC 
recordings, where a ‘headroom’ of around 20 dB was 
provided, the sounds on CD had to be at the highest possible 
levels. This meant that the bargraph on the studio’s main 
AD8X A to D converter had to be illuminated to just below 
‘clipping’ at maximum levels, with the NoNoise trimmed back 
by ‘1’ on its on-screen display.

The levels fed into the Sonic system were increased by fitting a 
12 dB attenuator in the monitoring circuit connected to the 
studio’s main output. This meant that when the studio’s meter 
showed PPM 6 (+8 dB) the actual level received by NoNoise 
was +20 dB, just on the verge of clipping. As a result, a lineup 
level of PPM 4 (0 dB) corresponded to a feed of +12 dB into 
the Sonic system.

With this arrangement, a limiter was needed or levels had to 
be monitored very carefully. A CD test recording of a section 
of Prokofiev’s music sounded loud enough on a domestic CD 
player, generating an output from the player that peaked to +5 
dB, where +7 dB corresponded to clipping.

An Audio & Design Limiter, modified to have a threshold 5 dB 
above the normal +5 to +15 dB limit, was subsequently 
installed, as well as a sample rate converter. A digital fader, 
also from Audio & Design, was later rejected since it removed 
the DAT ID codes used by the system. Hence, the studio’s 

analogue main fader was retained and was fitted with a switch 
to provide a mono studio output.
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CHAPTER 13

Funny Business
This period saw significant changes in the department and in 
the BBC itself. In the summer of 1990, Mark Wilson departed 
and was replaced by Tony Morson, the second member of staff 
to be appointed from outside the Corporation. In the spring of 
1991, Pete Thomas, the author’s line manager, successfully 
sold a pair of his company’s high-powered and high-quality 
loudspeakers to the Corporation for £10,000. Having done 
this, he bravely left the BBC to develop his new business.

The author, on his return from Radio Projects, was advised to 
take a higher profile and began issuing progress reports. One 
new duty involved taking recently-recruited staff on a tour of 
the Workshop. On one such visit a secretary asked about the 
loudspeakers. The author said ‘They’re Roger’s.’ to which she 
replied ‘Does he work here?’. It was impossible not to say ‘Do 
you know him?’.

The summer of 1991 was rather amusing. Dick Mills, in usual 
form, opened a carton of rather well-matured yoghourt that 
exploded, causing the entire contents to fly over Ray Riley’s 
jacket. And Guy, the canteen chef, burned his face with hot 
custard. He had to use an ice pack but got little sympathy as 
everyone kept laughing. Ray Riley, having arrived on a 
horribly wet day, hung his umbrella up to dry. That evening, 
he discovered that Malcolm had filled the umbrella with 
polystyrene packing chips. The next day he got his revenge: he 
filled the entire drawer of Malcolm’s desk with even more 
chips!
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And the nasty smell emerging from Room 6 was found to be 
decomposing glue on old tape labels!

1. Executioner’s Choice

By the summer of 1991, John Birt had been appointed as 
Director General of the BBC. In November of the same year, 
the Corporation launched a two-pronged initiative that was 
ungrammatically known as Producer Choice. In this, 
programme-makers would be encouraged to use the services 
of outside companies, whilst ‘in-house’ departments would 
become ‘business units’ that had to create enough revenue to 
cover their operating costs. In the process, the Corporation 
would shed around 8,000 jobs.

On the surface, this seemed similar to the introduction of 
‘market forces’ in public services, such as ‘competitive 
tendering’ used by councils. However, closer examination 
revealed that Producer Choice was designed to consign ‘non-
core’ parts of the BBC to the scrap heap, whilst leaving 
management free of blame. Many departments couldn’t cover 
their overheads, some of which were outside of their control. 
Worse still, their customers and profits would be siphoned 
away by outside agencies.

Being at the edge of BBC activities, the Workshop was to 
become a business unit. Although each composer generated 
enough revenue for a comfortable lifestyle, there wasn’t 
enough money for the maintenance, heating, lighting and 

security of a building such as Maida Vale. Worse still, 
although project money could be borrowed from central 
funds, it would have to be paid back, with interest.

The Radiophonic Workshop had five years in which to break 
even. It didn’t make it.

2. Cue Card’s Demise

As Macintosh computers developed, so the Mac Operating 
System (Mac OS) changed. Until now, most versions of the 
Mac OS, known as the System, were compatible with earlier 
software. Unfortunately, System 7, with its improved user 
interface, didn’t work with many older applications.

The biggest problem was HyperCard, the application used for 
Cue Card. Even before System 7 appeared it could be rather 
unpredictable, sometimes overwriting files on its own accord. 
However, in its original form it was incompatible with System 
7 and newer versions didn’t support MIDI at all. The author 
assumed, perhaps wrongly, that Apple’s failure to 
accommodate MIDI or to develop its MIDI Manager software 
was a consequence of its legal battle with the Apple Corp 
record company. Following an out-of-court agreement, Apple 
certainly seemed to lose interest in computer music.

HyperCard’s demise was discovered by Tony Morson during 
investigations in the autumn of 1991. At the same time, he 
tested Max, his application for controlling DP3200 matrixes. 
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Unfortunately, this wouldn’t work either, since System 7 came 
with a newer version of MIDI Manager.

Once Cue Card had departed, most machines in the Workshop 
moved on to System 7 whilst the composers began using 
StudioVision as their main sequencing application. Most 
composers didn’t actually work with conventional musical 
notation, although this was possible with Mark of the 
Unicorn’s Composer, an application ‘tied in’ with MOTU’s 
Performer program. However, in 1992, Peter Howell 
experimented with an alternative musical scripting 
application known as Encore.

Once Studio F had settled into using StudioVision, Peter 
Howell converted Elizabeth Parker’s DAT and S550 ‘library’ 
files into the new HyperCard format. Unfortunately, this also 
had problems, so they had to be transferred into ClarisWorks 
databases. In fact, ClarisWorks, the general-purpose word-
processing, drawing, painting, spreadsheet and database 
application, was installed in all the studios. Although the 
engineers had previously used MacWrite II for word-
processing and MacDraft 2 for drawings, ClarisWorks 
replaced both applications, as well as Excel and Microsoft 
Works. The main office, however, retained an Omnis database 
for the Workshop’s recording library.

3. Software Shenanigans

During 1991, various applications, frequently used in 
unorthodox ways, were removed from the studio machines. 
For example, a list of Emu sounds in Studio C, as kept in 
Borland’s Sidekick, was transferred to another small 
application known as Address Book. Other unnecessary 
applications, such as Omnis, were also eliminated to remove 
any problems they might cause. This was important, as older 
applications weren’t always ‘32-bit clean’ and could upset a 
Mac with over 8 MB of RAM.

To everyone’s annoyance, many of the applications used by 
the Workshop, including the Studio 5 software, came on a 
installer disk that used ‘key disk’ copy protection. This 
permitted the owner of the software to make a limited number 
of installations from the floppy disk, although usually an 
‘illegal’ copy of the application could also be enabled by 
inserting the disk. Once, when Ray Riley used a Studio 5 disk 
too many times, the computer merrily played ‘Be-bop-a-lula, 
She’s my Baby’!

To get around this problem, Ray created an ‘image’ copy of 
each new installer disk. This could then be used to make a 
replica of the disk that would work in the same way as the 
original. By the summer of 1992 he was using a stack of four 
100 MB drives for such purposes. Around this time, a new 
version of StudioVision appeared, accommodating SMPTE 
timecode ‘markers’ and allowing music to be edited whilst it 
was playing. Ray Riley discovered that this application 
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required the Serial Switch control panel, as supplied with the 
Mac IIx computer, to be set in ‘compatible’ mode.

4. Max and MIDI

Early in 1992, experiments were conducted in Studio D (now 
the Workshop’s ‘test’ area) on the new Opcode Studio 5 MIDI 
interface. This was tested with Yamaha TX816, TX802 and 
TX81Z synthesisers, as well as an Akai DP3200 matrix. The 
Studio 5, unlike older interfaces, gave fifteen separate MIDI 
input and output circuits, a total of 240 individual MIDI 
channels. All of these circuits could be ‘patched’ via the 
Opcode MIDI System (OMS), later known as the Open MIDI 
System.The diagram on the next page shows how devices were 
wired to an intelligent adaptor, such as the Studio 5:-

OMS was an entirely new protocol. Whilst HyperCard and 
older sequencing applications had used a system known as 
Standard MIDI, this didn’t allow for interaction between 
MIDI applications, which meant that quitting or switching 
between applications could upset the interface. To avoid this 
problem, Apple had developed a system-wide protocol known 
as MIDI Manager. Although this was only available to 
applications that supported it, Standard MIDI applications 
could still be used. MIDI Manager was accompanied by a 
special utility known as PatchBay, which allowed MIDI 
information to be directed to and from either serial port on 
the Mac or between different MIDI applications.

Unfortunately, both Standard MIDI and MIDI Manager only 
supported older MIDI interfaces that conveyed a single MIDI 
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circuit over each Mac serial port. The new OMS protocol was 
designed for interfaces such as the Studio 5 that could transfer 
data from multiple MIDI circuits. This was achieved by using 
higher transfer speeds and by ‘packaging’ the data for each 
circuit within unique codes.

Although the older forms of MIDI management software 
could use the Studio 5 interface, there were serious 
limitations. For example, MIDI data sent from a Standard 
MIDI application would appear on every output circuit on the 
Studio 5. However, with an application that used MIDI 
Manager, the MIDI data would always go to a MIDI circuit 
that had been preselected in the OMS software. Only 
applications that supported OMS could direct MIDI data at 
any time to any output of the Studio 5.

The biggest problem was Performer, an application used by 
some composers for MIDI sequencing. If used with the Studio 
5 when emulating a MIDI Time Piece, it prevented other 
applications from using MIDI Manager or OMS. This problem 
suggested that the Workshop would have to continue using 
the StudioVision sequencing application wherever Studio 5 
interfaces were adopted. At the same time, alternatives to 
HyperCard, such as the Galaxy editing application, would be 
necessary to transfer material between a computer and other 
devices, including DMP7 mixers and samplers.

Tony Morson’s first challenge was to get the output of Max, 
his matrix control application, into OMS. The best method 
was to use PatchBay to direct its data to MIDI Manager and 

thence into OMS. Consideration also had to be given to the 
actual MIDI messages sent to the matrixes. With the Opcode 
Studio 3, the matrix instructions had been wrapped in 
‘dummy’ bytes that made each look like a standard ‘system 
exclusive’ MIDI message. But the MIDI Time Piece, when 
installed in Studio X, had objected to these exclusive codes 
and the instructions had been modified yet again. Strangely 
enough, the Studio 5 also required messages in the form used 
by the MIDI Time Piece.

By the spring of 1992, Tony Morson had developed an 
improved version of Max. This included Peter Howell’s 
original idea of an ‘addset’, a set of additional matrix 
connections that could be overlayed on top of a standard 
setup. Tony’s new version of this was known as a QuickPatch.

Five Studio 5 interfaces were soon in use. A typical setup is 
shown on the next page:-
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In this diagram, the DP3200 matrix is actually called an 
‘audio router’, pronounced ‘route-er’. The instrument list was 

usually expanded to contain a dummy instrument, often 
known as Z-dummy. This provided a ‘dead’ destination that 
could be used for ‘laying’ MIDI tracks without creating any 
sounds. It also prevented DMP7 mixer data from getting back 
into the synthesisers as note information. If MIDI ‘feedback’ 
was allowed to occur around a DMP7 the faders would feel 
rather ‘rubbery’!

The next screen shot shows how data from Tony Morson’s 
Max application was directed into OMS from within 
PatchBay. Timecode information, shown by the little ‘clocks’, 
also had to be directed via PatchBay to get it from OMS to the 
StudioVision application.

The corresponding setup in OMS is shown below:-
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The popup marked Router sent the output of PatchBay, 
already fed from Max, to the matrix. In addition, timecode 
was directed from OMS to PatchBay. This appears by the 
popup item marked as Studio 5—2 cables, which means the 
Studio 5 was connected to both serial ports on the Mac.

Quirks were found. For example, each DMP7 mixer often 
produced a ‘glitch’ of data that could be accidentally ‘auto-
channelised’ back to the MIDI channel being recorded by a 
sequencer. This problem was easily fixed. If the AUTO button 
on the DMP7 was pressed, the mixer would process 
instructions received via MIDI differently to those generated 
by manual operation of the mixer’s controls.

Elizabeth Parker in Studio F suffered from ‘sticking notes’, 
caused by sending music at 280 clock beats per second and 
timecode via MIDI Manager. Tony turned off the Mac’s RAM 
Cache, which helped. But then Ray Riley discovered that the 
Studio 5 didn’t like receiving MIDI data at more than 1.4 
times the standard MIDI rate. This was odd, since the device 
was meant to accept data at eight times the rate and could 
generate data at the highest speed. Eventually, he set up the 
interface to work at only twice the normal input rate and six 
times the output rate. This seemed to cure the problem.

And in Studio H, three MIDI devices were correctly connected 
via MIDI Thru sockets. But the equipment wouldn’t work 
properly until connected via a V10 ‘thru box’.

5. Bargain Basement

The rapid developments in microprocessor technology meant 
that high-quality synthesisers were now available at very low 
prices. One of the most impressive devices was the Emu 
Proteus, demonstrated at the Workshop in September 1990. 
This was effectively an ‘orchestra in a box’, containing around 
300 sounds, sixteen of which could be played at once with 32-
note polyphony. By the end of the year, both Studio B and 
Studio H had these devices, the latter replacing the older 
Yamaha TX81Z.

Another low-cost device, the Proformance Plus also appeared 
at this time, along with the Alesis Quadraverb, a small digital 
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reverberation device. In common with other ‘economy’ 
products it used a ‘battery eliminator’ for the power supply. 
Fortunately, its power unit was fitted with a DIN plug, which 
meant that it couldn’t be used with anything else. Yamaha and 
Roland, however, employed a ‘universal’ low-voltage plug, but 
each company used the opposite polarity. Luckily, a Roland 
TR707 drum machine didn’t come to grief when it was 
accidentally connected to a Yamaha power supply!

The Lone Woolf MIDI Tap was an unusual device that allowed 
MIDI data to be conveyed over distances of up to a kilometre 
(km) via fibre-optic cable. Despite its apparent usefulness, it 
never came out of the cupboard! The handheld MIDI Analyser 
was a handy device for the engineers, since it displayed MIDI 
data in full detail. A Yamaha TG55 synthesiser was also 
obtained at this time.

Early in 1991, Mark of the Unicorn loaned the Workshop its 
new MIDI Mixer, a seven-channel audio mixer with auxiliary 
inputs and outputs as well as a ‘chaining’ ability. Although 
useful for a small studio, it couldn’t compare with a DMP7 
and its real faders. Later that year, Procussion drum machines 
were added to Studios C and F, whilst the old Roland D50 
keyboard was removed from Studio F. In the spring of 1992 an 
Oberheim Matrix 1000 synthesiser was also installed in F.

Early in 1993, new Emu and Roland samplers arrived, all with 
Mac software for editing sounds.

6. Round Again

Despite being in use for some time, the circular consoles 
continued to evolve. Early in 1991, the individual outputs of 
the TX816 synthesiser in Studio B were again connected 
directly to a matrix, whilst the new Proteus synth was 
connected to the inputs formerly used for the 8-track tape 
machine. At this time, Peter Howell was working on an 
American co-production. This meant that he had to use a 
NTSC form of U-matic video machine as well as a Barco video 
monitor that would accept signals at 30 frames per second. As 
usual, there were problems with the provision of VITC tapes.

Although a vital to the studio, the Akai DD1000 digital 
recorder caused complications. For example, software for 
controlling it via a Mac’s SCSI port didn’t work, even when the 
DD1000 was fitted with a new ROM. Like most disk-based 
devices, the machine was rather noisy. So, in the autumn of 
1991, it was moved to a lower cupboard, fitted with a glass 
door so the level indicators could be seen. Sadly, this new 
door didn’t stop the sound from escaping, so the original one 
was restored. At the same time, the U-matic VCR was moved 
from beneath the television monitor and into one of the mini-
racks.

A Yamaha SPX1000 effects device, with digital connections 
into the main DMP7D, as well as a new Bel delay unit, were 
also added to the installation. Early in 1992, the two ‘halves’ of 
two PCM2500 DAT machines were separated to allow both 
machines to be squeezed into one mini-rack. The ‘transport’ 
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section of each machine was put in the rack whilst the 
‘interface’ portion was relocated in a lower cupboard. The two 
halves were then linked together by means of extended cables.

By the summer of the same year, the monitoring unit software 
was updated to accommodate the extra DAT machine and 
other major changes made to the wiring. Sadly, Red Ryder, 
the application originally used for downloading the software 
from the Mac, was incompatible with System 7, although the 
‘communications’ elements of the newer ClarisWorks office 
package worked perfectly.

Meanwhile, in Studio F, Elizabeth Parker wanted to use an 
RX5 drum machine to create a ‘click track’ for timing 
purposes, but also needed the Procussion that shared the 
same MIDI circuit. The solution, as suggested by Peter 
Howell, was really simple. The RX5 was assigned to the very 
top note of the scale whilst the Procussion was instructed to 
ignore the same note. In StudioVision, ‘Metronome’ was made 
to operate the top key of the MIDI circuit that was labelled as 
‘Drum Machine’.

Towards the end of 1992, several modifications were made to 
Studio F, including the removal of most of the ‘bridge’ circuits 
between matrixes, so increasing the number of available 
inputs and outputs. In addition, Ray Riley completed 
construction of a spare Custom Interface Unit (CIU). 
Unfortunately the CIU in Studio F suffered from very 
intermittent clicks and level offsets, clearly due to a 
‘misalignment’ of audio data bits. This problem was never 

really resolved, although Elizabeth Parker was instructed on 
how to adjust the digital pad on the main DMP7D to eliminate 
the offsets.

7. Mac Hardware

SoundTools Pro, although useful, was too expensive to fit in 
all studios. Early in 1991, Digidesign created a new low-cost 
system known as AudioMedia, consisting of a single NuBus 
card with audio connections provided on phono and jack 
sockets. Special AudioMedia software allowed sound samples 
to be captured, manipulated and stored on a Macintosh. Best 
of all, the card could play two-track sounds within a 
StudioVision sequence. AudioMedia cards were soon installed 
in most studios.

In 1992, a new version of AudioMedia software was 
introduced. However, this didn’t work until the ‘Sample Rate 
Folder’, as supplied with the latest Sound Designer software 
for SoundTools, had been added. In the same year, a new 
Digidesign card known as ProTools was installed in Studios D 
and F. This card gave a four-channel output, although it only 
had two input channels. Better still, any number of channels 
could be provided by simply adding extra cards. SampleCell, a 
sampler built onto a NuBus card and supplied with matching 
Macintosh software, also appeared at this time.
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In the autumn of 1992, the author was sent on a Mac Survival 
Course, even though he was due to leave the BBC in less than 
six months!

8. New Macs for Old

By the spring of 1991, the original 40 MB drives in the Mac IIx 
computers had become totally inadequate. Syco Systems then 
attempted to install 200 MB replacements, but found that all 
the space was taken up by the original drive and that the 
machine had an incompatible drive power connector. By the 
summer, alternative Seagate drives were fitted into all seven 
‘studio’ machines. Just one year later, four of these drives 
failed completely. Curiously enough, the HD Toolkit software 
identified the drive, not as a Seagate, but as a CDC 1239N, 
whatever that was. Closer examination showed that the 
‘problem’ drives had different components and extra blue 
wires fitted to the printed circuit boards!

Also in 1991, the old Mac Plus computers were sent into well-
deserved retirement, although two of them continued to 
provide service in Television Sound. Meanwhile, the engineers 
obtained a second Radius monitor and a further 4 MB of RAM 
for their SE/30 computers. At this time JL Cooper’s CS-1 
Control Station was introduced to the Workshop’s studios, 
connected to the Mac via its Apple Desktop Bus (ADB), the 
same port used for the keyboard and mouse. It contained 
programmable buttons and a wheel that could be set up to 
control chosen functions in any application. Snooper was also 

useful, consisting of software for testing Mac hardware and a 
NuBus card fitted with LEDs.

Early in 1992, consideration was given to replacing most of 
the old Mac IIx machines by a newer model. Whilst the IIx 
contained a 68020 processor, ran at 16 MHz and was limited 
to 8 MB of RAM, the latest Quadra 900 had a 68030 device 
incorporating a floating point unit (FPU), ran at 25 MHz and 
could be fitted with up to 256 MB of RAM. Although the clock 
speeds of these machines seem horribly slow by modern 
standards, the simpler system software of the time ensured 
they were reasonably fast. And, as with many computers, the 
real speed limitation was often set by the hard disk drive 
mechanism. Interestingly, Cue Card wouldn’t work on a new 
Quadra 900, even under System 6, although this machine 
happily accepted newer software. In March, five of these new 
computers arrived for the studios, along with a smaller 
Quadra 700 for Tony Morson. As a sensible economy, the 
RAM modules from the old Mac IIx machines were 
transferred into the new computers.

The first magneto-optical (MO) disk drive also arrived at this 
time. Supplied by Syco and manufactured by Sony, it provided 
128 MB of storage on a 31⁄2 disk that looked similar to a floppy 
disk. Initially, the drive was connected to a Mac IIsi, but didn’t 
work until all unnecessary system extensions were disabled, 
the formatting software was changed and virus-checking 
completed. Despite this sorry start, this kind of disk was 
exceptionally reliable and extra drives were later obtained.
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At the end of 1992, the Mac SE/30 in the main office was 
replaced by a Mac IIfx whilst Brian Hodgson used a 
PowerBook with a MO disk drive. Unfortunately, the two Mac 
IIsi machines originally assigned to these areas couldn’t cope 
with the Workshop’s Omnis database.

9. The Not-work

Before 1990, most Workshop computers were connected to an 
AppleTalk network, later known as LocalTalk. This was 
horribly unreliable, mainly due to the flimsy connectors used 
on the LocalTalk connection boxes. The cabling on the 
network was also excessive, which led Rupert Brun, during his 
attachment, to abandon the system. From now on, any kind of 
network was known as a ‘not-work’!

A vestige of this LocalTalk system was retained between the 
office areas and the engineering computers, although by the 
autumn of 1991, this had been replaced by a ‘thin’ Ethernet 
system. Unlike modern machines, Macs didn’t have built-in 
Ethernet ports. Worse still, the only expansion slots in the 
engineer’s SE/30 computers were occupied by Radius video 
cards. To provide Ethernet, the latter were fitted with 
Novotech EtherPrint boxes, connected to each machine’s SCSI 
port. Since Brian Hodgson’s PowerBook didn’t have any 
expansion ports, this too had to be connected via SCSI, this 
time with a Dayna interface. Other computers needed an 
Ethernet card (the Mac IIsi required a particularly difficult 

card) as well as a ‘media adaptor’ for the actual network 
wiring.

Having set up the system, ‘alias’ files were created on each 
computer’s desktop, giving instant access to designated 
folders on the drives of other machines. Although Ethernet 
was used for file transfers, the original LocalTalk network was 
retained for those printers that didn’t have an Ethernet port.

By the autumn of 1992, plans were afoot to join up the 
Workshop’s Ethernet network to Maida Vale’s new Central 
Traffic Area (CTA), located near Studio 7. This would allow 
access to Broadcasting House (BH) via Novell’s Netware 
software. To accommodate this, each Mac had to be equipped 
with SoftPC and SoftNode software, although there were some 
doubts as to whether SoftNode would work via the Novotech 
Ethernet adaptors on the SE/30 machines. The 
‘AUTOEXEC.BAT’ file, as used for starting PC emulation on 
the Mac, had to be modified. This was the author’s first, and 
hopefully last, experience of an absolutely dreadful text-
editing application known as EDLIN.

10. Replay and Recording

Digital sequencing and recording equipment was now 
beginning to oust conventional analogue devices. However, 
older equipment remained in use, if only to play existing 
recorded material. For example, in the spring of 1991, Roger 
Limb remixed a recording created in 1976. In the same year, 
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Richard Attree needed a 24-track machine in Studio H, but a 
Studer A800 wouldn’t fit through the door, so he had use a 
machine from another Radiophonic studio! And in 1992, 
Malcolm Clarke used his 24-track with timecode generated by 
his Studio 5 interface. Even so, a Studer A80 16-track, A80 8-
track, and the quarter-inch A80 VU from the Film Area in 
Studio F went to Redundant Plant.

In the autumn of 1991, two DTC1000 Pro DAT recorders 
arrived. These were similar to the original Sony DTC1000, but 
accommodated ‘studio level’ signals without any 
modifications. They also recorded digitally at 44.1 kHz, unlike 
older machines where this had been blocked to stop ‘pirate’ 
copying of CDs. Two original DTC1000 recorders were also 
modified by HHB to permit recording at either 44.1 or 48 
kHz. All studios now had two DATs, usually wired together for 
digital copying.

As with quarter-inch tape, the Workshop recorded onto DAT 
at a level that was around 4 dB higher than the rest of the 
BBC. None of the composers seemed to notice this, apart from 
Richard Attree, who observed the difference whilst compiling 
material for a programme in the summer of 1992!

In the winter of 1991, Alesis announced a new 8-track digital 
recording format, known as ADAT. This used standard Video 
Home System (VHS) video cassettes and was reasonably 
priced at £3,000. It also had a pair of optical connectors for 
digital audio connections, one for all the recording circuits 
and the other for all the replay signals. In addition, it had a 9-

pin synchronisation connector that allowed a computer to 
control the transport mechanism. A sample machine was 
tested in the summer of 1992 and was found to be excellent in 
every respect, although the outputs dropped by 6 dB when 
connected to unbalanced destinations. ADAT, which was 
eventually adopted by much of the music industry, replaced 
the older analogue formats throughout the Workshop during 
1993.

In the spring of 1992, the Workshop was involved in an 
electro-acoustic concert at the new Broadgate development in 
London, as well as the Cathedral of Sound at the ‘new’ 
Liverpool Street station. To do this, Peter Howell copied 
quadraphonic material from four tracks of the 16-track in 
Studio F onto two DAT machines. To synchronise the start 
point for playback, he recorded a ‘blip’ at the start of 
recording on both machines. The material was also 
transferred onto his DD1000. The results, especially the 
‘electronic birds’, were appreciated by many of the station’s 
travel-weary commuters.

Around this time, the Workshop installed a facility for making 
Compact Discs in Studio D, incorporating a Micromega CD-R 
drive, developed by Philips and modified by Audio & Design. 
This was accompanied by an Audio & Design Smart Box that 
extracted the ‘DAT track codes’ from the S/PDIF signal 
provided by a PCM2500 DAT machine and converted them 
into ‘CD tracks IDs’ for the CD itself. Curiously enough, this 
wasn’t possible via the professional AES/EBU digital 
interface. The S/PDIF signal also gave an effective 6 dB boost 
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in volume, ensuring a ‘commercial’ recording level on the CD. 
In the summer of 1992, an Audio & Design Limiter, identical 
to that in Studio X, was added to the installation. As with the 
other unit, this was modified to have a threshold 5 dB above 
the normal +5 to +15 dB value. When set to a limit of 4 to 6 
dB, a very good recording level was obtained.

The Workshop also needed to play those old-fashioned things 
known as records. By this time, all the studios had a Technics 
SLP1200 turntable and a Surrey Disk Amplifier contained in a 
mobile trolley. However, in 1990, Studio D still used a 
Corporation-designed twin-turntable known as an RP2/9. 
This was soon replaced by another SLP1200, this time 
connected to an EMO pickup amplifier.

Compact Cassette machines were also used extensively, often 
providing producers with a sample of the composer’s work or 
employed for studying other source material. In a few 
instances, when original material was lost, cassette recordings 
would even be used to create broadcast material. Very low-
cost Sony cassette machines were used, modified with a 10 dB 
output amplifier to ensure that the output level was closely 
matched to that at the input. Unfortunately, these machines 
used conventional lamp bulbs, soldered into place, for the 
‘motion-sensing’ circuitry. This meant that they stopped 
working at the most unfortunate times. By 1993, these 
machines certainly needed replacing.

11. Safety First

During this period, the BBC introduced a very rigorous 
approach to safety. For example, in 1990, Rupert Brun had 
begun assembling a special headphone amplifier for use in the 
acoustic area. This was fitted with red, amber and green 
indicators that showed whether on not the sound level was 
within safe limits. If the user allowed the red indicator to stay 
illuminated they risked damage to their hearing.

Tests were also made on the monitoring levels used with 
loudspeakers. The author correctly guessed the level to be 75 
dB Leq, a very modest volume compared with pop music 
studios. In fact, the Workshop couldn’t use high monitoring 
levels because of the poor acoustic isolation between studios.

Every studio was now regularly checked for electrical safety. 
This involved disconnecting each device from the studio 
system and then checking both the insulation resistance and 
earth circuit impedance.

In the summer of 1992, it was found that the traditional 
practice of breaking the earth link on 13 amp sockets (which 
prevented the technical earth getting in contact with the 
general services earth) was a safety hazard. Removing this 
link weakened the structure of the earth contacts and caused 
them to fall backward, leaving the outlet without any earth 
connection. To overcome the problem, new unmodified 
sockets were fitted onto plastic boxes, ensuring insulation 
between the two earthing circuits.
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In addition, the BBC’s XLR-LNE connector, as used for 
connecting a ‘detachable’ mains lead to a device, didn’t 
conform to any known British Standard. Barry Baker, then the 
author’s line manager, advised that they were not to be used 
by operational staff. Hence, many older devices with this odd 
connector were modified by fitting a cable gland and attaching 
a fixed mains cable. Several outdated pieces of equipment 
were adapted, including the EMS Synthi A portable 
synthesiser, a pair of standalone white noise generators 
created many years ago by Howard Tombs, a mobile talkback 
unit and a buffer amplifier box originally produced by 
Technical Services. The XLR-LNE connectors on Ray Riley’s 
Timecode Memory Units weren’t removed: they just received 
a warning label. Some devices, such as the ARP Odyssey 
synthesiser were fitted with an IEC mains inlet connector.

By now, IEC mains distribution boards had also been installed 
on the engineer’s benches. To avoid leaving mains-powered 
equipment unattended, remotely-controlled IEC mains panels 
were also fitted into Brian Hodgson’s office. These were 
connected to his computer equipment and hi-fi system.

Even composers now had to attend safety courses. Elizabeth 
Parker, escorted on her way to such a course by Roger Limb, 
unfortunately fell over a pot-hole inside the underground car 
park! Around this time the author also went on a safety 
course, just six months before his final departure.

12. Changing Rooms

In the autumn of 1990, the Workshop gained Room 33, a 
small area located behind the main Maida Vale ‘plate room’, 
and formerly used by Radio Projects. It also contained much 
junk, some of which was found to be useful, and was 
eventually used as a cable store. At the same time, Room 11, 
formerly used as a studio, was converted into a computer 
room and office area for the author.

Early in 1991, the old Radiophonic Library area, located 
between the main Maida Vale ‘plate room’ and Studio D, was 
converted into an equipment store. Formerly used for storing 
archived sound tapes, it was fitted out with a large amount of 
racking for the storage of old and obscure devices. During this 
operation, Ray Riley disposed of over two hundred reels of 
quarter-inch recording tape, whilst the Deltalab DL4 Digital 
Delay Line and other obsolete equipment was sent away for 
auction. Meanwhile, in Studio A, the old jackfield and 
trunking were finally removed. A simple microphone 
connection box was then installed, allowing the room to be 
used as an acoustic recording area.

By October of 1991, the old Studio D installation was also 
dismantled, although the Soundcraft 1624 console, now ten 
years old, was retained for a short time. Early in 1992, the 
room was fitted out with the Soundcraft Series 200 8-channel 
mixer, allowing it to be used for copying and experimental 
work. A year later, the video copying facility from Room 10 
was also moved into this area.
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Around this time, Phase II of an impressive plan to redevelop 
the Maida Vale studios was announced. However, in the light 
of Producer Choice this was soon abandoned!
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CHAPTER 14

Latter Days
The Corporation that the author joined in the seventies was 
like an exclusive club of enthusiasts. Money, although 
rationed a little, was considered secondary to the work in 
hand, much of which was enjoyed by the staff. Unfortunately, 
this allowed the BBC to expand, invariably with an ever-
increasing number of managers. And, despite the aims of 
Producer Choice, this trend continued.

As far as the Workshop was concerned, the effects of Producer 
Choice were soon felt. In the spring of 1992, Brian Hodgson 
discovered that the department’s accounts were £72,000 in 
the red. In the summer, whilst Rupert Brun was acting as 
Engineering Services Manager, the Engineering Operations 
department decided to reorganise. By this time, Brian 
Hodgson was saying that he was ‘disillusioned’ with 
management. A subsequent Radio Resource Review indicated 
that 6,000 jobs had already been lost across Radio Operations 
and that a further 1,272 would have to go. In Engineering 
Operations, a total of twenty jobs would be lost, although only 
five real redundancies would be required.

1. Cutting the Losses

By the autumn, it was clear that Brian Hodgson couldn’t 
afford to fund one engineer, let alone two. The only way he 
could provide any kind of engineering support was by using a 
‘part time’ engineer from the team that maintained the main 
Maida Vale studios. For reasons, perhaps out of his control, 
he wouldn’t or couldn’t take over the management of any 
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engineering staff. Peter Howell was said to be ‘startled’ when 
he learnt that the ‘Radiophonic’ engineer might be doing 
other work as well.

Understandably, Ray Riley wasn’t happy to work for a new 
Maida Vale ‘supervisor’ and thought the updated management 
structure had too many ‘chiefs’. Brian now maintained that 
Ray ‘wouldn’t be going’ and that there was a possibility of 
contract working. However, Ray was less than happy to hear 
Brian talking of ‘my people’, as separate to the engineers. 
Once again, the established gulf between ‘artistic’ and 
‘engineering’ staff had opened wide. On seeing the 
possibilities of redundancy, Ray was soon emptying his filing 
cabinet, telling Brian that he wasn’t interested in him ‘pulling 
strings’.

The position of Dick Mills was also on the line. Despite being 
involved with the operation of Studio X, the amount of work 
he was required to do on sound effects had fallen drastically. 
Brian said that he could ‘go tonight’, although he would be 
paid until April. Dick must have enjoyed his job, since he 
stayed at his post until his redundancy date. Rumours soon 
circulated that the NoNoise facility might go to Broadcasting 
House, where expertise existed in the Quality Control areas. 
This generated an amazing meeting that lasted all of thirty 
seconds, in which Brian declared ‘we’re keeping Studio X’.

Understandably, all this uncertainty resulted in friction, 
causing one composer to say that the author had an ‘abrasive 
attitude’. Still, there were advantages. For example, now there 

was less work, more time was spent enjoying a ‘beverage’ or 
two at the Paddington Bowling and Sports Club. This was 
reached via a curious ‘tunnel’ that burrowed under the 
Edwardian tenements located opposite the Maida Vale 
studios. Once the subterranean journey was over, a large area 
containing tennis courts and bowling greens was revealed, as 
well as the club house, all of which retained a slightly ‘colonial’ 
feel. Following IRA bomb scares, it was necessary to take a 
long walk around the block to reach another entrance. 
Fortunately, a very useful individual discovered an alternative 
tunnel that could be used. By the end of the year, project work 
had dried up and Ray Riley was separating the department’s 
asset register according to ‘ownership’ by the Radiophonic 
Workshop or Engineering Operations. Despite his earlier 
concerns over management, Brian met John Birt and 
considered him to be a ‘lovely man’.

Early in 1993, Rupert Brun took up his new post, looking after 
engineering at the Maida Vale studios, including the 
Workshop. At the same time, Barrie Baker became his 
manager, looking after all of Radio’s music production areas. 
And Malcolm Clarke celebrated his fiftieth birthday, along 
with a cake and a model Bugatti. In February, the author gave 
Brian all the paperwork concerning the funding of 
Radiophonic projects, as well as the accounting software. 
However, information regarding the Maintenance of 
Broadcast Plant (MOBP) was retained for the new engineering 
staff.
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On February 16, Rupert Brun arrived with Fiona Sleigh, the 
new and very capable ‘part-time’ engineer, and the author 
happily made his way home. Ray Riley remained for a few 
more weeks and was paid as Senior Engineer during the hand-
over period. The author returned for a one-day visit on 
February 22, so as to give a second ‘training session’ to the 
Maida Vale engineering staff. This was followed by a few jars 
of the excellent Old Speckled Hen in a nearby pub and his 
final departure. Ray Riley, on his leaving of the BBC, had what 
appeared to be a spectacular party in another hostelry, whilst 
Dick Mills enjoyed his official ‘retirement’ party at 
Broadcasting House on March 26.

Brian Hodgson subsequently wrote to the author, describing 
‘the excellent and undoubted contribution you have made to 
the engineering integrity of the Radiophonic Workshop. You 
inherited a mess and have left us with a well-engineered set of 
studios built to the highest standard.’ However, these 
improvements would never have been made without 
Desmond Briscoe’s determination to get the author into the 
Engineer’s job or Ray Riley’s unstinting assistance and 
enthusiasm.

2. End Game

On the occasion of Dick’s farewell, Roger Limb said he was 
‘envious’ of the author. In fact, it wouldn’t be too long before 
he could enjoy his own redundancy payment!

Since the author was now absent, the remainder of the 
Workshop’s technical history must rest with the main Maida 
Vale team. However, on a short visit in October 1993, he 
explored the Radiophonic archives for photographs to go in 
an abortive Wireless World article. All seemed perfectly 
normal, with Tony Morson exploring the possibilities of the 
Apple Newton, the forerunner of the Palm Pilot and 
subsequent handheld computers. By now, the multitrack 
recorders had been replaced by ADATs and the last Akai 
DP3200 matrixes to be manufactured had been bought by the 
Workshop.

At the end of 1994, the Workshop was said to be ‘on the skids’. 
A year later, the author was surprised to see Tony Morson 
credited for Radiophonic sounds in a Here and Now television 
programme featuring Bill Gates. Clearly, all hands were to the 
pump. Despite being asked to continue, Brian made himself 
redundant, along with Maxine Blythe-Tinker, in the hope that 
this would extend the life of the department. But even this 
couldn’t satisfy the accountants, causing Malcolm Clarke and 
Roger Limb to follow him. Apparently, Malcolm had finished 
his replica Bugatti and Ray Riley reported that it was 
‘impressive’. Rupert Brun had also grown a beard, although, 
fortunately for all concerned, this was later removed.
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By 1996 the Radiophonic Workshop had virtually ceased to 
exist, although Elizabeth Parker bravely soldiered on until 
March 1996. When the Workshop finally closed its doors, 
Mark Ayres recalls a pantechnicon arriving to collect the 
Workshop’s tape archive on April 1st 1998, exactly on the 
fortieth anniversary of the department’s opening. And so the 
BBC Radiophonic Workshop took its last breath, and very few 
people even noticed.

3. Postscript

The end of the Workshop wasn’t the end of the world, and for 
many it was probably quite liberating. Peter Howell, having 
helped Elizabeth Parker build her first studio, also produced 
music for Channel 4. By the year 2000, he had also taken up 
writing fiction and Elizabeth was established in her new 
studio. In the same year, Dick Mills was fortunate enough to 
celebrate his 40th wedding anniversary.

4. Postscript 1: A Coroner’s Report

So what did the Radiophonic Workshop achieve? As a ‘man on 
the Clapham omnibus’, the author isn’t properly qualified to 
comment. However, in the field of ‘fine art’, so beloved of 
Malcolm Clarke, the results might be counted on the fingers of 
two hands. Possible contenders would have to include 
Malcolm’s own award-winning work, as well as Desmond 

Briscoe’s, although the latter programmes weren’t always 
‘radiophonic’ in nature. But the earliest and most innovative 
productions, including those by Daphne Oram and Delia 
Derbyshire, would most definitely fit into this category.

Although founded in Radio, the Workshop’s greatest 
contributions were in the realms of title music and incidental 
music for Television. Although many viewers enjoyed a 
television programme, they were often unaware of such 
music, though this had clearly enhanced their viewing 
experience. Now, some people might not consider this 
product to be art, but the creation of music that matched the 
mood and atmosphere of moving pictures was definitely a 
skill, and one that many Radiophonic composers had 
perfected. This skill can be more appreciated when subjected 
to more recent programmes, where inappropriate and badly-
edited music has been crudely jammed into place. 
Unfortunately, the creation of a unified experience in sound 
and vision now comes second to the cost of programme 
production.

And what of Radiophonic Engineering? Well, little, if anything 
of that remains, mostly because new equipment often 
replaced that of old. This is a pity, since many of the unique 
devices used in the earliest days of the Workshop could have 
formed the basis of a museum display. The author, in his 
youthful exuberance to move technology forwards, must claim 
some responsibility for this sad loss.
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Most of the later equipment was provided ‘off the shelf’ by 
manufacturers, but was sometimes stretched beyond its 
original intentions. As the Workshop progressed, it became 
more of a ‘buy and plug’ establishment, although it still 
sometimes hung onto older BBC Engineering traditions and 
fell into several traps. One example was the endless VITC 
debacle, where the author continued to accept the advice of 
‘experts’ who really didn’t know where they were going. And 
the monitoring systems for the circular consoles were 
seriously over-engineered, the author allowing established 
standards to determine what was to be constructed, without 
really considering the costs. In addition, these studios were 
fitted with Akai DP3200 matrixes that weren’t necessary. 
Elizabeth Parker, in creating her own version of such a 
console in the ‘real’ world, was happy to use permanent 
connections instead.

Undoubtedly, the adoption of a ‘buy and plug’ attitude in 
earlier years might have saved the Workshop later pain. Also, 
it should have reduced its engineering staff sometime in the 
mid-eighties, and this should have been under the control of 
the Head of the Radiophonic Workshop. Sadly, as in many 
other fields, the integration of ‘artistic’ and ‘engineering’ 
disciplines wasn’t considered acceptable.

5. Postscript 2: The Body in Question

Could the Workshop have survived? The answer is, unlikely. 
When it began, the Workshop was a unique ‘cutting edge’ 
department that cost virtually nothing to operate. At the time 
of its demise, the running costs of the Workshop were quite 
astronomical. Meanwhile, everyone else in the world could 
buy the same equipment that it used. Even if it had 
introduced artistic ‘new blood’, it couldn’t have competed in a 
world in which everyone’s computer could be used to produce 
‘desktop music’.

And the Corporation itself, once the sole provider of broadcast 
material, has also found itself in a new world, in which the 
consumer doesn’t simply sit back and accept what’s 
transmitted. Now, it’s possible to ‘pick and choose’ between a 
vast number of providers who supply multimedia material 
over terrestrial, satellite and Internet broadcasting systems. 
Unfortunately, the Corporation has chosen to follow the path 
of its commercial competitors in becoming even more shrill 
and vulgar. The once-innocent ‘auntie’ BBC has donned her 
new lurid lipstick and become a harlot. Such is life
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Additional Information
1. The Author

Ray White was born in Shoreham, West Sussex, England in 
1952. He graduated in electrical and electronic engineering at 
Portsmouth Polytechnic in 1973, having gained experience at 
Radon Industrial Electronics, Worthing, Sussex (small-scale 
production of domestic audio equipment), the Admiralty 
Surface Weapons Establishment (MOD), Cosham, Hants (a 
wide range of activities, including fitting a Veroboard 
prototype card into a buoy from a rubber boat floating off the 
Isle of Mull) and George Kingsbury Ltd., Gosport, Hants 
(drawing office work, oily machines and logic).

He joined the British Broadcasting Corporation as a 
maintenance engineer in 1973. Six years later he became 
Senior Engineer at the BBC Radiophonic Workshop, where he 
planned the installation and maintenance of six electronic 
music studios, all eventually equipped with Apple Macintosh 
computers. He left the BBC in 1993 and now enjoys an 
independent lifestyle.
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2. The Document

These documents were originally produced using ClarisWorks 
5 (©Claris Corporation, 1997) on an Apple Macintosh ‘Wall 
Street’ PowerBook G3 running Mac OS 9.1. Grammar-
checking was supplied by Gram•mat•ik• Mac 1.0 (©Reference 
Software, Inc, 1989), initiated via an AppleScript routine 
created by the author and launched via keyboard control 
through OSA Menu 1.2 (©Leonard Rosenthol, 1998). Further 
text checking was provided by Apple’s Text-to-Speech (TTS) 
technology. To convert the content to HTML and GIF files, a 
ClarisWorks HTML configuration file was edited using BBEdit 
6.0.2 (©Bare Bones Software, Inc, 2000). Using OSA Menu, it 
was possible to launch an AppleScript script that exported the 
current file in Web form and automatically previewed it in 
Help Viewer 1.1.2 (©Apple Computer, Inc, 2000), a small 
browser application on the Mac.

Final customisation and fine-tuning of HTML content was 
provided by an AppleScript routine that used BBEdit to 
process all the HTML files created by the author in a single 
pass. Later revisions were made entirely in BBEdit, again 
assisted by AppleScript.

This 2014 e-book version was produced by copying the texts 
of the original web pages and fine-tuning them within iBooks 
Author (©Apple Computer, Inc, 2011-2013).
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CHAPTER 16

Musique Concrète
During World War II, whilst radio reporters in the battlefields 
of Europe were preparing their recordings on shellac-coated 
disks, the Nazi propaganda machine was broadcasting 
material prepared on the recording machine of the future. 
This was the Magnetophon, the first real tape recorder.

At the end of hostilities, the arrival in Britain of these 
advanced machines came as a shock, persuading EMI to build 
the British Tape Recorder 1 or BTR/1, mainly based on the 
original German design. As in some continental machines, the 
tape heads on this recorder faced away from the operator, 
making tape editing very tricky. This was corrected in the 
company’s next model, the massive BTR/2, many of which 
remained in service at the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) until the 1970’s.

Miniature valves made it possible for EMI’s later machine, the 
TR/90, to fit into a standard 19-inch rack or into a mobile 
trolley. All these professional machines incorporated three 
tape heads (erase, record and replay), allowing the user to 
check the quality ‘off tape’ whilst creating a recording. But in 
Britain, the most significant machines were those destined for 
the semi-professional or amateur market, notably the 
Ferrograph, beginning with the Series One, remaining almost 
unchanged until the Series Five, followed by the more modern 
Series Six and Series Seven machines.

Indeed, it was the enthusiastic amateur and experimenter 
who often saw the real potential for the tape recorder. 
Although the use of tape and a dextrous razor blade had been 
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originally used for generating propaganda, it also could be 
employed creatively to change the nature of recorded sound.

In 1948, Pierre Schaeffer used tape manipulation of natural 
and mechanical sounds to make a pioneering radio 
programme. His new techniques, known in artistic circles as 
musique concrète, used tape recorders to create new sounds 
from old. He used ‘spooling noise’, played tapes backwards or 
at different speeds, or turned the spools by hand. By using a 
machine with a variable-speed capstan motor, the pitch of a 
sound could be modified with musical accuracy. Later on, the 
BBC Radiophonic Workshop used a Leevers-Rich recorder 
with a rotary switch calibrated in musical intervals.

1. Tape Sampling

All the principles of what we now call sampling were now 
established. Any source material could be used and then 
processed in any manner, and the only limitation was the 
producer’s imagination. Most sources of sound were familiar 
to drama studios, including breaking glass; gravel in boxes; 
percussive noises produced by musical instruments, bottles or 
metal tanks; machinery and street sound.

Samples, unlike synthesised material, contain the complex 
harmonics, and harmonic decay, of natural sounds. The effect 
can be disconcerting or dramatic, as in the sounds of 
dinosaurs used for the film Jurassic Park, created from those 
of real animals. But as the pitch is moved further away from 

that of the original, it develops characteristics different from 
real sounds: the pitch change alters the subjective ‘size’ of a 
sound but ignores the physical properties of the materials that 
created it. And of course, the harmonic content of real sounds 
varies across the musical scale. For example, every note on an 
acoustic piano is different, each string vibrating the others 
differently, changing as the note decays.

Then, as now, you needed a clean recording of every sample. 
In addition, the beginning and end of each sample would have 
to be carefully trimmed using a razor-blade. Extra samples 
could be produced by dubbing (copying) the original 
recording onto another machine. To change a sample’s pitch, 
the original recording would be dubbed from a varispeed 
machine onto another recorder, using a separate ‘pass’ for 
each required pitch change. Finally, all the samples, modified 
or otherwise, would be edited together into a continuous 
sequence using a razor-blade, editing block and splicing tape.

To create a long cross fade, a special editing block, 
incorporating an exceptionally shallow splicing angle could be 
used. For normal editing, a cut at 90 or 45 degrees was 
common, although the latter could often give an unacceptable 
‘jump’ in the image of a stereo recording: fortunately, most 
early examples of musique concrète were produced in 
monaural (mono) sound. Any sample could be made into a 
continuous sound by carefully splicing together the ends of a 
recording to form a tape loop.
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2. Time Delays

Having discovered the useful delay introduced between the 
record and replay heads of a tape machine, the concrète 
pioneers explored the possibilities of running a tape directly 
from the left hand spool of one tape machine to the right hand 
spool of another, passing both sets of record and replay heads.

By drawing the tape out between two machines on a sprung 
loop stand (or bottles, if stands weren’t available), the delay 
on the output from the second machine could be extended. 
Also, the audio output of the second machine could be 
carefully mixed back into the input of the first machine, so 
creating rising and falling ‘waves’ of sound. The guitarist 
Robert Fripp, an ex-member of King Crimson, was so 
enamoured with this trick he christened it Frippertronics, 
many years after it was first used.

3. Phasing and Flanging

Two other effects that briefly saw popularity were phasing and 
flanging, both caused by upsetting the azimuth (the vertical 
angle of the tape head) during recording or playback, usually 
by touching the flange of a tape spool. Neither could be 
described as musical, but they were very dramatic.

Phasing was the result of combining the input and output of a 
tape machine, or the two outputs of a stereo machine. As the 
phase between the signals changed, the output at certain 

frequencies, and their harmonics, was cancelled out, an effect 
identical to a comb filter. Flanging was similar, but relied on 
feeding some the tape machine’s output into the input, almost 
causing oscillation at some frequencies. The result was more 
metallic than phasing and was used on many pop records of 
the sixties.

4. Stretching the Tape

The success of tape manipulation spawned some novel 
devices. One example, the Binson Echorec Baby, had a 
spinning metal drum, surrounded by tape heads that 
produced multiple delays. Another device, the Tempophon, 
was strapped to the side of a tape machine, with the tape 
passing its spinning replay head. Since the tape speed in 
relation to this head was set by the Tempophon itself, 
irrespective of the actual speed, it was possible to vary the 
pitch without altering the tempo.

The BBC’s Programme Effects Generator (PEG) provided 
‘spot effects’ for radio drama, including The Archers. This 
device used a separate tape cartridge for each effect, the tape 
being pulled out of the cartridge, played and then drawn back 
in again. A further development of PEG was the Mellotron, a 
keyboard instrument with cartridges containing sampled 
instruments. The Moody Blues used this successfully in their 
sixties ‘symphonic’ rock music, despite its sluggish 
mechanism. Roland also used tape cartridges, this time as a 
loop, providing very long delays in one of their effects devices.
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At the BBC Radiophonic Workshop, established in 1958 to 
explore the possibilities of music concrète, sound montages 
were created using several tape machines and an audio 
multiplexer. This specially-constructed device contained of a 
circle of fixed capacitor vanes, connected to the outputs of the 
tape recorders. The multiplexer’s output came from a rotating 
vane, driven by a variable-speed motor. As this turned, each 
signal was heard in sequence, one sound fading into the next.

5. Early Sound Processing

Reverberation was popular, disguising small blemishes and 
providing a consistent atmosphere to a completed recording. 
Echo rooms, plates and springs were commonly used. Most 
echo springs gave awful results, although hitting them could 
often generate interesting sounds! One popular trick involved 
copying a tape backwards and adding reverb, then playing it 
forwards to give a reverse echo.

Equalisers, preferably of the ‘graphic’ type, were much in 
vogue for musique concrète. Passive versions, comprising 
simply of coils and capacitors, often provided a remarkable 
degree of quality (Q), enabling dramatic changes to be made 
to any sound. And at the Radiophonic Workshop, the 
mechanical ‘Dalek’ voices for Doctor Who were created using 
a simple ring modulator, consisting of three transformers and 
a ring of four diodes. An untreated speech signal was 
connected to the ‘main’ input, with a low frequency (usually 
upwards of 15 Hz) applied to the ‘carrier’ input.
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CHAPTER 17

Synthesisers  
By definition, a synthesiser produces music by artificial 
methods, usually by means of electronics. A device of this kind 
often allows a composer to create sounds that could be made 
by an unknown form of instrument, either simulating a new 
‘acoustic’ device or something entirely different. In addition, it 
can provide a performance that would be physically 
impossible for a human musician to play.

An electric or electroacoustic instrument, on the other hand, 
such as an electric guitar or electric violin, is really a 
specialised acoustic instrument that uses electrical 
amplification to make it audible. Oddly enough, electronic 
effects devices have almost made the electric guitar into a 
synthesiser. And older electrophonic devices, such as the 
Compton organ, created sounds using electromagnetic or 
other kinds of tone generator rather than electronics. They 
often imitated the traditional pipe organ and were invariably 
controlled by some kind of keyboard. Examples include the 
reed organ and the Hammond organ, the latter employing 
toothed metal wheels and electromagnetic pickups to create 
the tones.

Modern electronic instruments need electrical energy to 
create sounds: they don’t use mechanical parts. In fact, the 
sound produced by such an instrument doesn’t exist until it’s 
fed into a loudspeaker. However, the traditional pipe organ 
and the modern synthesiser still have much in common. 
They’re usually controlled by a piano-style keyboard, are 
polyphonic (meaning they can play several notes at once) and 
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multitimbral (they can play several different kinds of sound or 
‘voice’ at a time).

1. Early Devices

Nineteenth-century electrical instruments include the 
Componium, the Electroharmonic Piano and the 
Electromechanical Piano. The Dynamophone or 
Telharmonium of 1906, devised by Thaddeus Cahill, used 
alternating current (AC) dynamos to create its sounds and 
weighed an amazing 200 tons.

The earliest electronic synthesisers used analogue circuitry, as 
opposed to modern digital technology. One example is the 
Theremin (or Thereminovox), invented sometime between 
1919 and 1924, and finally developed in the US in 1928 by the 
Russian, Leon Theremin (b. 1896). The pitch, covering a 
range of five octaves, was controlled by moving the right hand 
around a pole, whilst the volume was adjusted by waving the 
left hand near a loop aerial. The device itself contained two 
radio frequency (RF) oscillators, closely tuned to each other, 
which then created a string-like whine. The movements of the 
operator’s hands influenced the tuned circuits of the 
oscillators, changing the sound’s pitch and volume. The 
instrument is shown below being played by its inventor at 
Carnegie Hall.

Having appeared in some music halls, this instrument was 
soon forgotten, although it was used by the Beach Boys on 
their record Good Vibrations and by the rock band known as 
Led Zeppelin.

Other early electronic devices included the Ondes Martenot, 
devised in 1928 by Maurice Martenot (1898-1980), and the 
Trautonium. Unfortunately for a keyboard instrument, the 
Martenot could only play one note at a time, a characteristic 
common to many early devices of this kind.

2. The Electronic Organ

Electronics found its first challenge in the organ, where the 
traditional pipes were replaced by electronic counterparts. In 
the most advanced electronic organs, separate oscillators were 
used for each note, with complex keyboard logic to ‘sound’ the 
appropriate oscillators for each key and stop.
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The domestic electronic organ side-stepped these 
complications by using a set of simple square wave oscillators 
for the top octave, with frequency dividers for the lower 
octaves. The results, particularly at the extremes of the 
keyboard (where the limitations of output filtering became 
obvious), were often unsatisfactory. Unfortunately, a decent 
instrument could never be produced at a realistic price until 
the appearance of the microprocessor. But, unlike many 
analogue synthesisers, the electronic organ was fully 
polyphonic: you could press all the keys you wanted, and get 
all the sounds.

The schematic for this kind of instrument is shown below:-

The Hammond organ, really an electrophonic device, 
succeeded where many others failed. It incorporated a set of 
motorised metal tone wheels, each with teeth machined to 
give the correct pitch, and positioned near a magnetic pickup 
that extracted the signal. The result was a simple and reliable 
instrument, with a very characteristic sound, enhanced by its 
rotating ‘Leslie’ loudspeaker.

The BBC Radiophonic Workshop created its own unique 
‘organ’ from a rack of ordinary test-room oscillators, a small 
keyboard and a keying unit. As each key was pressed a 
pentode valve in the keying unit connected an oscillator to the 
output: each valve had adjustable timing for attack and decay. 
Limited perhaps, but few instruments today would allow you 
to tune any key to any pitch.

3. The Voltage-Controlled Synthesiser

By 1952, electronic music could be created by purely 
electronic methods. This required the use of sine wave tone 
generators, which produced a pure sound at a given 
fundamental frequency, noise generators, often producing 
white noise with a wide spectrum of frequencies, and filters, 
which removed anything above or below a given frequency. 
Such material was usually manipulated by means of variable-
speed tape recorders. The Olsen-Belar Sound Synthesiser, 
developed in 1955 by the Radio Corporation of America 
(RCA), contained oscillators that produced waveforms that 
included other harmonics. The use of such material with real 
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sounds is sometimes known as electroacoustic music, 
although strictly speaking this refers to an acoustic 
instrument that’s assisted electronically.

The voltage-controlled synthesiser, as described by Robert 
Moog (b. 1934) in his 1958 paper to the Audio Engineering 
Society (AES), combined elements of these earlier devices in a 
new instrument. This generated audio waveforms 
scientifically, shaping and modifying them into the required 
sounds. Pioneering users included Walter (later Wendy) 
Carlos, who horrified classical musicians with Switched on 
Bach, although subsequent work, such as Timesteps, showed 
that the instrument could create truly original material. And 
recordings such as Lucky Man (Emerson, Lake and Palmer) 
and The Six Wives of Henry VIII (Rick Wakeman) introduced 
the synthesiser into rock music.

Moog’s invention consisted of simple elements that influenced 
each other by control voltages. How they were used and 
connected was left to the composer. Musically, the results 
were often awful: considerable skill and artistry was needed to 
rise above the mundane. Worse still, since analogue voltages 
determined the pitch of the oscillators, there were problems 
with tuning, often due to temperature changes as the 
equipment warmed up. Despite this, the device remained a 
dominant force into the age of the microprocessor. In fact, 
such machines still exist and are even fitted with MIDI.

The main elements, as typically connected, are shown below:-

The Keyboard

This was usually monophonic, meaning only one note could 
be played at a time. However, some synths had dual 
keyboards or used special electronics to give duophonic 
operation. The control voltage (CV) produced by the keyboard 
represented the pitch, usually based on a scale of one volt per 
octave, 0.5 volt per octave or one millivolt per hertz (mV/Hz). 
CV signals weren’t standardised. For example, zero volts could 
correspond to the bottom note (higher keys giving a positive 
voltage) or the centre note (keys to each side going positive or 
negative). The latter was convenient for tuning, since zero 
volts then coincided with middle C or A, and gave linear 
results across the keyboard. The pitch of a decaying note was 
kept in a ‘sample and hold’ circuit until the next key was 
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pressed. The keyboard also produced a gate signal (positive 5, 
12 or 15 volts) to show that a note had been pressed.

Some keyboards also generated a trigger pulse at the instant a 
key was pressed. In some instruments, such as the ARP 
Odyssey, a small change in CV also created a trigger pulse. A 
second note could then be played whilst another was held (for 
playing in legato), providing a form of duophonic operation.

Major Elements

The following elements, in various numbers, could be found 
in most synthesisers:-

Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO)

This device usually provided square, sine and triangular audio 
waveforms, often with a variable mark-to-space ratio. The 
initial pitch of each VCO had to be adjusted, also the 
sensitivity to voltage control, ensuring satisfactory tuning 
across the entire keyboard. An extra control voltage input was 
often used in conjunction with a low-frequency oscillator 
(LFO) to provide vibrato.

Voltage-Controlled Filter (VCF)

This was used for ‘tuning’ the frequency spectrum of any 
sound (often the output of the synthesiser’s white noise 
generator) under control of the keyboard. Each VCF usually 
had controls for the initial frequency and filter quality (Q), 

both of which were usually voltage-controlled. Some VCFs 
could also oscillate, allowing them to be used as extra VCOs.

Envelope Shaper (ES)

This device accepted a gate signal, usually from the keyboard, 
and used it to create a varying control voltage. ADSR shapers 
had controls for attack (the initial rise), decay (the fall as a key 
is held), sustain (the level as a key is held) and release (the fall 
after a key is lifted). An ADR shaper was a simpler version 
with three parameters. Most shapers were fully voltage-
controlled.

Voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA)

This was often used to regulate the volume of the output of a 
VCO, under the control of an envelope shaper. VCAs worked 
at 10 to 20 decibels per volt (dB/V), although the polarity 
varied. With a zero voltage at the control input, most VCAs 
were at their ‘initial’ gain, usually between 0 dB and +10 dB.

Sample and Hold (S&H)

This simple circuit could be used to retain a control voltage 
after a note on the keyboard had been released, thereby 
‘memorising’ the pitch of any note that required a long decay. 
Its inputs were usually connected to the keyboard’s CV and 
gate (or trigger) outputs.
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Other Components

White Noise Generator

This provided random noise over wide spectrum of 
frequencies. Its output could be fed into a VCF to create 
impulsive or atmospheric sounds.

Random Voltage Generator

The control voltages created by this component could 
introduce an element of chaos into any work. The voltage 
swing and frequency was usually set by ‘Range’ and ‘Variance’ 
controls.

Control Voltage Modifiers

A trapezoid could be used to slow down rapidly changing 
signals, whilst inverters would reverse control voltages. In 
addition, other voltage modifiers could introduce control 
offsets or level changes.

Connection Systems

Various connection methods were used, including 3.5 mm 
jack cords, popular on American and Japanese products. 
However, Electronic Music Systems (EMS), who took the 
analogue synthesiser to its zenith, employed patch-pins on 
matrix boards. The latter had virtual earth inputs, whilst the 
patch-pins were fitted with resistors. This allowed any 

number of sources to feed a single destination, with the value 
of a patch-pin’s resistor (denoted by the colour of the pin) 
setting the sensitivity of an input.

4. Hybrid Synthesisers

The voltage-controlled synthesiser offered more than 
anything that came before, but was difficult to use. Larger 
machines were expensive and clumsy, the best results often 
being obtained by accident. The arrival of the microprocessor 
was to see both its final development and demise.

At the end of the seventies, the speed of most processors was 
inadequate for creating or modifying real sounds. Instead, 
new synthesisers employed such a device to act as a ‘front end’ 
for conventional voltage-controlled technology. One early 
machine of this type, the Yamaha CS80, looked like a large 
electronic organ, but was really processor-controlled. 
Whenever you pressed a note, that key would be assigned to a 
specific voltage-controlled oscillator, so providing true 
polyphonic operation.

Other synthesisers in this category must include the famous 
Prophet 5 from Sequential Circuits and the Oberheim OBX8. 
These hybrid machines came as a shock. In appearance they 
were unlike any ‘classic’ synthesiser, but behind that new 
front an analogue machine was lurking.
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Hybrid Workings

Most hybrid machines used a single microprocessor (micro) 
for all the tasks, although some instruments employed a 
separate processor, often a customised device, to provide 
polyphonic key assignment. A typical schematic is shown 
below:-

In most instances, the operational switches and keyboard 
contacts were connected to a parallel port on the 
microprocessor via a scanning ‘XY’ matrix. The analogue 
signals from the variable controls, including bend wheels and 
swell pedals, were multiplexed and sent through a digital to 
analogue converter (DAC) to the micro. From the micro, 
switching and control data was sent to an analogue to digital 

converter (ADC) and on to a demultiplexer that directed 
signals to an appropriate destination.

Most machines kept the micro’s operating system (OS) and 
preset voices in read-only memory (ROM) whilst user data 
was kept in battery-backed random-access memory (RAM). 
Also, user information could be dumped to or loaded from an 
audio cassette recorder, although this was often unreliable.

One very important job for the micro was key assignment, the 
process of choosing which oscillator and envelope shaper was 
operated by which key. Typically, pressing one key selected, at 
random, any one of eight oscillators. Pressing another key 
simultaneously ‘fired’ the next oscillator, and so on, until the 
maximum number of oscillators, usually eight, were sounding. 
If another key was pressed (and all the other oscillators were 
operating, perhaps with their envelope level decaying) the 
very first oscillator had to be ‘grabbed’ for the new key, 
possibly truncating the first note.

Tuning such a machine was often very difficult. Most 
oscillators (once you identified the one that was in operation) 
had at least three adjustments, and an iterative process was 
required to give good results across the keyboard. Typically, 
tuning a Yamaha CS80 would take two or three hours.
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5. Digital Synthesisers

The high-speed processor of the eighties could manipulate 
audio data directly, and so removed the need for analogue 
circuitry overnight. Robert Moog’s dream had come to an 
untimely (or timely) end.

Wavetable synthesisers, such as the PPG Wave, kept one 
complete cycle of each sound in RAM or ROM. When a key 
was pressed, the data was clocked out into a DAC at the 
desired rate. The contents of a wavetable could be modified, 
or parts of different wavetables could be joined to create new 
tables. The Wave also sampled real sounds that could then be 
edited and looped. Unlike earlier synthesisers, it included 
floppy disk drives and a visual display unit (VDU) for 
graphical editing.

The Fairlight Computer Musical Instrument (CMI) was far 
more advanced. In fact, this synthesiser was a specialised 
variety of mini-computer, complete with a graphical display 
controlled via a light pen. In its final form, this machine 
incorporated real-time audio recording on eight ‘tracks’.

These two machines were large, powerful and expensive. 
Moreover, they needed considerable operational skills to fully 
exploit their potential. The products that followed were 
completely different. The revolution in consumer musical 
products had begun.

Modern Synthesisers

Digital synthesisers of the later generation often contain 
customised integrated circuits. Even so, the typical schematic, 
as shown below, is similar in many ways to a desktop 
computer:-

Almost invariably, such machines use two processors. The 
main device works with those elements common to any 
computer, such as RAM, ROM, disk drives, serial ports, MIDI 
ports and VDU. The sound processor, which needs to be very 
fast, is often a custom chip. This provides digital signal 
processing (DSP) and often has its own RAM and ROM. It can 
connect to the real world via an ADC or a digital interface 
(DIF) and may employ a separate hard disk drive to store 
sound samples.

One early example of DSP is frequency modulation (FM), 
which first appeared in Yamaha’s DX7 and its successors. The 
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process of FM between two or more tones, known as 
operators, is simulated by digital computation to create 
complex sounds, often very musical and penetrating. The 
results seem to have little in common with the actual 
operators, making it difficult to create sounds ‘from scratch’. 
But Yamaha satisfied most of its customers by supplying the 
machine with an extensive range of preset sounds. It also 
accepted RAM and ROM cartridges that expanded the choice 
still further.

Many digital machines, often using highly innovative ideas, 
have followed on from these pioneers. But perhaps the 
greatest advance has been the increase in ease of use for the 
musician.

Digital Samplers

By incorporating an analogue to digital converter (ADC), the 
digital synthesiser effectively became an audio sampling 
machine. The E-mu Systems Emulator II was one of the first 
machines of this kind. Although it only used 12-bit 
technology, the sound quality was very impressive. Its place in 
ancient history is confirmed by the fact that it used two 
cumbersome 51⁄4 inch floppy disk drives.

The Roland S50, with its provision for a VDU, was a 
pioneering keyboard machine that kept samples on a 31⁄2 inch 
floppy disk. This was followed by the rack-mounted S550, also 

giving multiple outputs. However, the ‘industry standard’ for 
many years in the world of sampling was the Akai S1000.

A new generation of machines soon appeared, with samples 
that matched the quality of digital audio. They included the E-
mu Proteus and Procussion, both playback-only samplers 
containing a vast repertoire of instruments, showing a high 
technical quality and sampling artistry. Also, they exploited 
MIDI to the full, allowing sixteen sounds to be played at any 
time, each with sixteen-note polyphony.

Beyond Hardware

Today, many older synthesisers, including those ancient 
analogue devices, can be emulated by using suitable software 
on a fast desktop computer. Often, these new applications 
don’t require special hardware, apart from standard audio 
inputs and outputs. For those who want to go further, 
synthesisers, samplers and digital audio recording can be 
installed as plug-in PCI cards. As processor speeds continue to 
increase, even these cards are likely to be replaced by more 
advanced software. The days of the synthesiser are over: we’re 
now in the world of ‘desktop composing’.
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SEQUENCERS

1. Mechanical Sequencers
2. Analogue Electronic Sequencers
3. MIDI
4. Computer Musicians

CHAPTER 18

Sequencers  
The idea of recording a musical performance isn’t new. 
Fairground organs, orchestrions, player pianos and musical 
boxes used rolls, cards, drums and discs long before audio 
recording was invented. Despite modern technology, the 
principles remain unchanged: sequencing records a 
musician’s performance (the notes and their timing), not the 
actual sound of the music. Before the invention of the 
phonograph and the gramophone, this was the only way to 
record anything.

1. Mechanical Sequencers

Digital sequencing began with the clockwork musical box, a 
development of the striking clock. This usually contained a 
rotating cylinder whose tooled projections struck a comb-like 
metal plate. During the nineteenth century punched metal 
disks, paper rolls and cards were used extensively. Punched 
cards, for example, were used in weaving and lace-making. 
But the most popular application was the pianola or player 
piano, mainly because few people could actually play an 
instrument. Today, some of these rolls and cards constitute 
the only true record of how music was played in Victorian 
times.

Similar technology was used in the barrel-organ, containing a 
pin-studded cylinder turned by hand and coupled to 
mechanisms that opened organ pipes and struck metal 
tongues. This idea was further developed into the steam-
powered fairground organ, which generated a huge range of 
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sounds, whilst the orchestrion was designed to imitate the 
sounds of an entire orchestra. Unfortunately, nineteenth-
century technology lacked electronics. This meant, for 
example, that Charles Babbage’s incredibly advanced 
calculating machines, although feasible in theory, couldn’t be 
created in practice.

Punched paper and cards were still used in computers of the 
sixties and seventies, some early mainframe machines being 
programmed via teletype machines and punched paper tape. 
Cards were frequently programmed by means of a crude form 
of hand-puncher, often involving obscure key combinations 
for certain characters. The most common card was the 
Hollerith card, as invented by Herman Hollerith (1860-1929) 
and originally used in the US census of 1890. In its modern 
form it eventually had 12 rows and 80 columns of possible 
hole locations. This heritage exists today, as text formatted 
with 80 characters per line. Hollerith’s company eventually 
became part of IBM.

2. Analogue Electronic Sequencers

The earliest sequencing device used in electronic music was 
the step sequencer, as used in conjunction with a voltage 
controlled synthesiser. It required the musician to enter both 
the pitch and duration of each note and then to step on to the 
next note. It worked, but couldn’t be described as ‘user 
friendly’.

In comparison, the Sequencer 256, as designed by EMS for 
the Synthi 100 synthesiser, was highly sophisticated. It 
recorded a real-time performance on three ‘layers’, each 
conveying a control voltage (CV), defining the note that had 
been played, and a gate signal, indicating how long the key 
had been held. Despite the limitations of a restricted memory 
(the composer had to compromise between timing accuracy 
and the length of a sequence), it vastly expanded the scope of 
the analogue synthesiser.

Ken Gale’s Wavemaker range of equipment included one of 
the first devices to work in the digital domain. His Digital 
Recording Module (DRM) took the output from a digital 
musical keyboard and recorded the performance on an audio 
tape recorder by means of frequency shift keying (FSK). The 
material could be ‘bounced’ from one track of the tape to 
another, whilst adding further performances.

The limitations of analogue synthesisers and their associated 
sequencers were apparent to anyone who used them. Most of 
these problems were solved by the arrival of devices 
containing microprocessors.
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3. MIDI

In the early eighties, a group of interested parties issued a 
specification for the Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
(MIDI), a system that allowed universal communication 
between instruments, computers and other devices. The basis 
for this standard was purely commercial and within a few 
months of its introduction the floodgates were overwhelmed 
by new and affordable products.

One of the first MIDI sequencers was Yamaha’s QX1. This 
incorporated a single MIDI input for a keyboard and eight 
individual MIDI outputs for connecting to instruments. 
Unfortunately, all the sequencing operations had to be 
monitored through a small liquid crystal display (LCD) device.

But one machine was to do much more for MIDI and 
sequencing than anything so far. In January of 1984, Apple 
Computer unveiled its latest creation, the Macintosh desktop 
computer

4. Computer Musicians

The use of the Macintosh computer was tentative at first. And 
early MIDI interfaces were very simple, conveying a single 
MIDI circuit over either or both serial ports of the computer. 
Pioneering software included Performer, a sequencing 
package by Mark of the Unicorn, and Composer, designed for 
working on a musical script. Sequencing software allowed the 

musician to record a real-time keyboard performance as a 
sequence in the computer. This could then be edited freely, 
saved onto disk in various versions, and finally employed to 
‘play’ the synthesisers. The opportunities for editing were 
almost endless. For example, the length or pitch of any note 
could be changed, or sections of music could be reversed, 
repeated or inserted at another point, or the tempo could be 
changed.

The diagram below shows a typical MIDI installation, 
complete with an optional MIDI Thru box and MIDI merger. 
Although the ‘Thru’ outputs of most MIDI devices could be 
used to ‘loop’ a circuit to another device, a Thru box prevented 
the timing problems that could be caused by such a 
connection. A merger, on the other hand, simply combined 
MIDI data from the outputs of several devices.
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The way the music was presented on the Mac’s screen varied 
with the sequencing application. And because of the 
complexity of musical score, a full script was rarely displayed. 
Instead, notes were shown either as bars (of varying lengths to 
match their duration) or simply as a list of MIDI ‘events’. 
Almost all sequencers could save a sequence on disk as a 
MIDI file. This kind of file contained no information to suit a 
particular sequencer, just pure MIDI data that described the 
sequence itself.

But MIDI could do so much more. In fact, it could automate 
an entire studio, especially since many effects devices could be 
controlled via MIDI. System Exclusive (Sysex) messages could 
tap into synthesisers and samplers, allowing sounds and 
samples to be manipulated and modified using a software 
editor. One very powerful device was the Yamaha DMP7, a 
MIDI-controlled 8-channel mixer. This used standard MIDI 
note and controller messages to gain access to every control, 
but also allowed the user to define a parameter list, assigning 
specific MIDI messages to particular controls.

These products and advanced sequencers pushed the Mac and 
MIDI interfaces to the limit. Faster machines, such as the Mac 
Quadra, appeared in the early nineties, along with multi-
channel interfaces such as the Opcode Studio 5. These new 
computers had NuBus slots that accepted cards for on-board 
sampling and digital audio recording, either using the Mac’s 
own hard disk or a separate SCSI drive.

These developments led to a greater integration of the 
electronic music studio, with sounds recorded, edited and 
then ‘bolted into’ a MIDI sequence. The final result was 
‘desktop composing’, as provocative to the music industry as 
desktop publishing was to printing. And, although MIDI is 
being pushed to the peripherals of such advances, its robust 
design assures it a challenging future.
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